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A3STRACT

This thesis is an outcome of a field study based on 

administration, of questionnaires, verbal interviews as well as 

analysis of published information and data. The main were

to gather information on factor marketing in Kenya, and to 
investigate a district cooperative union to find out how it 

performs the various functions in distribution of non-farm 

inputs. Five broad categories of non-farm inputs; fertilizer, 
hybrid maize seed, agricultural chemicals, manufactured animal 

feeds, and farm machinery, tools and equipment were investigated.

With the increase in population, good farming land has 

become scarce in Kenya. Kost farmers are farming on what may 
be termed as ’a handful of soil’, with no scope for horizontal 
expansion. Intensification of production is therefore essential 
and will require the improvement of farming practices and the use 
of proven packages of inputs.

In Kenya, due to the consequences of the colonial dual 

policy, agriculture has developed as a two-track system; the large 
scale farms, and small scale farms. The use of inputs has closely 

follov/ed the development of agriculture in each sector. The large 
scale farmers, mostly European settlers, until 1960's have been 
using inputs since the pioneering days of Kenya's agriculture, but 

the small scale African farmers have been initiated to their use 
only in the last twenty years. The former sector has been conve
niently served by existing private distributors, but distribution to
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snail scale farncrs who are widely dispersed has constrained the 

existing system.

Factor marketing in Kenya is to a large extent concentrated 
in the hands of two major distributors and only in recent years 
have smaller distributors penetrated the market, distributing 

patented inputs. The private distributors use a network of branch, 
depots which are near railway lines, and concentrated in large 
scale farming areas. Their penetration in the small scale farm 

sector market has only been in the last few years, when they have 
established widely scattered branch depots at district headquarters 

and input stockists in local trading centres.

Multi-purpose agricultural cooperatives which are far^er^

alternative to private traders are only a phenomena of the last 

thirty years and many have proliferated in the post-1960 era and 
are still plagued by teething problems of mismanagement, misapp
ropriation of funds and general deficiency in business foresight. 

Their participation in factor marketing is only as retail outlets 
for private distributors. They have however the necessary framework 
for distributing non-farm inputs, but the merchandising function is 

considered as secondary to the marketing function and as such in 

many cooperatives, is in its craddle stage.

Hurang*a Farmers District Cooperative Union is a 
commodity, multi-function secondary organization with 
societies forming the backbone of the union’s business

multi-
coffee
activities.
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The merchandising activity is as such geared towards the supply 
of essential inputs ^or coffee production. However due to the 

diversified production characteristics of farmers in the district, 

the union has a comprehensive shopping list to serve the farmer’s 
other needs, to some extent.

There are three identifiable zonal distribution typologies in 
the district; a non-structured individual farmer procurement system 

in the lower large scale farm zone, the onion dominated distribution 

system in the middle zone and a statutory authority distribution 
system supplying inputs for tea production in the upper zone, 

Stockists fill some essential markftt niches in both middle and upper 

zones especially in the supply of inputs for food crops.

The cooperative union distribution system which is dominant 

in the district can be conceptualized as consisting of three 
characteristic phases; the union level or the central ordering phase 
the society level or the distribution phase, and the farmers level 

or the feedback phase. The procurement of inputs is through tenders 
and private arrangements with distributors. Central storage i3 
done at the union's stores at Thika and llurang’a towns. The 

distribution framework is based on sixteen coffee societies which 
own 72 factories.

Member farmers are basically small scale producers with a 
diversified farming system. Apart from growing coffee they keep 

grade animals and grow3.miscellany of food crops. Due to the small 
scale of operation the farmer’s needs for inputs is small and 

dominated by preferences for small package sizes, and a need for 

an informational and advisory system.
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It was Tound that the cooperative distribution system suffers 
from weaknesses at all the three phases. Farriers fail to indicate 

their seasonal requirements and factory managers under-estimate 

the demand. This is due to their lack of training in input 
marketing and lack of coordination with agricultural extension 
staffo Lack of transport and late delivery of supplies are the 
other weaknesses. These are aggravated to a critical point by the 
poor state of feeder roads in the district, especially during the 
rainy seasons. At the union level the problems are comparatively 
few and the dominant problem is under-estimation which is a 

oonsecuence of under-estimation at the lower levels. Thi3 results 

in an adequacy and rationing of inputs to affiliated societies

The possible pre-requisites for a successful non-farm input 
distribution system are timely bulking of estimates, and timely 

procurement of adequate quantities supported by provision of adequate 

storage and transport facilities and a reasonable credit and pricing 

policy.

The thesis which is mainly exploratory and descriptive
t

has two parts. The first four chapters cover various aspects of 

factor marketing at national level and the next four chapters 
cover the cooperative distribution system in Murang'a district.
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1 INTRODUCTION.

1.1 AGRICULTURE IN KENYA’S ECONCMY.
1.1.1 The Contribution of the Agricultural Sector to Kenya’s 

Economy.
Kenya is basically an agricultural country, and 

the agricultural sector which has contributed signifi
cantly to economic development in the past will continue 

as one of the pillars of Kenya's economy.

The sector contributed between 33$ and 40$ of the
total Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in the period
1°6/-1973^1 (29, p. 44). Agricultural exports contribute

over 70$ of the total exports, and the agricultural
sector employs over one third of wage employment and over

75$ of total employment. (29, p. 247 - 249, and 7

Vol. I. p. 12).
(a) Gross Domestic Product.

According to the Kenya Development Plan

1974-1978 the contribution of the agricultural sector
to Gross Domestic Product and Gross Value of Marketed
Production is expected to increase as shown in table 1.

The contribution by the monetary,non-mone vary sectors, 
and agricultural services to gross domestic product
was 39-9$ in 1964, 36.9^ in 1967, 35-5$ in 1970 and 
33.9$ in 1973.
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t a b l e \i p?.oj?x?as c o k t r i b oTIQi’ a m ) g r o w:’:-: MATS OP 
AGP.ICULTUP-S TO GROSS DOI-BSTIC PRODUCT AT-rp 
GROSS MARKETED PRODUCTION IN 1972 and 1973

1972 1978
fiate of
Growth

. I K£ million in 1972 price>S /o

Gross Domestic Product 202.2 273.4 5.2

Monetary Sector 90.0 134.0 6.7

Subsistence Sector 111.4 139.4 3.8

Gross Value of

Marketed Production 104-9 155.1 6.7

Crops 70.2 106.5 7.2

Livestock 50.6 43.1 5.9

Unrecorded 4.1 5.5 5.0

Source: Kenya Develop:nent Plan 1974 - 1978 Part I page 201 
___...... _  1

(b) Agricultural experts.
The percentage contribution of individual commo

dities for export* are shown in table 2.

Coffee and tea have remained as the major export 

commodities, contributing 437̂  of the total value of 
exports in 1973. With sisal, pyrethrum and wattle 

extract, they contributed, 50.97̂  of total exports in 1$7.'J* 
The other agricultural commodities of importance include 
maize, live stock byproducts, and horticultural products.



TABLE 2» C ~ OX ? • V ? :  " ",0!)— !•:

ix K";ta i:. sc::e sele^ eb years

1963 1965 Il967 C\
VOON 1971 1973

Commodity Percentage of total value

Coffee, not roasted 25.1 29.9 29.3 260 6m 26.8 29.2

Tea 12.9 12.9 13.8 17.8 16.2 13.8

Petroleum products 0.1 9.9 13.6 12.0 14.5 7.7
Sisal fibre and tow 17.2 8.2 3-9 2.7 2.1 3.9
Heat andMaat preparations 5*9 , 5.2 5*5| 4"1* 5.0 3.1
Pyrethrum extract and flowers 6.9 5.2 4-9 4.4 4.6 3-0

Hides, skins, fdrskins, 
undressed 2.7 3.7 3.3 3.0 3.3 4.2
Cement 1.1 2.0 1.9 2.3 2.1 2.1

Copper and a Hoys, unwrought 0.8 1.9 - - - -

Wattle bark and extract 1.8 1.8 1.7 1.9 1.6 1.0

Sodium bicarbonate 2.8 0.7 1.9 1.4 2.5 2.3
Pineapples tinned 1.9 1.6 1.0 1.1 1.3 1.2

Cotton, raw 1.0 1.6 1.2 1.2 1.6 1.1

Wool, raw 1.3 1.2 0.9 0.9 0.4 0.2

Cashew nuts 0.5 1.2 1.0 1.1 1.0 0.5
Beans, peas, lentils 1.6 1.1 0.6 0.8 0.6 il.O

Oil seeds, nuts and kernels 1.5 1.0 0.7 0.5 0.6 0.4
Scrap metal 0.6 0.9 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.4

Butter, Ghee 1.9 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.1 0.6

liaize, unmilled 3.6 - 2.6 4.4 - -

Other 8.5 9.1 10.5 12.8 15.1 19.2

Total 59.9 100.7 99-5 100 100 100.2

Total percentages don't add to 1G0 due to rounding

Source: Kenya Statistical Abstract 131 A, Page 63



(c) Employment

Agriculture and forestry employed 265,356 people 
in both tne private and public sectors of thp economy 
in 1973* The total wage employment in tne year was 
761,665 people and thus agriculture and forestry engaged 
34-9£ of total wage employment. (29, p. 247 - 249).
Apart from pernancnt wage employment there ar core 
people employed during peak planting and harvesting 
seasons. The number has be'en estimated to range from 
450»000 to 500,000. (8 , p. 38). The number of people 
in self-employment and contributing family labour in 

smallholdings is estia ted at over 3*7 million.
(7. Tol. I, p. 12). As such, estimates of employment 
in agriculture are only indicative because cf the many 
functions going on in the sector. An estimate of 
employment in. agriculture end other sectors is shown 
in table 3.

TABLE 3s ESTIMATED EKPLOYMBKT IS AGRICULTURE AMP OTHER SECTOPS 
IK EEVYA 1972.

4

Sector Tfage e mployment Self-employment 
and family labour

Total Relative
frequency

Kill ion *

Urban 0.3 0.2 0.5 10
Rural
Agriculture 0.6 3-7 4.3 84
Other 0.2 0.1 0.3 6

Total 1 .1 4.0 5.1 100

Source: (7, Volume I. Page 12).
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1.1*2 -lie Structure of Kenya’s Agricultural Production.
In the colonial days agriculture Tas developed in 

the lines of a dual economy. Land was de-limited into 

’white highlands' and ’African reserves’. This stru

cture has continued to the present day with the former 
white highlands forcing the large scale farm sector, 
except where they have been divided into settlement schemes. 

The African reserves have developed into areas of small 

scale farning.

(a) The large scale farm sector.
This sector originally consisted of 14»000 sq. miles 

reserved for about ?.p00 white settlers. (3> P» 5)» Since 
i960 many of the farms have been bought by the government 
to settle the landless, notably ’ the million acres 
scheme'. Others have been bought by cooperatives and 

individual African farmers.
In 1972 this sector consisted of 15^0 large scale 

mixed farms which covered just over one million hectares.

Of these, ^234 farms covering 50^300 hectares were owned 
by Africans either individually, or through‘companies, 

partnerships and cooperatives. Of the rest, 295 farms 

covering 400,000 hectares, were owned by n*n-Africsns, 
and the rest were owned by the state. In addition there 
were some lpOO large tea, coffee, and sugar estates, as 

well as large ranches owned by private companies (S. p.

34*35).
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For a long time this sector was the major contributor 

to the gross marketed production but its percentage share 

has declined. It stood at 50«3$ in 1965, 49$ in 19^7 

47.5$ in 1972 and 48.7$ in 1973 (27, p. 84). However 
some of the enterprises, like wheat, sisal, and large 
scale beef ranching are still a predominant feature of 
this sector. For other crops like coffee, tea, pyrethrum 

the small scale formers grow a higher percentage.

(b) The small scale farm sector.
It is estimated that there are approximately

1,2 million smallholdings in Kenya, of which 25$ are under 

one hectare and 50$ under two hectares (8, p. 55).
These support the 11 million people living in the rural 

areas.
For a long time, farming in this sector was mainly 

at subsistence level, but since the 'Swynnerton Plan 
of 1955’ (10) there has been a tremendous transformation 
from subsistence to commercialized farming. This 'blue 

print of agrarian reform' called on government to allov-' 

Africans to grow cash crops and keep grade animals as 
well as consolidating the fragmented pieces of land.

(3, p.40)
The contribution from thisssptor +0 the gross

marketed production has increased from 41«7$ 19^5

to 52.5$ in. 1972 and 50*9$ in 1975 (27,P»89).«
Contribution in the production of the major export 
commodities has shown a very remarkable increase. In
1972 the sector had 54,000 ha. under coffee grown by 270,000 

growers, and processed in 506 factories
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57 cooperatives. Of the 71,200 metric tons of coffee 

produced in 1973, the smallholders produced 5^,100 metric 

tons. (27, p. 97).
Smallholder tea growing has teen very successful.

In 1972/73, 30,895 hectares were under tea grown by 
79,154 growers in comparison to 23,000 hectares in large 

scale farms. (27,p.9&) About 87/j of Kenya’s 
pyrethrum production is grown by smallholders, who grov/ 

on average 0.J hectare each, and market it through 151 

cooperative societies.(27, p. 94) Maize i3 the major 
staple food in Kenya, and 90fo of the total maize 

production is produced by smallholders owning less than 
5 hectares of land. (7, Vcl. I, Annex 4, P» 2) In 
1972 the area, under improved maize in small scale farms 

was 212,922 hectares while in large scale farms it was 
only 92,208 hectares, (see table li) Apart from cash 
crops the sector produces all the other food crops.

This sector has also shown an increase in the 

number of livestock. Over 60/j of the total dairy 
herd, and a gradually increasing percentage of the beef 

animals are kept in small farms. (7, Vol. I Annex 5 P* 2) 

African producers and co-operatives produced 51.5$ of 
all pigs processed at Uplands Bacon Factory in 1973*

(30, p. 24)
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1.2 LITERATURE REVIEW

1.2.1 Non-farm Inputs as Essential Pre-requisites for 
Sustaining Agricultural Productivity.

The availability of good agricultural land 

is limited. As there is no scope for horizontal 

expansion, production can only be increased by 
augmenting output per unit area. This can be done 
by improving agricultural practices and using proven 

'packages of non-farm inputs'.
\7.A Lewis supports this view when he states, (;,p.62)

* The secret of rapid agricultural progress is 
to be found much more in agricultural 
extension, in fertilisers, in new^seeds, in 
pesticides and in water supplies."

t.1
Lewis's point of view has been taken up by the T.L.0-. 
Report' in its proposal for improving farcing methods 

in Kenya which states: (8. p. 152)
Most small scale farmers lack at least some
of the requirements for productive intensive 
farming. 'However, given the relevant technology 
coupled with training, credit, access to -he 
necessary inputs ( including waterappropria -e 
pricing policies for purchased inputs and 
agricultural commodities, and assured access 
to markets, there are a wide variety of farming 
systems by which one hectare or less could 
provide a family with sufficient ^ooa and also 
supply a cash income for purchasing at least 
the necessities of life.

Whereas, a lot has been achieved in Kenya in
increasing agricultural productivity especially in the 

small scale farming areas, some doubts have been 
expressed or. whether the upward trend will continue, 
because of “insufficient use of appropriate agriculture

inputs”. (20, p. 2)

-L
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To get agriculture moving end. sustain this 
move rent in the direction of higher levels of productivity, 

kosher (12) identifies five essential requirements, which 

form 'a wheel for agricultural development' (12, p. 132) 
These are, markets for farm products, new farm technology 
local availability of farm supplies and equipment,
»
adequate incentives for farmers and transportation 

facilities,

V.rith the advance of modern farming techniques the 
farmer becomes increasingly dependent on these outside 
supplies, and it is important that the farmer should

have at his disposal 3n efficient and economic supply
(

system which meets this growing demand. Agricultural 

development requires that these supplies be available 

at many, local points, in sufficient quantities and at 

reasonable prices to meet the needs of every farmer 

who may want to use them.

1.2,2 Some Views on the Present Structure of the Distribution 

System for Non-farm Inputs in Kenya.
As a result of the dual economy the distribution 

of non-farm inputs has closely followed the tv/o sectors 
of agriculture* The large scale farm sector has been 
conveniently served by the nr.in distributors of nor.- 
farm inputs. On the other hand the small scale farm 

sector was not considered as 'a potential market',
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With the implementation of the Swynnerton Plan of 1955, 

the market in the sector has been gradually realized.

The ’Melville Report' (18) noted the potentialities
of small scale farmers as major users of fertilizers

and called for a distribution system to serve this sector.

It states: (18, p. 17)
"As the main significant increase in the 
colony's consumption of fertiliser v/ill 
arise from an increase of its use by peasant 
farmers, there was a need for the development 

of a low cost distribution system to cater 
for this market".

The report further noted that the presant system 
"was geared primarily to meet the needs of large scale 

farmers", A 1969 government report (19) also noted that 

there was still lack of an efficient distribution 
system, with the present system weakened by logistic 
problems of storage and transportation, as well as lack 

of credit facilities and knowledge on inputs' use.
The 1971 report on non-farm inputs; the ’Havelock 

Report' (20),looked into problems in the use of 

fertilizer, agricultural machinery, and chemicals. On 

increasing fertiliser use this report noted that there 
was lack of knowledge on their use, transportation and 

storage problems, irregularities in delivery and 

packaging in large bags.
The 'Report of the Select Committee on the Maize 

Industry (’Tabuge Report) (21) made various complaints 

on distribution of seeds, fertilizer and chemicals.
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It noted that a lot of effort is cade in convincing 

farmers of the worthiness of their use, "only to find 
that the difficulties involved in obtaining the inputs 

are enough to stop otherwise willing farmers from 

using them" (paragraph 15)• It also noted that 
•farmers in many areas have to travel great distances 
to purchase inputs, (paragraph 15) On stockists, it 

noted that "they are few and many run out of supplies, 
after only a small proportion of farmers have purchased 
their requirements" (paragraph 16). The report went 

on to note that tt* problem of packaging and recommended

packaging fertilizer in quantities commensurate with small 
scale utilization. (21, p. 4) Similar recommendations 
had been made earlier in the 'Melville Report' 

(Recommendation 2) and in the 'Havelock Report' 
(Recommendation 44) The '77abuge Report'also noted that 
the distributors don't give enough technical advice, 

and voiced their concern that farmers were only getting 

•institutions written on input packages' even though they 
are technically illiterate. (21, p. 4)
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1.2.3 ?he Coll for Cooperatives to Participate and Improve 

the Factor Market.
In its call for development of a low cost distr

ibution system for fertilizer the ’Melville Report’ 
recommended the maximum use of cooperatives as channels 
for distribution, and dissemination of information to 
farmers. (18, p. 8). At the same time it recommended 
the recognition of the petty traders as the potential 
suppliers of the numerous farmers who are not members 

of cooperatives. Kaini (10, p. 26) has also noted 

that cooperatives can make a great contribution in imp
roving the bargaining power of the rural sector through 

inter alia cutting out middlemen and providing easy 
and readily available modern non-farm inputs. (10, p. 26)

In Sessional Paper No. 8 (22) the government 
policy concerning the participation of cooperatives 

in distribution of inputs is laid out where it states 
that "every encouragement will be given to the movement, 

to enable it to play an extensive role in the agricu
ltural sector" (paragraph 6). The district cooperative 

unions are expected to perform bulk purchasing of 
inputs while at society level the development of viable 

primaries on multi-commodity, multi-purpose pattern 

is the strategy.
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It also calls for the development of a built-in service 

within the marketing cooperatives for distribution 

of farm supplies and other stores for resale to 
farmers# (paragraph 22). Kenya Farmers Association, 

the countryside distributor is expected to work 

intimately with cooperative unions at district level.
The 'Havelock Report' (20, p. 11) cited strengthening 

of cooperatives as one of the ways in which the 
constraints of the disti ibution system can be removed.
(20, p. 12) However the report cited many cases 
where many district cooperative unions were not functi

oning, and called for the re-organization of the whole 
movement, as well as that of Kenya Farmers Association 
which acts as an umbrella cooperative.

In response to these challenges the Cooperative 

Department released a merchandise manual, in which it 
stated that although the movement has been participating 

in distribution of inputs, its purchasing power has 

not been properly utilized, mainly due to tne fact that 
orders are never adequately bulked at district, provincial 

and national level. (25) This is also coupled with 

the problem of poor, and twauniformed recording and 
stock control systems. However it recognized tnat 
although merchandising is secondary to the well 

developed function of produce marketing it is important 

in promoting the members to utilize better and modern 

farming methods.
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1 .5  CMECTITES. CUTLr'g. rSTHCDOLOGY A?TD Lirf.ITA?IO?IS 0? T :F

STUDY

1.3.1 Objectives
The study W33 undertaken with tco broad objectives in
minds

(1) To gather information on various aspects of factor 
marketing in Kenya. Within this broad objective

the following specific objectives were highlighted:-
(a) An assessment of the need, and economics 

of use of non-farm inputs in Kenya.

(b) An examination of the present market 
structures for non-farm inputs and their 
distributional constraints.

(2) To investigate Murang'a Farmers District Cooperative 

Union,as a distribution channel geared at serving 

small scale farmers in the district. Within the 

investigation of cooperatives as a distribution 

channel the following are highlighted:-
(a) As assessment of the cooperative movement 

in Kenya, and its structure as it relates 

to providing a framework for distributing 
non-farm inputs.

(b) An investigation of a. district cooperative 
union and its affiiated societies to find 
out the present performance of the functions 
of centralized ordering, storage, distribution 

and pricing and tc record weaknesses in the 
system and put forward suggestions for 
improvement.
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(c) An investigation of member farmers*
production characteristics and participa
tion in the cooperative societies, to enumerate 

the problens they experience in purchasing 

non-farm inputs, and find out how these 

provide a feedback which can be used for 
improving the cooperative distribution system.

There are two questions which the case study on kurangVi

Farmers District Cooperative Union is aimed at answering;

(1) What are the limitations and problems of the 
present cooperative merchandising activity?

(2) How can these be improved to make the cooper
ative Union function effectively as a multi
purpose business?

1.3.2 Outline
To meet the requirement of the first objective various

aspects were investigated:-
(1) The structure of Kenya's agriculture and the need

to increase production. ,

(2) The economic importance of non-farm inputs.
(3) The present structure of non-farm inputs* markets 

in Kerya.For xhe case study on llurang'*a Farmers 
District Cooperative Union the following aspects

were covered^-
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(4) The need for a low cost distribution system and the 
suitability of agricultural cooperatives as a 

channel for distribution.
(5) A review of agricultural pi-oduction and marketing

in the district, to pinpoint the market for non-farm 

inputs.
(6) An investigation of the structure and organisation 

of the cooperative movement in the district aimed
on finding out how it is performing the distribution 

functions.
(7) Analysis of responses from a sample of farmers 

regarding their production characteristics, 

participation in the cooperative activities and the 

problems they face in procuring non-farm inputs.
(8) Recording of weaknesses experienced by the cooperative 

movement in the district and putting forward sugg

estions for improvement.

1<.3°3 Methodology-
In the exploratory section on factor marketing in 

Kenya the author mostly depended on secondary information, 

from published government reports, Verbal interviews 

were also conducted on the following:

(l) Private firms
(l) General Manager, Produce Executive, Trading 

Officer, Fertilizer Distribution Officer and 

other Department Heads of Kenya Farmers 

Association (Coop.) Ltd.
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(2) Marketing Manager, Unga Ltd.
(3) Agricultural Manager, B.A.S.F, (.E.A) Ltd.

(4) Sales Llanager, Murphy Chemicals (.E.A.) Ltd.
(5) Marketing Manager, Shell Chemicals (.E.A.) Ltd.
(6) Agricultural Manager, Pfizer Chemicals Ltd.

(7) Agricultural Manager, Mackenzie Dalgety Ltd.

(8) Sales Manager, Kenya Seed Company, Kitale.
(2) Government L'.ir.istries

(1) Crop Development Officer (Farm Inputs), Ministry 

of Agriculture
(2) Merchandising Expert, Ministry of Cooperative 

Development.
(3) Cooperative Movement

(1) General Secretary, Kenya. National Federation 

of Cooperative Unions,
(2) Administrative Officer, Kenya Planters 

Cooperative Union.
For the case study, secondary data was collected 

from Muranga District Annual Reports. (Ministry of 
Agriculture, and Ministry of Cooperative Development) 

and from the records cf Muranga Farmers District Coopexativ 

Union.
Primary data was collected from interviews with 

the District Agricultural Officer, District Cooperative 

Officer and Management staff of Murang'a Farmers 
District Cooperative Union. Two structured non-disguisea 
questionnaires were also used to collect information iron 

two groups of people: (see Annexes I nv.d II)
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(a) Coffee Factory Managers*

35 managers out of the 72 factory managers 
were interviewed. From the managers the 
author aimed at finding out the organization, 

and distribution problems of cooperative 
societies at grass roots’ level.

(b) Farmers
A sample of 106 farmers v/as interviewed.

Selection was on a divisional basis, 27 farmers 

were interviewed from each of the three 

divisions of Kandara, Kangema, and Kiguno 
and 25 farmers v/ere interviewed from Kiharu 
division. The society headquarters in each 

division were visited and farmers* names 

were selected from the membership register, 
one in every 350 names. The names were then 
grouped according to the factories from which 

the farmers get their non-farm inputs.
During the interviews* period th,e author 
visited the factories and with the help of 

the factory managers the selected farmers were 

identified and their fame visited.
Interviewing was conducted from August 1975 

January 1974® 4 preliminary survey and pre-testing of
questionnaires was done in early August with the help 
of three sixth form students. The rest ox the inter

viewing was done by the author. The language used was

Kikuyu.
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l.J»4 Limitations
Factor marketing L" ~ot a widely studied aspect in

• #

Kenya and as such only isolated, and in cost cases
/

out-dated reports are available. As such the lack of 
up to-date and pertinent data was acutely felt. Since 
all aspects of the narket are dealt with by private 
firms, these were reluctant to release figures and only 
gave approximations.

To tackle all the aspects of factors marketing in 
Kenya proved a formidable task because of the large 
number of firms concerned. There was also a. financial 

and time limitation.
Only 106 farmers v̂ ere interviewed but this was 

considered a manageable sample considering the heavy 
travel expenditure and extensive walking in areas where 
there are no vehicles. The lack of interviewers to help 
in the field was a critical limitation. Due to this 

limitation the author managed to cover only one district 

cooperative union. 7/hereas ary district could be 
selected, liuranga District was selected for it exhibits 

various characteristics which are reflective of small 
scale farming and cooperative activity. The major 
characteristics are as listed below:-

(a) Agricultural production and marketing is done 

by small scale farmers.
(b) The district has a graduation of ecological 

zones starting with the dry eastern zone, the 

farming activities are as such varied and a 

miscellany of crops is grown.
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(c) Due to the topography, transportation is i. 

major problem, and. many of the roads are
i

earth roads.

(d) The cooperative movement is dominated by

one commodity, in this case coffee and supply 

of inputs is distributed through the dominant 

societies.

These characteristics are representative of small 

scale farming districts of Central Province, Eastern 

Province ( Embu, Liera), Rift Yalley Province (Kericho, 

Kandi) Western Province and Hyanza Province especially 

Kisii district.
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2 T|.:~ ,:s c  uce c? lt/uts

2.1 CHARACTER I3TI CIS CF SON-FARM INPtTS.

Agricultural inputs are all items put into the 
agricultural production process. These include the 

traditional inputs; land, labour, and management, end 

the non-traditional new forms of capital inputs which
Iinclude; fertilizer, agricultural chemicals, improved 
seeds, manufactured animal- feeds and farm tools and machinery 

These new forns of capital inputs which are cha
racteristic . of modern agriculture are usually intro
duced simultaneously in what is termed as 'a package 

of improved inputs' because they have various common 

characteristics:- (11, p. 289)
(a) They tend to be purchased off the farm 

which pulls the farmer into the market 
economy and thus increases his risk

problems, costsj and credit needs and provide 
pressure for increased marketing of his 

produce.
(b) They are products of research and embody 

technological changes; they have to be %
supported by an informational programme 

to diffuse the innovation to farmers.
(c) They are represented by variable costs and 

are highly divisible which means they can 
be used at low levels of intensity, or on

onlv a part of the farm. They tend to be used 
for a relatively sr.ci’t production span.
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(a) Lost of then increase production and effic
iency through a direct effect on livestock 

and crop yields.

(e) There is a close complementary relationship 
between more than one new form of inputs 

« and various new farming practices. The

case of hybrid maize is very illustrative, 
where to get maximum yields, hybrid seeds, 
improved cultural practices, right appli

cation of fertilizer and pest control 

measures, must all be a part of the 
improved programme.

Except for farm tools and machinery which are not 
divisible, and have a longer production span and improve 

production indirectly, all the other four non-farm 
inputs meet the above characteristics.

2. 2 YIELD RESPONSE IN CROP AND LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION DUE TO 

NON-FARM INPUTS.

Non-farm inputs have been proved to increase yields 
in both crops and livestock. Experiments done in 
research stations and repeated in farms under natural 

conditions have shown that the use of fertilizer, hybrid 
maize seed and animal feeds has a direct increase in 
yield, while the use of agricultural chemicals reduces 

the loss due to rampages of diseases, insects and weeds 
and thus increases the yields.
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In the case of farm tools and machinery the indirect 

increase in yield results from timeliness and quality 

in performance of farm operations.
Ihe yield increases have to bring attractive returns

when valued at current market prices so as to stimulate 

.farmers to use optimal treatments. Calculations of 
returns and value cost ratio (VCR) have been v/ctrked 
out to find the most economic treatments. A net return 

of at least IOO^j above the cost on inputs or a VCR 

value of at least two is taken as reasonable.(4>p.5)*
The economic justification for using various non-farm 
inputs in Kenya is exemplified by data from experiments 

and demonstrations.

2.2.1 Fertilizer
Fertilizer has been used effectively on cash crops 

especially coffee resulting in high increases,fold . 

For the food crops, it has been shown that similar 
yields result. Data from the FAO Fertilizer Programme 

which has been in operation in Kenya since 1969, illu

strate this increase. The responses or. maize due to 
various fertilizer combinations, and the resulting net 
returns and v q?. axe shown in table



TABLE 4: EFFECT C’F FERTILIZER 0? MAIZE YIELD FROM DEMONS"RATIONS IN 12 DISTRICTS OF KENYA 1972
_ •

No. of Average Yield Increase Value of Coot of Net Return
*1

VCR
Diotrict Demonstrations Control Treated 'in Yield increase Fertilizer

Kg. per hectare . shillings

Ksknxaega 30 5779 6099 2320 902 197 765 4.6
Bungoma 45 5159 4976 1817 767 197 510 5.9
Uocm Bay 50 2532 4538 . 2006 —3 CD O 197 583 4.0

Sioya 29 3150 4929 1771 689 197 492 5.5
Murong' a 54 2672 4659 • 1987 773 150 • 623 '5-2

llyeri 51 3635 5721 2066 811 ' 150 661 5.4

Enbu 20 25B6 4312 ; 1726 - 671 150 521 4.5

Mnshakos 6 1524 2247 723
J

231 150 151 1.9 :
Koricho 25 220 479a : 1078 731 • 197 534 3.7

Btiringo 0 37<»5 5506 1741 ' 677 197 : 400 3.4
llerok s' 3167 4827 1660 646 197 449 3.4
Taitn _________29________________ 3470 111GDI

CMIfM11 2020 VO l
coi 
f—« 150 636 5.2

1. This Ln calculated using tho 1972 price of maize wl\i,oh waa K/ah. 55.00 par 90 kg. bag.
2. Tho fertilizer used wan 60-60-0 and 40-40-0 costed at K/eh. 197.00 and IC/oh. 150.00 reopeotlvely. 

Source: Compiled fro® FAQ Fertilizer Progrfcjne (Kenya) Report llo. 4, 1^-2-
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2.2.2 Hybrid maize seed.
In Kerya the eight hybrid varieties used by 

farmers have yields varying from 3050 to 8C50 above 
local varieties. However high yields ere a function of 
complementary effects of factors such as early 

planting, right fertilizer application, use of
a
recommended varieties, proper weed, pest and 
disease control and good husbandry.

Maize yields can be very high in farms as 

demonstrated by a maize yield contest organized by 
Kenya Seed Company in 1971/72 in Kitale District.
In the contest thirteen farmers took part, each planting 

two hectares. The yields ranged from 5,245 kg. to 
10,342 kg. per hectare with a. mean yield of 7,479 kg, per 
hectare. Although fertilizer, planters, insecticides 

and herbicides T/ere provided free by commercial sponsors, 
the contest demonstrated that there is still plenty 
of potential for improvement in maize yields if farmers 

use the recommended complementary inputs. (55)»

At the 1972 maize price of Shs. 35»00 per 90 kg. bag 
the mean gross return was K£145 per hectare. All other 

costs which included costs of ploughing, harrowing, planting 
cultivating and costs of fertilizer and chemicals were 

calculated at X£ 67.50 per hectare. The net profit 
is therefore K£ 57*5 per hectare. Although many farmers

I
cannot afford such optinal use of non-farm inputs due 
to the prohibitive costs there is still a suitable profit 

margin from application of small quantities of inputs 

if good crop husbandry is practised.
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2.2.3 Manufactured Animal Feeds.
Supplementary feeding results in increased yields 

of meat and milk, pork and mutton. In commercial pig, 
dairj^ chicken and beef prod uction, animal feeds fora 

60-75^ of total costs. As such the profitability
Iof using then has to be determined. The FAO Lanet 
Feedlot Project at Nakuru has illustrated profitability 

in fattening Boran animals from the drier Ilorth 

Eastern pr°vince of Kenya prior to slaughter by 
Kenya Meat Commission. The costs and margins involved 
in feeding a Boran animal for TO days from 240 kg. to 

340 kg. liveweight are illustrated in table 5«

v
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TA3L3 5* COSTS •.TP '5 r.-TOLYRD IN FREDI'TO 1 20RAN A'T'AL

FOR 70 DAYS AT LA’IET PREDICT 1973

•

PER HEAD VALUE ADDED COSTS KARGIN

PER DAY

SHILLI \TGS

Sale Value'*' 884.00 - - -

Purchase
price 580.00 - -•

Value added
in 70 days 304.00 4.34 - -

j . - , • - • • - * * *  »

Feed2 - 2.48 -
■v

Overheads - - 0.60
—

Interest at -
10fo p.a - - 0.16 —

Mortality X

allowance
at 1 ii - - 0^08 —

Total Costs• - . « 1 . ■* -■ ♦ . . • 5.52• ■ - 1 - • . * . 1

Margin 71.40
n 1.02

-  « * %

1. The producer price is Shsc 5*00 ?er kg. cold d'ressed weight 
(50̂  - cO$S of liveweight).

2. The-ration used consisted of Maize silage naize germ and
hran §0/j and urea molasses. The mixture Y/as valued at Shs. 
0.51 per kg.
SOURCE: Lanet Beef Research Station; * >>

Economic Aspects of Beef Feedlot Produc-ion,
January, 1974® Page 2.
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In general a feedlot margin of 3hs. 3.00 per animal 

per day is considered profitable. This depends on feed 

costs which in the above case form 74»7^ of the total 
cost, on conversion ratio, and value added per day.

Returns to capital of at least 20Jo per annum are 

,obtained.
Animals from feedlots are better finished and 

graded higher than animals purchased directly from grazing 

areas. About 83/* of KL1C annual slaughter fall in grades 
below FAQ (Fair Average QuaiLity). It is estimated 

that 70/̂ of these aninals could be graded higher if they 

could be finished in feedlots*

2.2.4 Agricultural Chemicals.
Experiments done in Kenya and East African Community 

research stations on the use of herbicides, insecticides 

and fungicides have shown that there is some increase in. 

crop yields.
Herbicides have not been used greatly in Kenya farms

I
except for some isolated large farms. However results 

from experiments have shown, that the costs may be less 
than hand weeding, and there is a noticeable increase 

in yield as illustrated in table 6.
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table 61 effect c? -:ii' co:;r-tCL T:-ZA:rK’^~ o" y::"_D o?
c-. •• : a -v : ...:
costs ?o-. ?::e eig:;. cci.tksl :-et:03s.

1968/70 1970/71 1971/72 Llean Mean annual 
c osts/r.a

Yield
hec

of clean coffee per 
tare

Shillings

Hand Cultivation 1080 2414 1261 1535 OIPs

Paraquat at low 
rate 1684 1930 1796 1003 374
Paraquat at 
high rate 1406 2065 I665 1712 408
Paraquat and 
slashing 1465 2050 1935 iei6 412 •
Diuron and 
Paraquat 1426 2145 1677 1749 556
Sinazine and 
Paraquat 1767 1775 2056 1367 530
Diuron and 
Anitrole 1702 2037 1996 1912 715
Sinazine and 
Amitrole 1302 1871 2107 1760 708

Mean annual jield 
/ha 1479 20J6 1812 1776 •

S ou rces  Kenya C o f fe e . M arch 1974* Page 56*
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Insecticides unlike herbicides are used in large 

quantities by both large and snail scale farmers, their 
use to a large extent is concentrated mainly on cash 

crops, but they can nevertheless be used profitably 

on food cropso An experiment on the use of various 
t chemicals to control the bean fly (helanorrronyza 
phaseoli) in Northern Tanzania, where the fly causes 
losses from 50>j to 100^ is illustrated in table 7«
There is yield increase over the control plot which 
was not treated with chemicals.

TABLE 7: COMPARISON OF TIB ’..'SIGHT 0? CLEAN 33AN SEEDS PRCM 
PLOT3 TREATED VfITII CHEMICALS. Aid) THE U1 CHEATED 

CO.'iTHOL PLOTS,

TYPE OP 
INSECTICIDE

REPLICATE PLOTS

GRAMS PER PLOT

Pyrethruax 617 406 490

n;j CM
1 N“\
L

Diptrex 950 1004 1053 1034

P P 5 H 847 528 1168 995
Licrotophos 1264 650 676 975
Ccr.trcl 447 797 576 955

744
816

770

826

Total

2580

4842
4308

4259
3601

Mean

516

968.4 
361.6 
351.3 
720.2

1. Lack of effectiveness in pyrethrum treated plots is considered 
to be due to lack of a suitable solvent for pyrethrum.
Source: East African Community; Tropical Pesticide Research 

Institute, 1972 Annual Report,?. 13. Arusha Tanaani.'.
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Fungicides nave become extremely important in 

coffee production for the control of coffee berry 

disease (CBD) (Colletotrichun coffeannm), Y/hich has 

been a serious threat to the coffee industry since 

the epidemic of 1967-08. Various fungicides have been usee 

for its control as shown in table 8. In the 

experiment all the fungicides were significantly 

better than the control.

TABLE 8: CCLPARISON OF THE YIELD OF RIPE COFFEE CHERRIES FROM 

FUNGICIDE TREATED COFFEE PLOTS AND THOSE GOT TREATED

TYPE OF 

FUNGICIDE

REPLICATES

TOTAL MEANI II III IV

KILOGRAMS PER PLOT •• / *

■Top sin 29.5 34.0 27.7 5 0.6 141.0 3 5 .4

Bas 3460f 63.O 62.0 44.7 41.0 210.7 5 2 .5

Tecto - 40 39.0 51.0 47.0 60.0 197.0 4 9 . 2

Basfungin 44.0 30.5 55.4 38.7 i 6 e . 6 4 2 . 1

Quinolate 36.0 45.0 42.0 42.0 1 6 5 .0 4 1 . 2

Perenox-Benelate 20.5 3 0 . 0 8 5 .0 6 3 . 0 1 9 9 .0 49.7

Perenox 39.0 64.O 2 9 .7 7 0 . 0 2 0 2 .7 5 0 .6

Control 19.0 1 3 . 3 2 3 .0 19.6 7 5 .4 1 3 .  c

Source: East African Community Tropical Pesticides Research

Institute, 1972 Annual Report. Page 55% Arusha Tanzania
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These results are from snail sc.ale experiments, tut 

nevertheless the yield increases due to the use of 
agricultural chemicals have been proven in farms, urder 

natural conditions.

2o2<>5 Farm Machinery, Tools and Equipment

1 The yield response due to machinery, tools and 

equipment is indirect. Yields may be increased in 

various ways by appropriate mechanization}
(i) Timely land preparation and planting.

(ii) Removal of labour bottlenecks in weeding, 

and harvesting.
(iii) Pumping water for irrigation.
(iv) Timely application of pesticides

It is estimated that losses in maize yields due to 
late planting, a bottleneck which can be removed by 
using mechanical planters, range from 55 to 110 
kg/ha per day in Rift Valley Province, and are as high 
as 170 kg/ha per day in Central and Eastern Provinces.

(2, p. 128).
•

Hand operated tools and equipments are of great 
value to the small scale farmer. In coffee production, 

sprayers play a critical role in control 01 insects and

diseases.
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3 T:iz a!-:cst s t ?.u -?ttj?js fcr non-fa??].! iitppts in kenya
3.1 THE FERTILIZER MARKET.

3.1.1 Rational Fertilizer Consumption.
(a) Past trend in consumption.

Kenya is a relatively large consumer of fertilizer 
amongst African countries. In consumption per hectare 
arable land, per hectare agricultural land, and per 
capital, it ranks very near the top.(see appendix table 
l). But consumption is low in comparison to developed 

countries.
The quantities of imported fertilizer have 

increased by about 168$ in the last nine years. Taking 
1964 as a base, the average annual increase h3s been 
18.6$. Total fertilizer consumption has increased from 

5 5 ,6 3 0  metric tons in 1964 to 1 4 8 ,9 0 0  metric tons in 1972 

(See appendix table II). Regarding different types of 

fertilizer, the importation of nitrogen has increased 

by 7$ annually, that of phosphate fertilizer by 5$ 

and that of compound fertilizer by 22$.
This increase has resulted mainly from increase in 

use by small scale farmers. However not all sectors 
of agricultural industry, and farming districts share 
proportionately in the increased usage. The bulk of 
fertilizer are applied in maize, wheat, coffee and tea.

In 1969 the estimated utilization of puxo N, and P20^

nutrients was 14,740 metric tons and 23>407 metric tons

respectively.
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Tea utilised 2o .g£ of II and 4«3/J co“ t;0

utilised 17-3# fif N and 3-5£ of ?2°9’ maiZe 22*4^ 
of N and 40^ of and wheat 15-5^ o£ II and 39»4^

of P2° 5 ( 20, p. 5)

(t) Estimated future consumption.
Estimation of future demand of fertilizer will 

have to take account of various determinants namely

(i) Economic outlook of crops showing a profitable 
response to fertilizer and having an export and 

domestic market potential.
(ii) Level of technology employed in farm management 

especially in following officially recommended 

application rates and extension advice,
(iii) Government or FAO programs in demonstrating to 

farmers the potential benefits of using 

fertiliser.
(iv) Fertilizer prices
(v) Credit availability.

Estimates have been made on fertilizer

consumption in 1975 °r 19^0. (3, p. ll) In j--e
forking Party on Fertilizer Recommendations estimated ine

demand for 1975 at 50,000t of II and ;-0,00Ct of P2°5#
The Repo1"*1 of the Working Party on Agricultural Inputs 
forecast a demand of 135,OOOd Eq t  .ilizei by -- l
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But by 1972 the total consumption had reached 150,000t 
The most likely guess of consumption by 1930 is between 

350,000t and 450,000t. The Ministry of Agriculture's 

projections up to 1978 are shown in table 9* These 

show a 172>j increase in bulk fertilizer material usage 

in seven year^ and an increase of 1675̂  pure nutrients, 

an increase in individual pure nutrients, ol 1810 55̂  ^ > 

155.7̂  P2°5 and 166.955 K20^

<*•>

and



TABLE 9» ksttj iViLizga hequHiEmebte job major crops basvo o:: 19?2 BscaiMKiiDA-riont 1972-1070

Year
Type 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1970

of
ilutriont

Metric tons

(pure) 24,195 23,674 36,450 44,397 51,402 57,733 6 0,112

Material 96,760 114,656 145,720 177,720 205,600 230,952 272,440

P2°5 Pare 26,966 33,115 39,774 46,514 55,036 59,200 68,964

I'.a to rial 55,923 66,230 79,548 ' 93,200 106,072 .110,576 137,923

K20 Pure 3,402 3,720 . 4,314 4,761 6,051 0,262 9,079
Mo torinl 6,804 7,440 8,623 9,522 12,062 16,624 18,150

Pure

Total Kutrients 54,565 .65,509 00,510 85,672 110,469 125,203 146,155
Total Material 157,516 100,566 235,396 200,133 323,742 366,052 420,534

Sources Zelonka A.T.t Evaluation of the national fertilizer marketing system. Page. 4
. * . » •• '
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$olo2 national Fertilizer Marketing System.

(a) Sources of fertilizer.
All fertilizer consumed in Kenya is imported, 

either in bulk -form for local nixing or in bagged form 
for direct distribution. The major overseas suppliers 

,are 7/est Germany, Netherlands, Italy and other members 
of the llitrex cartel which fixes common f.o.b. prices 

for all nitrogenous fertilizers. Kenya also imports some 
fertilizers from Uganda and Tanzania. From Uganda 
it imports about 20,000t annually of single superphosphate 

from the Tororo factory. Importation from Tanzania has 
only been in the last two years. The Tonga Factory began 

operating in 1972, manufacturing sulphate of ammonia 

(21$N)» triple superphosphate (46̂  diammonium
phosphate and other compounds. In 1975 > output reached 
about 30,000t of which approximately cne third was 

exported to Kenya. In 1974 the planned production was 

85,COOt of which 30,000t was earmarked for the Kenya 

market (39)«
In Kenya there is a mixing plant at Hakuru 

(Windmill E.A.Ltd.) which produces mixtures from 
imported bulk fertilizer. About 10,000t are produced 

annually of which about 30/J ts re-exported to neighbouring 

countries. The setting of a fertilizer factory has been 
considered since 1967, when Triangle Fertilizer Ltd. was 

launched with a capital outlay of K£5 million, with Aloa^ros 
of Holland, and Imperial Chemical Company contributing

each 40£j of the total^and Development Finance Company 
of Kenya 20^,
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The project never /jot underway because it is claimed 
that seious errors were made in the feasibility study.

Kenya is however considering building a fertilizer 
factory ?.'ith a production capacity of 24-0,000 metric tons 

before the end of 1977 (56)

(b) Market structure, and channels.

The distribution of fertilizer in Kenya is mainly 

done by two major local importing companies, and local 

subsidiaries of overseas manufacturers. In 1973, KFA 
which represents Albatros - Holland and Ruhrstickstoff- 

Germany. distributed 34/̂  of the total fertilizer, Mackenzie 

Dalgety Ltd. representing Windmill E.A. Ltd. distributed 
2/$, Sapa Chemicals representing Seifa-Italy while other 
companies Hoechst and BASF of Germany, Tvriga, distributed 

37$ of the total fertilizer consumed. (15, p. l).
The distribution charnels are shown in figure 1.



FIGURE 1: t ::e rASKr,?r:G systzt: t;: k f n y a. 1070

TOTAL IT PORTS 1970. 1^215 METRIC TOMS*

* This figure has been fitted into the framework to illustrate 
the percentage distribution in each channel.

Mostly large orders and tenders

Small orders and direct sales
~ ~  — ...........................

Source: Compiled from field interviews, with marketing
managers of the Agro-Chenic3l firms, and staff of the 
Ministry of Cooperatives.
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KFA distributes fertilizer through its >2 branches.

From these branches sales are either made directly to 

large scale farmers, Government organizations and nearby 
small scale farmers, or through cooperative unions and 
societies to members 0f cooperative socieities, and through 

•its ^500 registered stockists. Mackenzie Dalgety Ltd. 

has five branches, and follows a similar distribution 
system as KFA. SAPA has started to establish depots 

in selected areas. The other companies are not so 
well established and sell directly to farmers and cooperative 

or compete for tenders in cases of large requirements.

The number of stockists varies from district to 
district. They are more in areas where cooperatives are 
relatively weaker especially in Nyanza and Western Province 

(see appendix table III). Most of them sell on average 

10-15 bags (pOkg.) of fertilizer per season but a few 
have achieved sales of more than 100 bags.

3.1.3 The Pricing Policy and Transport Costs.

(a) Prices and subsidies.
In the last three years there has been an escalation 

in fertilizer prices. This is mainly due to the energy 
crisis which has caused an increase in the cost of the 

materials, and an increase in freight rates. The 
escalation in prices is reflected in the rapid change ir. 
retail fertilizer prices in Kenya (See appendix table I« ) 

Taking 1972 os a base, it is found that prices of the mo:-:, 

common fertilizer have increased by over a lOOfj.
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Sulphate of Ammonia has increased by 134* 4$, ASh/CAN 

by 102$, Triple Superphosphate by 140$, and 10 x 30 x 0 
by 107,6$.

The prices of fertilizer, and the determination of 

profit margins on subsquent channel-levels are fixed by 
the government and distributors. The development of prices 

from Llombasa to an upcountry farmer at Eldorei is 
illustrated, for two fertilizer types distributed by 
KFA. (See appendix table V). Due to these price 

changes the profit margins have to be kept under constant 
review. From appendix table Y it can be learned that relativ 
shares of the retailer's margin or retailer's price decreased 
as fertilizer prices increased, but the absolute amount 

the retailer gets increased by 83/-1 for triple superphosphate 

and 17$ for sulphate of amnenia. Similarly the absolute 
increase in wholesale margin was 52$ for sulphate of ammonia 

and 95$ for triple superphosphate.
Since 1963 the government has been subsidizing 

fertilizer in an effort to stimulate farmers to use more 

fertilizer. However in recent years the amount of suosidy 

has been decreased. It has been found that 60$ of the 
subsidy accrues to large scale farmers, and small sca'-s 

farmers only get 20$ ( 8, p. 433)•
In September. 1972 the subsidy on fertilizer was cut 

by 40$ and a further decrease is expected in 

(see also table 10).

the future
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TAx L3 10* m^lLIEP. 3TJ?s:DI33 -:A?v:3 At ID TOTAL COSTS l?6h - 19?j

Year
Tyne of Nutrient Total Costs

P2°5 Li

« Shillings per long ton K£ *000

1965-64(July 1965) 373 - 166

1 9 6 4 - 6 5 375 - 189

1965-66 (inarch 1965) 410 - 325

1966-67 410 - 350

1967-68 410 - 550

1968-69(July 1966) 387.5 -)
(January 1969) 20o)

1969-70 500 200 809

1970-71 500 200 778 j
1971-72 500 200 S73
1972-73(3ept. 1973) 0 0 120 750

Source: ministry of Agriculture.
(7, Volume II, Annex 18, p. 1 2 ) ______________ _____

(b) Transport costs.
Transport costs, both rail7xay and road, can form a large 

percentage of the retail price of fertilizer to farmers. In 
appendix table V it is clear that in 1973 railway tranpsort costa 
formed 6,8*/-' and 4^ of the retail price of sulphate of anmonie 

and triple superphosphate respectively.
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The costs depend on distances from Mombasa, and 
distances from depots to the farms.

Rail rates for fertilizer transportation are 

fixed for minimum shipments of 13 tons, (see also 
appendix table VI). Road transport costs vary fron 

place to place. The range is from Sis. 0.75 to Shs, 1.00 
per tor/mile. However for single bags the costs are 
higher.

4 Constraints in the Distribution of Fertilizer and Possible 

Improvements.
The major constraints in distribution of fertilizer 

include:-

(a) Untimely supply by the overseas manufacturers.
(b) Escalating import and local prices.
(c) Inadequate storage especially at Mombasa and 

upcountry depots.

(d) An over-burdened railway system.
(e) Impassable earth roads, during the rainy season.

(f) Lack of consumption data in most* areas.

(g) Low profit margins for distributors.
(h) Very few distribution points in small scale 

farming areas.
For the first two constraints, very little can be done. 

Importers can be made to arrange for fertiliser tc be in 
the country at least two months before the planting season.



Storage capacity is to be increased.for eight cooperative 

unions (lyeri, Meru, Kurang'a, L'.achakos, Eungoma, Kisii, 

Kericho) and for 400 stockists all over the country. (33)
The logistic problem of transport can only be solved 

in the long-run when the majority of raxal earth roads 
are butimised. Lack of consumption data is a critical 
■ constraint. In man;/- areas inavailability of fertilizer 

occurs because of under-estimation by suppliers.

3.2 THE MARKET FOR HYBRID MAIZE SEED

3*2.1 The Need for Improving Liaise Production in Kenya.
(a) The importance of maize in Kenya*

Several important factors necessate. increasing
maize yields. T.iese include:- 

1.
(i) Human consumption: Maize is the most important

staple food and is grown by over 90/S of small

holders. (7, Vcl. I, Annex 4»P« 2). The estimated 

consumption in 1972/75 was 1.4 million tons 
and this is expected to rise to over 1.7 million 

tons by 1977/78. (7)

(ii) Livestock feed: Maize constitutes the major
livestock feedstuff and with the expected 
expansion in poultry, dairy, pig and beef production 

it will be needed in large amounts.
(iii) Industrial uses: Maize can be processed into

starch, cornflakes, and glucose. The projected 
starch factory at Eldoret is expected to use 
165,000 bags and 2000 bags (90kg. ) for the above 
items respectively. (21, p. I1)

44
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(iv) Release of land for other uses. It is estimated 
that over one million hectares are under maize 

all over the country. The area under maize car. 
he reduced if yields are increased from the 
national average of about 1200 kg per hectare.

(7, Vol. I, Annex 4» P» 4)
(v) Cash crop: Although only 10 - 30c/o of the total

maize production reaches the national market, 

there is a considerable export potential especiail; 

in the neighbouring countries. (21, p» 1 ).

(b) Maize Improvement in Kenya.
In the last ten years great advances have been made 

in research and breeding of high yielding varieties of 

maize, for particular ecological zones, altitudes and 
rainfall patterns. Various synthetic varieties, hybrid 
and conposites have been released at Katumani, Embu and 

Kitale research stations.
Katumani composites are early maturing and droughtI

escaping, and are suitable for areas of erratic and 

ureliable rainfall. These varieties are most common in 

liachakos, Kitui and drier areas of other districts.
Kitale hybrids are for areas with a long wet season, 

unreliable rainfall and a long growing season. The 

common hybrid are HB 6llC, HB 612, HB 6^2 and HE £l^C.
The areas suitable for these hybrids include Trans-i.zois, 

Uasin Gishu, Bungcna, Kakamega, Kisii, Kericho and higher

areas of Central Province.
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2nbu hybrids are a cross of early maturity Katumani 
composites and late maturity Kitale hybrids. These 
mature in about five months and arc common in Central 

Province. The common hybrids are KB 511 and HB $12.
frith this breakthrough in producing hybrids with 

yield potential of over 60^ above local maize it was recess- 

•to introduce then to farmers as quickly as possible.
This was done through the 'package deal programme* vrhose 

components included: a breeding programme to release new 
hybrids, and field agronomic research to overcome the poor 
husbandry practices. It also included field extension 
and advisory service to educate farmers on the right 

cultural practices. The last two components of the 
programme include perfection of the distribution system 

of the seeds to the farmers and good prices of harvested 

maize to act as an incentive to farmers to plant more maize.

3.2.2 Trend in the Use of Hybrid Maize Seed
, (a) Fast, and present structure of the area under hybrid

maize. I
No accurate survey has been done on the area planted 

with hybrid maize seed. The figures are imputed from field 
estimates by the extension agents, and from sales figures 
by distributors. Nevertheless the area is, about $00,000 

ha. to 550,000 ha. This comprises about one third of 
total area unaer maize (21, p. l)
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Since the introduction of hybrid seize in 1964 the 
areas planted with it has increased in both sectors; the 

smallholder and large scale farming areas as shown in 

table 11.

TABLE II. ESTIMATE OF ABBA PLANTED WITH E-TROVED I'AIZS1 
* III KS.’iYA 1964 -  72

Year Large-Scale Farms Small-Scale Farms Total

Hectares

1964 1 1 ,9 0 8 929 12,857
1965 21,029 6,350 29,579
1 9 6 6 26,625 15,921 42,546

1967 59,H2 4 8 ,0 2 1 107,163
1 9 6 8 39,581 52,950 92,531
1969 4 0 ,6 6 9 66,188 106,357
1970 40,254 9 9 ,9 9 0 149,244

1971 6 6 ,1 1 2 1 5 4 ,2 9 8 2 2 0 ,4 1 0

1972 9 2 ,2 0 8 2 1 2 ,9 2 2 505,130

Includes both hybrids ant. Katumani synthetic 
varieties.

Source: Kenya Seed Company, Kitalo.
( 7> Volume II. Annex 4, p. 57 )
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Large scale farms contain about 10̂ o of total maize

neetarage and about 30^ of total area under improved maize.
Production is concentrated in the area around liitale,

Ilakuru and Elaoret in the Rift Valley Province, They
produce mainly for marketing and on-the fern feeding

of animals.
«

Smallholders grow about 90^ of the total area under 

maize, and about 70^ of area under improved naize. The 
main areas are Western and Kyanza Province, Central 
and Eastern Provinces especially Meru and Enbu districts. 

In liechakos, Kitui and other drier areas, Katumani 
synthetic varieties are more common. Maize produced is 

consumed locally and only a small amount enters the 

market.

(b) Future demand of improved maize seed.
It is estimated that at present all the maize in

\
large scale farms is improved maize so this sector is 

not expected to be an expanding market for improved maize 

seed. Farmers are influenced by changes in price and 
change to more profitable enterprises, from year to year.

The smallholder sector is the major market for 

imrroved maize seed. The present rapid rate of uptake o* 
50,000 to 60,000 ha. annually planted with improved 

maize is expected to reduce to 55jOOO ha. annually by 19 i'8 

and level off at 25,000 ha. by 1932 - 33. (7, Vol. I 
Annex 4., p. 5). From these assumptions the projection 

for the next ten years is shown in tabic 12.
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LS 12! P ' J SCTB - __5 P - ~ ~~ P :v - ' B LO ■

::a : i :  ::h'TA ^  i ? : ? ' ' 1?

1972/73 1977/73 1982/8$
Thousand hectares

Small scale local maiae1 727 352 427

Improved maizel 213 568 513
r.

Large s-ale (area 1
declining at 5/̂  annually 92 79 50

Sources Kenya Agricultural Sector Survey 

Volume I, Annex 4» page 5-

3.2.3 National Hybrid Haize Seed Marketing System
(a.) The functions of Kenya Seed Company, as a source of 
all improved maize seed in Kenya.

All improved maize seed comes from Kenya Seed Company 
(ICSC) based at Kitale. The company performs various 
functions before seed is ready for marketing. TheseI
include production, processing, packaging and arranging 
for distribution with appointed agents.

Production of commercial seed is done in the KSC 

farm, and on contract with 80 large farms around Kitale 
to facilitate inspection by the company staff and Kenya 
Seed Inspection Service Staff. Inspection is carried at al 

stages from planting to harvesting.
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^iter harvesting the seed is fumigated, cleaned and 
graded. Dressing with a fungicide/insecticide mixture 

is done to control insects and seed'oome diseases.
The processed seed is packed in hessian or paper 

sacks. Two sizes are employed. It is either packed in 

,10kg.packagee which is mainly for distribution in 
smallholder areas, or in 25 kg.packages for distribution 
in large scale farming areas. Annual production is appro

ximately 70,000 packages (25 kg.) and 000,000 packages 
(10 kg.). The company produces between 3,000 and 10,000 

tons of hybrid maize seed annually. KSC also provides 

a. cadre of field .representatives to advise farmers and 
to look after marketing operations.

(b) JJarket Structure.
The main distributor for Kenya Seed Company is KFA 

based at ITakuru. Except for a small amount of seed which 

is exported to neighbouring countries all the other seed 
is sold locally within Kenya. 1

The lai’gest percentage of hvbi'id maize seed is 
distributed from XFA branches ( See appendix table VII) 
from which farmers can buy directly, or from these branches 
to KPA registered stockists. Large quantities are also 
supplied to cooperative unions for distribution to members 

through the affiliated societies.
Mackenzie Dalgety Ltd. also participates in distribution 

through its branches, and stockists. The 

distribution channels for hybrid maize seed are shown 

in figure 2.
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FIGURE _ L „  : fof RYPTiiD ' \i:!E z-r.i r: ;:-~ v;. i9 7 ~

Source: Compiled by the author from interviews with

XFA Produce Manager.

(c) Prices

Prices of hybrid maize have not increased unlike the 
prices of other non-farm 'inputs. The price of a 10 kg. bar, 

of hybrid maize seed is Shs. 17*75 at KFA branches, for 
registered stockists.
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The .s to c k ist margin is  Shs. 2.25* and the Earner pays 

S.n.3 .2 0 .0 0  i'or the package. V/hen sales are cade direct 

to farmers from branches the price is  Shs. 20.00 per 

10 kg. bag. For Katumani varieties the branch.price is  

Shs. 17 .00 per 10 kg. bag and the r e ta ile r ’ s price 

is  shas 1 9 .0 0  per bag.

5 .2 .4  Constraints in D istribution of Hybrid Maize Seed.

‘ Hybrid maize seed is  produced lo c a lly  and as such

its  d istrib u tion  to farmers is not plagued by many 

constraints.

Nevertheless some problems occur:

( i )  Untimely supply: Since a l l  seed is  processed at 

K ita le  there is  usually a time lag  in d istrib u 

tion  before i t  reaches the maize growing areas 

east of the R ift  V alley.

( i i )  Few distribution  points; Sim ilar to fe r t i l iz e r  

the distribution  points in smallholder areas 

are few and widely scattered.

( i i i )  Stockists: These under-estimate the farmers deman

and many farmers have to plant lo c a l maize or
I

travel to fa r -o f f  branches to get their  

requirements.

(iv ) Packaging: ilany farmers grow le s s  than one hectar

o f maize, and as such they find i t  d iff ic u lty  to 

buy their actual requirements, since packages 

are not sold in smaller quantities than 10 kg.



(v) Storage: Storage facilities are poor in

smallholder farms and maize seed gets spoilt 
by rats, weevils and water. This becomes 
critical when the package is open and leftovers 

are stored to await the next season.

3.3 THE MARKET FOR AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS.
3.3.1 Crop and Liverstock Losses Due to Pests, Diseases and Weeds, 

and the Feed for Increased use of Agricultural Chemicals 

in Kenya.
Pests, diseases, and weeds destroy over one third 

of world's total crops during growth, and storage. The 

loss in animal production is of similar magnitude. In 
Latin American countries it has been estimated that 33/̂  

of potential crop yield is lost annually, with insect 
damage accounting for 10^  plant diseases 15/̂» and. weeds

efo. (5, P. 1)
In Kenya, due to lack of proper surveys^ correct 

estimates of losses caused by pests and diseases are 

net available. Nevertheless the losses can be assumed 

to be considerable. Crop diseases may account for 15 
- 2 0 with pests and weeds accounting for a similar 

percentage. In specific crops losses may reach a very hign 

magnitude. Of particular importance in Kenya are 
the rampages of the epiphytotics of coffee berry disease, 
rusts of wheat, wilt of Irish potatoes, and devastations of 
cotton by insect pests. In livestock production, diseases, 
and internal parasites are of a particular concern to

53

farmers.
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The Iocs due to coffee berry diseases in the
epidemic period i960 ~ 19b8 was estimated a » ovea

K£ 3 million. (5,p.2l). Annual losses in naice
due to diseases amount to 7 - 10$ of total producttcn.
loss during storage is high as evidenced by loss m

liaize and Produce Board stores being as high as •
24,000 bags (90 kg. bags) in 1972/75* (21, P* l1)*
In smallholder farms where storage facilities are 
crude, losses are even higher. In cotton production, 

the combined effect of pests and diseases causes low 
yields or no yields at all in some farms. Internal 
parasites in cattle, pigs, sheep and goats result m  

undergrading and condemnation of many carcases.
Chemicals are important in all stages fiom 

seed dressing, spraying and dusting of growing plains, 

application of post and pre-emergence weedkillers, anu 

fumigation and dusting of stored produce. In animal 
production, vaccination, dipping and dosirg

t

essential for maintaining animals' healtn and thus

getting a higher grade carcas.
Except for cash crops and improved animals the 

use of chemicals amongst the majority of smallholders 
is non-existent. .Losses in this sector, combined with 
pathetically low yields result in food shortage.
To improve the food situation there is a great need 

apply agr.icult ural chemicals.
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.3.2 Trends in the use of Agricultural Chemicals.

(a) Past trend in consumption of agricultural chemicals.

There has been a sharp increase in the use of 

agricultural chemicals for  the la st ten years. The 

estimated increase in value terms for the peiiod 

19^5 -  19o8 was 95$ for in sectic id es. 14$ for  

.fungicides and 34$ for herbicides. (See a lso  table 13).

Although, there are no figures to indicate the 

amount used in either the smallholder and large scale 

farm sector i t  can be said with certainity  that the 

large scale farm sector has been the major user, and 

prior to 1963 i t  may have been using about 90$  of 

a ll  chemicals. With the rapid in ten sification  of 

farming in smallholder areas since 1955 the use of 

particular chemicals especia lly  fungicides and 

in secticides is  now about 50$ of the to ta l. In the 

case of herbicides the use among smallholders is 

n e g lig ib le . since hand weeding is  the predominant 

method of weed control.

Since 1967 there has been an increased use of 

fungicides and in sectic id es, which has been influenced 

by events in coffee production. Disease outbreaks 

especially coffee berry disease (CBD) (Colletotrichun  

P.of fesnum) , le a f rust (Henilsa va sta trix ) have forced 

farmers to use more fungicides especially  copper based 

fungicides like Captafol.
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Similarly insecticide use especially Kalathion. and 
Sumithion. has increased in the control of coffee 
leaf miners, (Leucootera neyricki), Anestisia 

bugs, thrips and scales. In cotton production the 
control is for various bollworms, stainers and aphids.

«In maize grov/ing dusting with DDT is common to control 
maize stalk borers (Busseola fuses). Among crops, 
coffee is the major user of agricultural, chemicals.

TABLE 13: THE .7.CKBTARY VALUE OP AGRICULTURAL GIEEICAIS USED 

IN KENYA 1969 -  1973.

Category
1969 1970 1971 1972 1973

Thousand Kenya Pounds (£)

Fungicides 455 531 583 775 1620

Insecticides 991 1275 703 1609 7G6

Herbicides 367 430 349 540 716

Plant hormones - - - 14 2

Total 1793 2236 1640 2936 '

Source: Kenya Economic Survey , 1975, ? . 91

!
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On livestock production there has besn a 

tremendous increase in tne use of dips and spray fluids 
especially acaricides in control of ticks® Dips built 
on "naranbee” basis have increased all over the country
side and the amount of acaricides used is voluminous®
The values for these are shown in table 14.»

TABLE 14: VALUE OF LIVESTOCK PLUGS. USED III KEUYA

196? - 1975

Category
1969 1970 1971 1972 1975

Tliousa:id Kenya Pounds

Dips and Spray
Fluid. 615 707 666 705 765

Vaccines 146 422 265 628 400

Other Live-
stock drugs 143 192 225 552 265

Total 909 1521 16G3 1428

Source: Kenya Economic Survey, 1975 p . 91

(b) Future trend in the use of agricultural chemicals.
The demand for agricultural chemicals is influenced 

by unfavourable disease and pest infestation conditions 

and as such fluctuates from season to season.
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However it can be 3aid that the upward trend ir. use will 

continue.
Among individual chemical categories, fungicides 

and insecticides show a favourable future demand. This 

can result from use by smallscsle farmer's especially 

in food crops like Irish potatoes, maize and beans 
and using the recommended rates in coffee spraying.

The use of herbicides is on the increase in large scale 
farms but in small scale farms it has made no impact.
As family and hired labour becomes scarce and costly 
for weeding a favourable change towards herbicides 

may occur.
In the livestock sector, there is certainly going 

to be an increase in use of drugs and vaccines. 
Smallholders who keep costly improved animals which are 
more susceptible to diseases ere realizing the import
ance of dips and drugs and are more open tc their use.

3.5.3 National Marketing System for Agricultural Chemicals 

in Kenya.
(a) Sources of agricultural chemicals.

Virtually all agricultural chemicals are imported, 

host axe imported in finished and packed form for direct 

distribution while others ax'e formulated locally from 
imported raw materials. The major sources of agricultural 

chemicals are West Germany* U.S.A., Japan, and United
. 1

Kingdom, as illustrated in table 15.
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TABLE 15* SOURCES C? AORIC'JITUP.AL CHEMICALS INFCR-TED INTO
kz: ya by amount and type frc:.i each country 1975

Country of origin 

«

Fungicides Insecticides Herbicides

Quintals ^

Belgium 100 421 50

Canada 5 - -

France 100 92 69

; Y/est Germany 1595 4593 447

Israel 90 716 426

Italy 10 1675 45

Japan 691 5282 45

Netherlands 212 773 172

Switzerland 1 192 270

United Kingdom 464 1409 430

U.S.A. 4776 8842 509

Denmark - 457 170

Others - 81 364

The figures do not include inports nade by foreign governments 
as aid.

ZA 1 quintal = 100 kg.

Source: Annual Trade Reports, E.A. Community, 1975
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(b) Market structure.

Several of the world's large agricultural

chenicals' manufacturing companies are represented in

Kenya by local subsidiary companies. These include BASF 
and iioechst of Germany', Pfizer of U.S,A./ Shell Chemicals 

representing Imperial Chenicals Ltd. (i.C.L.) Fisons,
SAPA Chemicals and Cooper Kenya Ltd.

These local companies perform various functions 
as outlined below:-

(i) Ordering and financing imports from parent companies.
(ii) Local formulations of new products.

(iii) Testing new chemicals under local conditions.

(iv) Sales promotion and field advisory work.
Distribution of agricultural chenicals is done,

to a large extent by the two major distributors, KFA and 

Mackenzie Dalgety Ltd. These also import some of their 
chemicals. Some of the chemical companies also 
distribute on their own. There is an agreement between 

the two distributors and some local companies which 
makes sure that the latter cannot import directly and the 
former cannot distribute directly to farmers. However, 

with the newly established chemical companies this 
agreement does not hold. The distribution channels 
are shown in figure 3.
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Pic. : i___ ~ ----  ■ ___- - - ~ •" " ■’ ' • • ' :• ?7?
197?.

KFA sells most of its agricultural chemicals through its network 
of branches. From these it supplies co-operative unions, stockists 
and farmers. In the case of stockists the supply i3 mainly for 

DDT used in maize dusting. Mackenzie Dalgety Ltd. distributes to 
farmers through its five branches. This company distributes for 
Shell Chemicals (S.A.) Ltd., Fisons (E.A) Ltd., Liurphy Chemicals, 
Twiga Chemicals Industries and Cooper (Kenya) Ltd. It has seme 

agreements with Uachakcs, Kirinyaga, Smbu, Murang*a and H e m  
Co-operative Unions, whereby stocks are held by the Unions on 
what is called "on consignment stock policy".
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The company supplies good3 to Unions without invoicing 

then directly. The Unions sell the goods and invoicing 

is done through K.P.C.U. after monthly stock taking 
by the company's representatives.

7/hen large orders are needed by co-operatives and 

^arge organisations, chemical companies and the 
distributors compete for tenders. In some areas sane 
stockists stock chemicals from all the companies. Another 
aspect of distribution unique to agricultural chemicals 
is the advisory and sales promotion mechanism. Both, 
distributors and chemical companies have field 
representatives who are technically trained to advise 
farmers on the use of their company's products, in a 
to promote soles. The feed back from the farmers is relayed 

to distributors' salesmen/representatives who get orders 

from farmers and supply the items.

(c) Prices
Different chemical companies have in the market 

identical products under different brand names. In 

pricing they quote identical prices for comparable 
products to assure that one company or importer is r.ot 

favoured over another.
Prices fall into three categories, wholesale, retail 

and consumer price. Wholesalers are mainly the local 
distributors and co-operative unions, while retailers 

include stockists and societies.
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Wholesalers can get both the wholesale and retail 
profit aar^-in if they sell directly to the farmers, 

especially through branches and co-operative union 
shops.

Similar to other non-farsn inputs the prices 

of agricultural chemicals have gone up rapidly.

In 1974 there were two price increases one in January 
and the other in June. Prices to the farmer increased 

by as much as 5 - 33/̂  in the six months period.
This is illustrated in table 16.



TABLE l6i PRICE INCREASES ON SIX COr.MOKLY USED AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS IN KELT A IN JANUARY A? I'D JUNE l??.t

Typo of

r

Unit

January 1974 Juno 1974 Increase in 
consumer price 
in 6 months

Shilli ags -

W R C W R C *

1# Lindane 24x200 gm 12.75 15.70 16.35 16.35 17.30 20.40 24.0

Stalk horor Dust (DDT) 5 x 5 kg. 36.90 39.55 45.75 41.75 44.25 50.50 10.4

Ajron-Dust 24x400 gm. 38.50 41.25 40.00 55.50 50.05 64.80 35.0

1)111 ox 12.xl kg. 256.90 277.75 317.40 511.50 332.55 372.00 17.2

Sovin 32x45 gm 49.00 ' 55.00 62.40 52.20 56.20 65.60 5.1

Sunithion 12x200 ml 87.65 93.85 108.00 135.05 141.65 156.00 44.4

W. - Wholesale price

R - Retail price
C •* Consigner pi-ice

Sourcej PJ.aona (.E.A.) Ltd. Price List, January and June 1974
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. 3 . 4  Constraints in the Distribution of Agriculxural O^eaicais.

Agricultural chemicals are not bulky like 
the other non-fern inputs and as such present few 
logistic problems in distribution. However sone contraints 

exists-
(a) Prices are on the increase ana farmers find it

ft

a constraint to buy enough chemicals.
(b) Distribution points are not enough especially 

stockists. Where co-operative societies operate, 
they usually stock only chemicals for the

i
particular crop they market.

(c) Sone chemical products are packed in very large 
containers and small scale farmers cannot get 

•'reasonable packet sizes" for their needs.

(d) There are various technical problems, which 

include: -
(i) l.lany identical products under different 

brand names which confuse farmers.
(ii) Inadequacy of technical advice on the use 

of chemicals.

(iii) Toxicity and poisonus nature of some
chemicals which deter farmers from using 
then.

Lack of application equipment.(iv)
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5.4 TilE '-A£KET FOR MANUFACTURED AHBIAL FEEDS.

5-4 .1  Categories 01 Animal Feeds.

Animal feeds can be classfied into three 
categories; primary, intermediate and compound feeds.

The primary feeds which are mainly cereals, and 

which c8n be utilized in original or slightly processed 
.form ihclu.de maize, wheat, oats, barley ana sorghum. 

Intermediate feeds are by-products of cereal,oilseed
4

and neat processing. These include bran, pollard, 

oilseed cakes, fishmeal and meatmeals, pyrethrum marc, 
and maize germ meal.

Compounded feeds are various mixtures of cereals , 
intermediate feeds and protein-mineral-vitamin supplements. 
These are marketed under brand names of manufacturers, 
or suppliers of concentrate supplements.

5.4.2 Trends in Consumption of Animal Feeds.
(a) Fast and present trend in consumption of animal 

feed*,,
Consumption of animal feeds by various classes of 

livestock has shown a repid increase in the last decade. 
Poultry feeds have formed a large percentage of the total 

quantity with cattle and pig feeds showing a steady 

increase.
In terms cf nonetai'y value the total value for 

manufactured animal feeds has increased from K£ S43»000 

-in 1 9 6 5  to K£2.842mi.in 1973* This is a percentage 

increase ir. monetary value o f 257^* The breakdown in 

value for particular feeds is shown for the period 19<-’,>"7?7 •

in table 1 7 .
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Whereas cone increase in monetary value is due to 

price increases, it can be nevertheless be said that 
consumption is increasing. Ilore farmers are spending 

money to purchase manufactured feeds.

TABLE 17i VALUE OF VARIOUS CATEGORIES OP r/.riUFACTURgl 
FEEDS USED T.l KENYA 196? - 1973

Type of feed 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973
K£ *000

Pig feeds 65 82 149 166 324
Poultry feeds 792 1057 913 1219 1590

Cattle feeds I46 118 352 637 844

Other feeds 187 97 73 80 84

Total 1188 1554 1487 2124 2842

Source: Republic of Kenya, Economic Survey 1975» ?• 91-

Quant it ive figures on consumption are usually 
misleading because of the various classifications of- 
feeds and multi-purpose uses of some feeds especially 

bran and pollard for cattle and pigs.
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lowever the available figures show the trend in 
consumption among various groups of aninols as shown 

in table 13.

TABLE 18: QUANTITIES 0? COEPOTOD FEEDS GOhSTIZD 3Y MAI"
LIVESTOCK GPOTPS. 196/. - 1969, ATP 1?71. AID 
ESTIMATED CONSir.TTIO’.; IN 1975 *

Year
Poultry Cattle Pigs Other's Total

Thousand metric tons

1964 16.6 4.9 4.7 1.9 23.1

1965 16.6 5.0 5.4 1.9 28.1

19 66 16.9 5.2 4.9 2.3 29.3

1967 13.1 5-9 3.3 2.0 29.3

1968 19.1 5.4 3.6 2.6 30.7

1909
*

22.5 6.3 5.2 2.4
»

36.2

1971
*

53.1 6.1 8.5 2.0 49.7

1975 34.0 13.0 10.0 2.5 59.5

* Prom Kenya Agricultural Sector Survey Volume II 

l973» Annex 19, p. 2.

Source: Animal Feeds Industry in Kenya; A Pre
liminary Survey 1970. pnge 57 and 53
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(b) Future trend in consumption of animal feeds.
Demand for nnimal feeds will continue to increase 

as a result of intensification of the livestock industry.

In dairy animal production, the numbers are expected 
to increase from 400,000 to 625,000 animals during 

the Development Plan period 1574-78* (6, p. 248)*
•In the case of beef production the establishment of 
feedlots will increase demand for feeds. The number 

of animals in feedlots is expected to increase to

165.000 animals by 1978. (26, p. 247}*
In 1975 the estimated production of p̂ -gs was 56,000* 

These are expected to consume 25*2 mi. kg. (25,200 tons) 

of concentrate feeds, consisting of 12.6 mi kg. of 
maize(L2j500 tons) and the rest will be manufactured 

feeds. (31, P* 38)
Commercial poultry keeping, which is an indoox' 

activity is the major consumer of feeds. With the 
increased smallholder participation in this activity 

with the provision of IDA Credit 105 loans, consumption 

is expected to increase.
With these expected increases in various groups of 

animals it can be said that the demand for animal feeds 
by 1980 will be high. Poultry may be expected to consume
35.000 - 45,C00, cattle 15,000 - 20,000, 18,000 - 20,000, 
and others, 3,000 - 5,000 metric tons. Thus the total 

demand will range from 70,000 to 95,000 tons.
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3.4.3 Sources and Distribution of Animal Feeds

(a) Primary feeds.

Cereal grains Torn the major ingredients in animal 
•feeds. These include maize, wheat, barley, oats and 
sorghum. Maize is the main feed ingredient making 
up about half of the pig and poultry rations. T.tie 
bulk of maize for feed mixing cones from the maize 
and Produce Board, but a very large amount, is fed to animals 

in farms where produced. Consumption of maize as 
stockfeed has risen from 270 tons in 1962/63 to 36*000 

tons in 1972/73 as calculated from figures in table 19.
From L'aize ana Produce Board depots maize is 

distributed to millers and compounders for production 

of compounded feeds. Unmilled maize is also sold 

directly to large scale farmers, or through KFA to 
farmers. In the Rift Valley Province, KFA can sell maize 

to farmers with the consent of L'aize and Pi-oduce 3card. 

Direct sales to farmers have however to be approved bj 
District Agricultural Boards to stop stockfeed maize 
leaking into human consumption.



table 19* c  FO-; v.w, "ax,;e a»t, ? rr,-j,;s b o a r d i;: k ?:;:ya 1062/G5 to 1 ̂ 7^/7v

Year 1962/6? 1965/64 1964/65 1965/66 1966/67 I967/6O ' 1968/69 ic 69/70 1970/71 1971/72 M V
O

-
2 ro

Thousand bags ( $ (

u>

i.'urbcx’
of
bags

5 81 22 12 *147 C
O

C
V 118 212 2?6 257

1

i

400

*  Include maize distributed for famine 1elief

Sources Heport of Solect Committee on the !,:aize Industry, 1975, page 11
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About 5500 - 5000 tons of low grade and reject wheat 

is used for animal feeds each year, (7, Vol. II Annex 

19» p. l). This is sold by KFA v/hich is an agent of 
the Wheat Board. Barley for stockfeed comes from the 
reject malting barley in the brewing industry. About 
1500 tons of brewer's grains and 4000 - 5000 tons of reject

<
malting barley are available annually. (7, Vol. II. Annex 
19, p. l). Oats, sorghums and millets are of minor 
importance as stockfeed since production is still very 
low.

Prices of stockfeed maize have varieci. between 

Shs. 24.00 and Shs. 28.00 per 90 kg0 bags while that for 

human consumption is at present Shs. 65.00 per bag.
In the case of wheat, prices for reject wheat vary 

between Shs. 12.00 and Shs. 25.00 per bag and those for 
•feed wheat' vary from sns. 26.50 to Shs. 29.00 per bag.

Prices of reject malting barley are determined by 

maltsters at the beginning of the barley buying season 
and as such vary from season to season.

(b) Intermediate feeds.
%

1. Uill feeds.

Included in this category are by-products of 
cereal milling; bran, pollard and maize germ meal, 
oilseed cakesj soyabean, cotton seed, groundnut, and 
sunflower, pyrethrum marc from pyrethrum flower 

processing, and by-products of neat processing.
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Bran and pollard are produced by Unga Ltd. with 
mills at Nairobi, Nakuru, and Eldoret,ilaida Ltd. with 
a mill at Nakuru and Atta Ltd. with a mill at Mombasa. 

Other small mills operate at Eldoret and Rongai. The 
Nyeri Cooperative Union has a feed nixing plant at 

* Karatina. Tnese millfeeds are in joint supply and so 
their supply depends on production of wheat flour. Annual 
production varies between 15,000 - 20,000 tons for 

wheat bran and 10,000 - 15»000 tons for pollard.

(1, P° 24). 1

KFA distributes most of Unga feeds through its 
branches while Ma’ida feeds are distributed by agents 

scattered in the farming areas.

(ii) Oilseed cakes.
The major oilseed crushing firms are Nakuru 

Oil mills, Rift Valley Products, Voi Industries, and 
Kibos Industries. A sunflower seed crushing factory 
is under construction at Nakuru. (38)*

Cotton seed is supplied by Cotton Lint and Seed 

Marketing Eoara (CLSMB) or imported from Uganda.
Sunflower seed is supplied by Maize and produce Board 
(MPB) Groundnuts and soya beans are similarly supplied 

by (LIPS) or imported from Uganda.
The oilseed cakes with their varying protein content 

are used for inclusion in compounded rations and for

on-farm mixing.
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liakuru Oil Mills supplies faraers end compounders 
directly while Rift Valley Products supply farmers 

through KFA» Ik 1971 consumption of oilseed cakes was 

about 1(304 tons of sunflower cakes, 129 "tons of soya 
beans meal, 2253 tons of cottonseed meal and 2^00 tons 
of copra real. Total consumption is about 4,000 - 5,000 

tons annually. ( 7* Vol. II, Annex 19, P» 2. )

(iii) Animal protein meals.
These include bone, hoof, liver, meat and fish 

meals. Kenya lie at Commission (KMC) is the major 
supplier of these meals from its processing factories 
at Mombasa and Athi River. Fishmeal is imported from 
Uganda or from overseas by concentrate manufacturers.
The supply of meat meals is influenced by numbers of 
animals slaughtered and number of condemned carcasses.

KMC distributes its feeds to compounders, and 
concentrate feed manufacturers. Distribution to farmers 

is through KFA branches.
(c) Compound feeds and concentrate supplements.

Concentrate supplements arc supplied in premix 

form for inclusion in farm mixed rations and in 

proprietary compound rations. The concentrate 
supplements suppliers include Vitamins (E.A.) Ltd,, 
Glaxo-Allenbury Ltd.. Pfizer Ltd., and Assia Ltd.. 
These are associated with millsrs and compounders as

shown in table 20.
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tabls 20: Assooiatio: 33T75E?j- co:tc5::that5 PUPPLE''3”T 

supplisp.s cc::pou:~jSR3.

Millets and 
Compounders

Concentrate S upplement 
Suppliers

Proprietary Brand of 
Pinal Rations

’

Unga Ltd Vitamins (3.A) Ltd. ’Unga Feeds’ contai-
ning ’Vitamealo’

Uaida Ltd. Glaxo-Allenbury Ltd. •Hew Farm Feeds’ 
Containing 
Vitabler.d.

ABC Peed Ltd. Pfizer Laboratories Ltd. ’AEG Livestock
Watkins Ltd (Minerals) feeds’

Lea Bros. Pfiser Laboratories Ltd with Pfizer

and Blakeman Ltd. Assia Ltd. (Antibiotics) Vitamins

Co-operative Ltd. (Trace 

elements)

’Lea feeds’

Source: The Animal Feeds Industry in Kenya, 1970? Page Jl.
J----------------------------------------------------------------------

Apart from these established compounders, there are other 
newly established feed mixing enterprises, iluus Kenya Ltd., 
a subsidiary of a Danish company has started producing animal 
feeds, M'uus brands’ at Thika. Two mobile feed mills owned by 
the government operate in Rift Valley and Central pi'ovince. 

mixing farm by-products with minerals, urea and molasses.
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Shell Chemicals Ltd. have sponsored ’L'UII' a company 
to distribute molasses-urea-minerals-phosphoric acid 

liquid feeds. A nixing plant is being set at Chenilii 

to utilise molasses from the sugar factory.
•Peed tankers’ distribute the liquid feed to storage 

‘ tanks at liakuru, Kitale and Lfaro Moru and to Co-operative 

Unions if they have storage tanks.
Distribution of final compound rations follows various 

channel30 ’Unga feeds’ are mainly distributed by KFA
through its countrywide network, and through agents.

’New farm feeds' and ABC livestock feeds are distributed
iby agents who get a commission of 3/J* These agents 

sell different brands of feeds from various companies.

Direct sales are also made at the factories 
and godowns. ’Lea feeds' are distributed by Mackenzie 
Dalgety Ltd. Companies also supply large orders to 

Cooperative Unions directly.
The various channels are shown in figure 4«
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FIG. 12 4 : L~ • -■ " - t^  -  • ~ SLS FOR VARIOUS BRANDS OF CC'TCj :p 

FEELS IN KENYA 1975
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* KFA stocks various brands of feeds from different 

companies at its branches.

- - - - - -  Large orders to cooperative unions
Normal distribution channels.

Source: Compiled by the author from field interviews 

and published data.
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3.4.4 Prices .
Prices of mixed feeds have been controlled since 

1970, but vary regionally due to transport costs.
The suppliers allow agents a comnission of 3 - 5/*' 
of the retail price. Vi'hen large orders are supplied 

• to cooperative unions a larger discount is given, and 
the cooperative unions sell to societies at a lower 
price to alio- for a profit margin. Similar feeds sold 
under different brands are priced at identical prices.

However price increases have been substantial for 
protein supplements. These are felt mostly by farmers 

who mill and mix their own feeds. The increases in 
prices are shown in table 21.

TABLE 21: INCREASES III PRICES CF FROTEIi? SUPPLEMENTS' 1960-6?
a ; p 1970

± ime “
Soya bean Fish Meal Groundnut

Meal
Cotuon- 
seed 
I eal

■ and 
Bdne 
Meal

Period
Shillin

»
gs per metric ton

1 9 6 0 -6 9  

O c t .1971

July 1972 

Oct. 1972

413-464

574
894

102 2
1

732-1292

1162

1414
2660

651-755

644

833
1001

423

560

630

e o 6

840

Source: Report and 
of the pig

Li in is try

Recomnendatic 
Industry in *
>f Agriculture

>r.s on the Fi 
ienya, Page 1
2, August, 19'

Lture Prosoects
•4.

r5 > x
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Constraints in the Distribution of Animal Feeds.

(a) Prices
Although these have been controlled since 1970 

there have been several increases and it can be 
said that prices of animal feeds are too high 
‘especially for small scale farmers.
(b) Irregularities in the supply of feeds,

This is of particular importance in the case cf 

cereal grains especially maize. Supply from the 

Llaize and Produce Board is irregular and this affects 
the whole animal feeds industry.

(c) Bagging.
Many feeds are bagged in 45 » 70, and 100 kg. bags. 

These are too bulky for smallholders who have to 
transport them for long distances- from depots,

(d) Transport costs.
From depots to farms transport costs vary from 

Shs. 3.00 to Shs. s.OO per bag for distances of 20 km. 

These discourage farmers from pur-chasing feeds from 

far-off depots.
(e) Distribution points.

(i) These are fevj and Situated only in large 

shopping centres.
ii) KFA stockists who are nearer to farmers don’t 

usually stock animal feeds.
Cooperative societies usually have a lim ited 

amount of animal feeds.
i.ii)
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(f) proprietary brands

i) There are too many identical brands in the 
market and farmers are confused on what 

particular brand to use. 
ii) Instruction on feeding is lacking* and 

' instructions are usually written on pamphlets

in English y/hich many farmers don’t understand.

5.5 THE MARKET FOR FARM MACHINERY, IMPLEMENTS AND TOOLS.
,5,5,1. Use and Demand for Farm Machinery Implements and Tools.

(a) Heavy farm machinery.
Heavy agricultural mechanization is an expensive/

operation and is outside the scope of smallholder 
» farmers. High initial cost of machinery, small size

of farms, topograpnical limitations, high cost of 
fuel and maintenance all militate against the use of 

heavy farm machinery by smallholders.
However in large scale farms the use of tractors and 

associated implements, combine harvesters, sr.d other
I

farmyard machinery is overspread and dates back to the 
pioneering days of farming i.n Kenya. Unlike the small 

scale farms the use of heavy farm machinery results in 
economies of scale, timeliness and speed of operation 

and better quality of work.
In 1975 there were 7,655 wheeled tractors and 269 

crawler tractors. The numbers have shown no significan , 

increase in the last few years.
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In it was estimated that there were T J 300 tractors
of which =000 - ^500 were in large farns, £00 in use 
by local councils ar.4 î OOO - 1S00 in commercial and 
smallholder use. (20.p. 24).
The annual importation averaged at 900 wheeled 

tractors and 44 crawler tractors in i960 - 1971.
Demand for tractors is therefore only for replacement 
in large scale farms, and for governnent operated tractor 
hire service. In the snallholder areas demand is not 
likely to rise. The number of tractors and combined 
harvesters in Kenya is shown in table 22.
The number of tractors has not increased. In case of 
combined harvesters the numbers have even decreased.

TABLS 22. irj!.'.353 0? TRACTORS A’.D CC;'3i:.~r:i) HAhVmSTUBS I’: KB'TA
1963 - 1972
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(b) Light machinery, equipment end tools
Small scale farmers use a large variety of impleme

nts and tools. Included in this category are various 

types of sprayers, especially for use in cofiee xarns, 
dairy equipment, wheelbarrows, *jenb5s and pandas’ 

tpruning saws, sprinkler irrigation equipment and 
various hardware. Tnere is scopa for use of small 
tractors especially the Bolshoff, Tinkabi and The 
bandmaster. About 300 Landmaster tractors .?ere sold to 

smallholders in 1972 by Singer Sewing Machines Ltd.
The demand for crop spraying equipment is likely 

to show a great increase. Farmers are increasingly 
using agricultural chemicals on crops and animals 
and this will create a complementary demand for sprayers. 
Sprayers are also of particular advantage to farmers in 
that they are multi-purpose. Demand for dairy equipment 
will also increase as more farmers keep dairy animals.
For other hardware demand is for replacement purposes, 

and is not likely to be spectacular. ,

3.5»2 Distribution of Heavy Machinery Equipment and Tools.

(a) Tractors and other heavy machinery.
All tractors used in Kenya are imported from 

Europe or ilorth America. There are twelve different 

makes available in the market.
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Distribution is entirely in privete hands* Local 
firms negotiate with manufacturers for a franchise on 
exclusive distributional rights. They then distribute 
through their branches in large scale farming areas. 

Parent companies may also have local subsidiary 
,companies which act as distribution agents as well as 
enfranchising local firms. With an annual importation 

of about 1000 tractors, most distributors sell between 
100 - 150 tractors annually. The distribution channels 

are illustrated below.

FIGURE: 5: DISTRIBUTION OF TRACTORS A IIP OTHER HEAVY IlACIill’ERY

IN KENYA 1975.

Source: Compiled by the author from published data.
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(b) Farm tools ana equipmer...
These are sit: er manufactured locally or imported 

from overseas or r :uighbouring countries. Kenya inports 
over half a million •jembes and pangas* of which 
50,000 - 60,000 cor.e from Uganda annually. There 
is increasing local manufacture of various hardware.

K.F.A which is a major importer of tools and 
equipment distributes through its branches, and also 
supplies cooperctive unions and societies. Local 
manufacturers also import some items. They market 
through K.F.A branches, hardware stores, cooperative 
unions and societies and ordinary shops. Cooperative 

uniona and societies store items for particular 
enterprises; sprayers, pruning saws, secateurs for 
coffee production, and milking equipment for dairy 
production. The distribution channels axe illustrated 

in figure 6.

PIGTOB 6* DiF-r^TTC" c'A-as fok v a::1- "cols 1;.
ke:ta 1973.
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4.1 Hisic-v.Y a:.d cf cooperatiyes in kbit/.

4.1.1 The Pre-independence Period.
The forma tire phase of cooperatives in Kenya 

which ends with Independence in 19^5 can be categorized 

into two developnental periods; the period before 

‘1945, an<i the period from 1945 to 1965*
In the pre-1945 period the white settlers were 

consolidating their farming and only a rudimentary 
marketing system existed. African farmers were Still 

at low levels of subsistence farming. During this 
period early settler organizations were formed.
These included Kenya Planters Cooperative Union 

(1905)^ Kenya Farmers Association (1923^ and Kenya 
Cooperative Creameries (l9?-5)» These organizations were 
originally registered as companies, and only became 

Registered as cooperatives in 1951 when the Cooperative 
Ordinance was promulgated. This Ordinance only allowed 

for white settlers to form cooperatives.
The post-war period, 1945 onv/ards, was characterized 

by accelerated agricultural growth in both the white 

highlands and African reserves. The latter sector 
started contributing a considerable surplus which 

called for an organised marketing system. In 1944 

Campbell pointed to the colonial government the need 
for cooperatives in African areas and called t..em 
"essential institutions to substitute io. an ĉ -i— 

rudimentary marketing system" (17;

*5

»
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In 1946 the Cooperative Societies Ordinance was enacted 
and a Department of Cooperatives started. Unlike the 

1931 Ordinance, this new Ordinance allowed Africans to 
forn cooperatives. However there was only little 
African participation because the growing 01 cash crops 
'and keeping of improved animals was still restricted to 
European farmers. In 1955 the Swynnerzon Plan called 
on the government to allow Africans to grow cash crops, 

and for formation of more cooperatives to weld the very 
large number of small producers into a corporate body, 
and to collect their produce into a bulk and quantity 

which would command the interest of buyers and markets. 

(16, p. 45). This was an important milestone in African 
agriculture and from this time there was a considerable 

increase in the number of African cooperatives.

4.1.2 The Post-independence Period and the Present Distribution 

of Cooperatives in Kenya.
This period can be described as the proliferation 

phase of African cooperatives. The increase in numbers 

was mainly in the former African reserves, farm purchase 
cooperatives in the former white highlands and in 
settlement schemes. This mushrooming of African 
cooperatives has been criticized on various grounds.
Ryden argues that the haphazard formation was only 
in the spirit of political freedom and there was no 

economic viability to support many of then. (13, ?• 7" )
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After this mushrooming phase many . newly formed 
societies faced a period of mismanagement epidemics 

and the government had to step in with control 
measures.

In 1966 the Cooperative Societies Act wa3 enacted 

which introduced control measures to counteract 

mismanagement and misappropriation of funds. (23).
This was followed by the 19&9 Cooperative Societies 

Buies which gave cooperative officers more powers in the 
control of cooperatives (24). From
1966 to the present time the main emphasis on cooperative 

has been qualitative. Numbers have only increased 
gradually but the number of active cooperatives have 
been improving in performance.

The present distribution of cooperatives is a 

result of the agricultural activity and the degree of 
small-scale farming in each province. Central Province 
which is almost purely an area of small scale farming 

has the largest number of cooperatives. The majority 
are coffee, pyrethrum and dairy cooperative societies. 

Eift Valley Province which is an area of large srale 

farming has a large number of farm purchase cooperative 

societies. In liyanza Province, sugar and cotton 
cooperatives are important in Kisunu, and Siays Districts 

while coffee, pyrethrum and dairy cooperative societies 

are important in Kisii district.
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Cereal marketing cooperatives are numerous in V/estern 
Province, but these are relatively weak because of com
petition with private traders. In i'.eru and Enbu 
districts of Eastern Province, the cooperative activity 

is similar to Central Province, while Kachakos and 
‘Kitui districts which are drier concentrate dn ranching 
cooperatives. In the Nairobi area consumer 
cooperatives are dominant. Other provinces, Coast and 
North Eastern are relatively weak in cooperative 
activity. Distribution of cooperatives by province is 

shown in table 23. (see also appendix 'table IX )

TABLE 23:NU! BER OF REGISTERED AND LIQUIDATED COOPERATIVE SOCIETIES 

IN KEIiYA 31st DSCEiviBBR, 1973

1

Total
egistration

Liquidations Balance in 
Register

Central 524 124

60

Rift Valley 451 42 409
Nyanza 351 63 283

Western 249 99 150

Eastern 249 45 204

Nairobi • 206 90 116

Coast 144 32 112

North Eastern 7J 1 2
hCountry-wide*- 7 - n1

Lr of the 1633 cooperative societies in the resistor or.ly 
1032 are active. The rest are either dormant or under
invest igat ion awaiting liquidation.

Source: Kenya Economic Survey, 197h» Bage 76
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4 . 2  £ ~ : ? o?. .agricultural cooperatives r :  k:: :ya
4.2.1 Environmental conditions Favourable to Effective Hon

iara inputs Marketing by Agricultural Cooperatives.

Favourable conditions for non-farm inputs 
narketing can only exist if there is an integrated 
‘effort to organise distribution of inputs at the union 
and society level, and in implementation of government 

policy geared to supervising and controlling the 

movement at national level.
At the grass roots level cf the movement three 

groups are involved; the farmer, the primary society 

and the district cooperative union. Each has to 
contribute in the smooth functioning of the distribution 

system. The necessary conditions can be categorized 

as follows
(a) The farmer has to indicate iis seasonal 

requirements for inputs before the season stares.

(b) The primary society has to bulk orders from the 
farmers and prepare an estimate for the 
location. At the same time they jnu3t have 

adequate storage facilities, and be in a 
position to give farmers the technical advice 

on use of inputs.
(c) The union has to bulk orders from affiliated 

societies, organize bulk purchasing from 
suppliers, and have adequate central storage 
facilities, as well as transport facilities.
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(d) A network of feeder roads and railw ays is e3so 
necessary for effective distribution ci inputs.

There are however many shortcomings to these condi
tions end distribution i3 greatly handicapped. Farcers 
hardly ever give their requirements for the next season 

and as such the societies only nake crude estimates.

‘in many cases there is gross under-estimation. The 
employed staff of societies do not give the farmers the 
relevant advice on use of inputs. The "under-estimation 
syndrome” continues to the district unions and in the 
final run the whole district is faced with a shortage Ox 

non-farm inputs.
In many areas of Kenya, there are very few all- 

weather roads, and the feeder road system becomes 
a hindrance to distribution during the wet season.

When supplier come late, farmers cannot get them 
from the central stores and do without them. 1'any 
primary societies don* t have their own vehicles snd 
depend on union or hired private vehicj.es just beiore 

the rains start. As a whole there is a need to 
organise an integrated system involving estimation of 

orders, transport and storage facilities and demand 

for each society.

4.2.2. Goverrment Policy, and Control of Cooperatives.
The government is actively engaged in the 

development and regulation of cooperatives. The 
important role played by coopeiatives in rural areas 
has been recognized, but it has been noted that tne
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movement hap not been an unqualified success and is 

faced with many problems. Kotin# the weaknesses of 

cooperatives the government hopes to:-

(a) Create a strong cooperative movement which 

can maximize the incomes of Kenya peasant 

farmers.

(b) Improve the performance of the movement to 

compete unhindered on an equal basis with 

other state and private business organizations.

To implement the two points stated above the

government policy has outlined the functions ax various 

levels of the organization. District cooperative unions 

are to be developed as focal points of cooperative 

activity, with all societies in district being affiliated 

members. Centralized functions like book-keeping, acco

unting, bulk purchasing of non-farm inputs, and stationery 

have to be performed by the union. At the society 

level the intention is to pursue the development oft
multi-commodity, multi-purpose primary societies.

At national level the apex organization, the Kerye National 

Federation of Cooperative Unions is expected tc play 

a full part in educating and training the cooperative 
personnel on the principles of the movement. Kenya 

Farmers Association is expected to be reorganized 

and modified to work intimately with unions.
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Alt-.ough the distribution of non-farn inputs is 

considered a secondary function to marketing of produce 
the government intends to have in each marketing 
cooperative, a system for distribution of farm supplies 
and other stores for resale to farmers. At the same time, 
the provision of credit through the Cooperative 3ank 
is expected to facilitate the transactions of members 

in purchasing of inputs.
To make these policies effective the government 

feels that there is an urgent need to keep the movement 
under constant review, and to discipline cooperatives 

by making then operate more efficiently in accordance 
with sound business principles. These control powers 
in guiding and supervising the movement are invested in 

the Department of Cooperative Development, and legalized 
by the Cooperative Societies Act of 1966 and the 
Cooperative Societies Rules of 1969.

The 1966 Act gave the Commissioner for Cooperative 

Development powers over registration of new societies, 
power to make primary societies to be affiliated to 

district cooperative unions, amendment of by-laws 

of societies, rights and liabilities of members, 
amalgamation and division of societies, provision of 
loafts, direction of inquiry of the affairs of the 
society and removal and appointment of the committee* ̂ 
if necessary, and dissolution of societies.
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This total "top-down control" was strengthened 

farther by the Cooperative Societies f.ules of 19°9 
which gave the department powers to; decide or. eli

gibility of members of the committee, convene annual 

general meetings and specify their duties, authorise 

the society expenditure and approve loans, and powers 

to have societies submit monthly trial balances

Although these control measures would suggest 

that the cooperatives are functioning at a high level 

of management efficiency, they have only reduced the 

most conspiuous cases of mismanagement wiiile petty 

frauds remain. The implementation of the powers 

within the Cooperative Department is constrained by 

various problems especially conflicts between uield 

officers and cooperative members, thus lowering the 

committment of members and reducing the organizationalr >
autonomy of the cooperatives. Bureaucracy inflexibiiis 

and "red-tape procedures" have made members to view 

cooperative societies as another arm of government

administration.
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.'.3*1 Structure ixation o. ions and Friaaiy

Societies.

There ore three tyres oi prinary societies. The 
aost numerous ere aarkotin- and processing societies 
which are involved in collecting ar.d processing ox' 
fsra produce as well as distribution ox' fera inputs.
The second type include production cooperative 
societies which operate larpe scale faras. The third 
type is the supply cooperative society which are 
confined to urban areas. The aulti-purpose marketing 
cooperative societies are sore coanon in saallholder 
areas end their structure is shorn in figure 7.

FIGURE 7«‘ '^kV.knziZ-n STh'JgrUKS OF COOPSKATIVil 30CCTI2S AHD 
p e i o : : s  I K  K E N Y A

94
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The suprene authority is vested in the annual 
general meeting of members, at which each member can 
attend and vote and confirm and approve any matters 

arising in the society. The management committee, composed 

of 5 - 9 members from the various "cooperative 
, constituencies" is responsible for governing the society. 

They enter into contracts, borrow money, enter into 
legal proceedings and "keep into safe custody money 

belonging to the society".
The secretary manager and his staff perform the 

day-to-day duties of the society like book-keeping, 
ordering and distribution of non-farm inputs and 

marketing of farm produce. At union level each primary 
society is represented in the board of representatives 

by an appointed member.

4.J.2 Management problems Experienced by Cooperative unions 

and Societies.
The fundamental principles governing cooperative 

management are similar to the Rochdalian principles; 

of open membership, democratic control, limited interest
%

on shares, patronage rebates, sale of pure unadulteramod 
goods and continuous education of members. When these 

principles are imported into a rural environment their 

effectiveness is weakened by many problems. The 
principle of business efficiency is only understood cy a 
few "rural elixes" and these tend to exploix the 

ignorance of the rural masses.
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Cooperatives have been plagued "ay corruption, 
misapplication end misappropriation of funds, excessive 
overheads, apathy and led: of comaittrcent by members. 
Various reasons have been quoted as contributing to 

this state of affairs:-
(a) Conflicts between ''cooperative constituency 

representatives" who only hope to secure 

benefits for their particular areas, and 
are thus engaged in factional warfare over 

control,

(b) Use of cooperatives by leaders who axe 

usually "the rural elites" to better then- 
selves economically and politically.

(c) Lack of qualified staff since decisions to 
employ are based on personal relationships 

rather than qualification.

(d) Lack of clarity in duties to be performed 
by committee members and employed staff.

These problems have a hindrance effect on distri

bution of non-farm inputs. Since ir. many societies 
there are shortages of inputs, the tendency is for 
committee members and employed staff to allocate 
to themselves the amounts available. If any remains 

the information on availability is only passed to 
close friends. The major problem in many societies 

is that only a snail amount ox inputs especially 
fertiliser and hybrid maize is available at the start
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of the rains. Thi3 is used by "the influentials" 

and the majority of farmers have to wait for up to 
t?/o weeks before they can get their requirements.

4.4 THE C0L3>ETITIYE SITUATION 0? COOPERATIVES.

4.4»I Llarketing of Agricultural Produce.»
The primary role of most of the rural cooperative 

is the marketing of agricultural produce. Out of the 
1060 active societies in 1972» -00 societies were 
involved in marketing. Cooperatives are especially 
strong in coffee, pyrethrum, milk and cereals, In the 

1970/71 period 90̂  of pyre thrum, /[Qfo of coffee,
28Jo of milk, 65cp  of cotton and 25^ of sugar were 
marketed through smallholder cooperatives. (7,

Yol. II, Annex 16, p, 15).
The compulsory marketing provision of the i960 

Cooperative Societies Act, empowers the society to 

sell all produce in an area if it sells more than 
60?o of the produce. In Sessional Paper IIo. S the

k

government has further indicated that it is prepared 

to give cooperatives monopoly o-f marketing particular 
crops so long as this does not affect the efficiency of the 
industry. This monopoly has only been operational 

in smallholder coffee, and xyrethrum growing areas. 
Elsewhere especially in Western and Nysnza Provinces 
cooperatives face steep competition from Ilaize and 

Produce Board in handling maize.
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In lQoo/C$ cooperatives in Kekamega. district only handled 

12fj of the total maize marketed ( 6, p. 129).
The cooperative sector turnover has shown a 

tremendous increase from a mere KC 110,000 in 1952, 

to K£ 4«5 million in 19&2 and to KC 27 million in 1973*
The 1971/72 value represented 5/̂  of total Gross 

‘Domestic Product and 26.55^ of the total value of 
marketed agricultural produce. (37)

4.4.2 Participation in the merchandising Activity
Cooperatives have been participating in the 

distribution of agricultural non-farm inputs only on 
a small scale. The major reasons why this important 
role has not taken any spontaneity are:-

(a) Host cooperatives have developed, laying a lot 

of emphasis on produce processing and 
marketing. Distribution of non-farm inputs
has been considered a minor and secondary activity

(b) Cooperatives face steep competition from 

established private distributors, who have 
a cadre of qualified technical staff, and 
knowledge of requirements for particular areas, 

and crops.

(c) Where cooperatives are strong, and distribute 
a large percentage of non-farm inputs they 
face problems because orders are not properly 
bulked from individual farmers and societies.
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(d) There has never been any intiative by the
apex organization, to control the merchandising 

activity.

Ho>vever a considerable amount of non-farm inputs 

is distributed through Kenya Farmers Association which 
has been operating and distributing non-farm inputs since 
1925. With its countrywide distribution network, espe

cially in large scale farming areas it has managed to 

retain a major percentage of the nen-farm inputs marketed 
in Kenya. In 1970 it distributed 34/3 of the total 

fertilizer consumed in Kenya (15, p. 1)* The 
association can fora the backbone of a countrywide 
non-farm inputs distribution network if it is associated 
with the district cooperative unions.

The actual value of non-farm inputs handled by 
cooperative unions and societies, exluding K.F.A is 
very insignificant. In the 1971/72 period cooperatives 

handled only K£ I. 75 mi. of the total value of K£ 14*53 
million. Fertilizers contributed 40^, agricultural 
chemicals 30^, animal feeds 20£ and improved seeds and 
other materials lÔ s. Of this value cooperatives in 

Central Frovince handled 40^,those in Eastern Frovince 
handled 30^, and the rest of the country 50£. (25, p. 3)

The key to increase participation in the marenan1i- 

sing activity lies in reorganization of Kenya National 
Federation of Cooperative which can have all unions 

bulking their orders to have a national cr..ii a . '•
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''-•xS K.H.P.C* can have considerable negotial 
poser with importers. 7/ith such an estimate,

.. can also start its own import. At anion and 
society level, data on consumption, demand trends 

•a/ia i.0-age fecili.ies nas to be collected i’or accurate 
iorecasting of demand. In areas where cooperatives 

are strong especially in Central and Eastern Provinces 
trey can be given a complete monopoly in distribution, 
so that private suppliers only sell in bulk to district 
cooperative unions.
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5 _SJ__ jC____ •_• UCTI<__II_ 1
DISTRICT.

5.1. KUHAIIG'A DISTRICT: CE’.:SEAL CHARACTERISTICS.
5.1.1 Physical Characteristics.

The district is in Central Province of Kenya in

' the highlands oast of the Rift Valley. On the north
it borders Nyeri, on the east are Kirinyaga and
Machakos, on the south is Kiambu and on the west is
Nyandarua Ridges. (Aberdares) (See Map i)

2The total area is 2525 km , and the total
population was 445310 in 19&9 with a mean density of

2176 persons per km . Administratively the district
is divided into five divisions namely: Kandara,

? 2 2 2 416 km , Kigumo 721 km , Kiharu 406 km , Kahgema 555 km ,
and Idakuyu 626 km2, (28). The first four divisions
are further divided into twenty administrative locations
which are numbered from one to twenty (See Hap I ).

These four divisions constitute the smallholder farming

areas. In Hakuyu division, large scale farming and

ranching is practised.
Topographically, the area rises on an east-w est 

direction from 1J00 metres to 2/66 metres on the slopes 

of Nyandarua Ridges.(4573 metres). (34). The terrain 
consists of deeply weathered lava flows and agglomerates 

of the eastern flanks of Nyandarua Ridges. This is  

deeply dissected by swift flowing rivers and streams 

like the Chania, karagwa and 1'athioya.
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Climatic Characteristics.
Precipitation is caused by convergence or air 

Basses and the amount is influenced by oro-grapnical 
factors. Two rainy seasons result with the long rains 

in March, April, May and June and short rains in 

October and November. Tne rainfall figures fori
1973 taken at the five divisional headquarters and 

1 Murang*a town arc shown in figure 8. LaKuyu division 
is comparatively drier and receives less than 1000 nun 
annually. Tne rest of the district receives 1000 run 
to 1800 run annually. The slopes of llyandarua idges 

have rainfall of over 2000 nun annually. (24. p. 2 - 3 ) .  
Infrastructural Development,

The transport system consists of the railway 
line and a net'.vork of roads as shown ir. I,lap 2,
As a whole, the development of communication is

f
greatly influenced by topography. The parallel ridges 
separated by deep valleys running on an east-west direction 

limit the construction of roads on a north-couth direction.

The Nairobi-],anyuki railway line passes in the 

lower zone of the district and there are stations 

at 1'aragwa, Mitubiri, Makuyu and smaller' stations 
along the line, The nearest station to Murang*a town 
is 3.2 kilometres but it is in an area which is 
almost inaccesible by road. As such goods for llurang* a 

town are either delivered to Thika. 43 km away or at

Sagana 11,2 km
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The main roads in the district include the 

llairobi-llyeri-l.'anyuki road wnich passes between the 
lov/er and middle zones, and through Karagwa and 
Idurang’a towns. Other trunk roads run to divisional 

headquarters; Thika-Kandara, Kaharati-Kigumo, 
l-'urang’ a-Xengena and Llurang’a - Kiria-ini-Othaya.

Apart from these tarmacked roads, there are 

other murrain roads running on the ridge tops 
and joining the rural centres. On the upper 
zone a network of murrain roads_> ’tea roads’ have 
been constructed, or are under construction to 
serve the tea growers.( See map 2).

The major bottlneck in tranpsort is mostly 
in the north-south movement since very few roads 

join the ridges. The earth roads also become 
impassable during the rainy seasons.

5.1.4 Agroclimatic Zones and Farm Sizes Distribution.
Agroclimatic zones are determined by topo-

Igraphical, climatical and soil characteristics.-
7.

Three zones car. be identified; the lower, the middle,
A

tnd the upper zones.
The lower zone covers the whole of Makuyu 

division and lower areas of Kandara and Kigumo 
divisions. The area is relatively flat with a 
rainfall of less than 1000 mm per annunu It is 

an area of large scale farming and ranching.
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Sisal, pineapple, cofiee and beef production are 
the cajor enterprises.

The middle zone covers the area fron 1,500 
metres to 2p00 netres, The major enterprises 
are coffee and dairy cattle production. I 

miscellany of food crops including naize, beans, 
Irish potatoes, bananas, sweet potatoes are also 
grown.

The upper zone covers the area over 2p00 metres 
with a high rainfall. The major enterprises are 
tea, wattle and dairy cattle production.

Land adjudication was completed in 1969 
and all farmers in the smallholder divisions farm 
in the sllocatcd plots. The distribution of forms 
by sizes is shown in table 24.

TABLE 24 1 DISTRIBUTION 07 FAST'S BY SIZES I" ’TTRAi’G 1A DISTRICT 1970

Size group 
in hectares

Ho.
of holdings

Total
hectares

Relative 
frequency (Ho. 
of holdings)^

0-0.49 24664 9068 25.0

0.5-0.99 21355 16790 21.5
1.-1.9 31694 46904 51.9
2— 2.? 11672 29232 11.7
3 -4.9 6670 26277 6.7
5 - 9.9 2495 17626 2.5
10 + 666 6£3'5 0.7
Total 99416 15-:730 100
District Lean (DX) - !.

Z ourue: Konya Statistical Abstract 197° P* si
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5.2 CROP PRODUCTIOU AH) MARKETING III TIE DISTRICT ^
.2.1 Cash Crops*

’iic crops grown purely for cash income include, 

coffee, tea, wattle, pyrethrua, castor and passion 

fruit. Surplus of maize, beans and potatoes, are 
sold in the local markets or tc the Maize and Produce 

Board depot at Sagana.
»Coffee: This is the major crop grown in the district.

In 1973 the large scale farms produced 4^71 metric 
tons from ^ 8 0  ha, while the small holders produced 

7,161 tons fro;. Q536 ha* The mean yield per hectare 
was 0.839 ton, for small scale farmers and 1.07 tons per 
hectare for large scale farms. All coffee produced by 
small scale farmers is marketed through 16 coffee 
societies and the district union, while that produced 
by large scale farms is marketed directly to Kenya 

Planters Cooperative Union. (See also appendix table X). 

Tea: Tea growing among small scale farmers was
introduced recently under Kenya Tea Development Authority 

(KTDA). KTDA provides planting material, fertiliser, 

transportation and processing facilities. KTDA buys 
all the green leaves produced and as such farmers 

don’t engage in marketing. In 1973 the total area, 

under tea in the four divisions was 4713 ha. grown by 
10,868 farmers with a mean size of holding under tea of 

0.43 ha. (See also annerdix XI).______________________

Z.i The district .. _ production and marketing 
statistics were compiled from .".urar.g’a District 
Agricultural Annual Report, 1973
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Pv' vthrum This crop has not bean firmly established 

in the district, and in 1973» only about 60 hectares 
were under the crop. Marketing is being organised 
under 3 co-operative societies; Kihoya, Kariara and 

Kiguno and via individual farmers. In 1972/73 the total 
amount of dried flowers marketed was 1,625.5 kg of which 

* 559 kg. ,va3 marketed by Kihoya Society, 157 kg, by 

Kariara Society, 509 kg. by Kigumo Society and 298.5 kg. 
by individual farmers.
Cotton: Another minor cash crop in the lower areas of

the district with an estimated 652.8 ha. under the 

crop grown by 1,524 growers in the settlement schemes 
at Ithanga in Makuyu Division, Marketing of the crop 

is done through Kurang'a Cotton Cooperative Society.

Sisal: Sisal is grown in the lower areas (llakuyu

Division) by two large enterprises, Samar and Kakusi 
Ltd. owning several estates. In 1973> 4570 toniec were 
produced. Tne hectarage under sisal has been on the

t

decrease in recent years, due to low prices, but from 1972»
prices increased and hectarages are increasing.

Pineapples: The Belmonte Company owns large estates
around Thika from which it supplies Kenya Carriers Ltd. 

at Thika. In 1975 the total area planted was 1,800 
hectares in various stages of maturity. /̂ie moan 
yield is 65 tons per hectare end total production was 
114,510 tons. Smallholders in the lower areas of Kandara 
division also grow pineapples which are usually sold in

the local markets.
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»ulfc: About 6p00 farmers grow wattle trees in the

middle and upper zones of the district, '.'/attic bark 

is dried and then sold. In 1973» 7,157*9 metric tons 
of various grades were sold to the tanning factory 
at Thika.

Passion Fruit;: The crop is being introduced in areas
around . hika, by the Horticultural Crops Development 
Authority (HCDA). IICDA supplies farmers with credit 
nnd other material inputs. In 1975» 2£68 hectares 
were planted with the crop.

Other Crops; Some other minor crops and surplus of 
subsistence crops are also sold for cash. In 1975»

1/29 (90 kg.) bags of castor, 20;037 (90 kg. ) of 
maize were sold to Maize and Produce Board.

5.2.2 Food Crops
The district produces various crops which

include, maize, beans, bananas, potatoes, yams,
r*.

colca3ia, and sugar-cane, liaize, beans, potatoes 
and bananas form the major staple food and are grown 
in all small scale farms where climate is suitable. 
The area under these crops in hard to calculate 

because they are planted in uneven sporadic patches, 
and are mostly interplanted with each other. Various 
fruits, vegetables and other horticultural crops are

also grown



:-izo: In recent years, the extension staff have
been introducing hybrid caize to farners, in the hope 
of increasing yields. <r>he estinated area under hybrid 

and local naize is shown in table 25.

TABLE 25‘: ESTIMATED U.DEH HYBRID AIU) LOCAL HAlZS I"

!.:'j?a::s«a district. i972 cm 1975.

Area

1972 1973

Hybrid Xatunani Local Katumani Local

ha ha ha ha ha

Kandara 2435 - 1550 - 5409

Kaguno 1400 - 14006 - 9385

Kiharu 1520 - 5331 - 2615

Kangema 2100 - 6369 - 5282

Llakuyu - 270 141 2619 873

Marcgua

Ridge 1.2 6.0 1500 46 551

Total 7456.2
------------ -

276 43497 2665 24115

Source: Ministry of Agriculture, District Annual Reports
1972, page 50, and 1973* page 14.
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Calculations based on the figures given in the 

table show that between 1972 and 1973 there was a 
12.6$ decrease in total area under maize, a decrease 
of 45$ in area under local maize, an increase of 
14&$ in area under hybrid maize and an increase 

i of 349$ of area under Katumani. In 1972 both Katumani 
and hybrid maize occupied 15»1$ of the total areas, 
but in 1973 this trebled to 46$ of the total area.

5. 5 ANBIAL PRODUCTION A2ID MARKETING IN THE DISTRICT.

The animal production enterprise in the district 
consists of dairy production as the major enterprise\ 
beef production mostly in large scale farms, pig 
production, cheep, goats, rabbits and poultry production.

jThe estimated area under grass is 29,800 hectares 
with about 450 hectares under fodder crops especially 
napier grass, sweet potatoes, giant setaria and 

and guatemala grass. There are 180 dips all over the 
district for the control of tick-borne diseases.

Dairy production is the major enterprise with 

^092 animals in large scale farms, 254 in settlement 

schemes and 58,974 in smallholders area. Marketing of 
milk in large scale farming areas is direct to Kenya 

Creameries Co-operative collecting centre at Kabati, 
but in the small scale farming areas it is through three 
co-opex-ative societies. These are Kiriti, Gika and 
Irera (Kariua). Kiriti Society colleccs milk from Konger, 

and Kiharu divisions and has coolers at Tiurang'a town 

and Kangena* Gika Society covers Kandara ana parts of
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Kli'ico division. .'.iese two societies are purely dairy 
co-operativo societies while the third society. Kariua 
Society is attached to Irera Coffee Co-oporative Society. 
It operates in Kandara and Kiharu divisions, Lost 
of the milk i3 consumed locally and only a small 
percentage is marketed through the three societies.e
The dairy co-operative societies are poorly managed, 
and payment to farmers is almost always in arrears.
This explains why the r.usber of farmers participating is 
low. The situation in the three societies is illustrated 
in table 26.

TABLE 26i SAI.'.T TIC'' ST.r'ISTICS hr'-: ;■ CQ-orhi-ATIYE

soorETi::- : ~ t ;. ~~ : ■ 1275.
<

No. of Members

Kiri ti dairy 
co-op. soc.

—
Glka dairy 
co-op. soc..

----------- 1
Kariun 
dairy Co
op. society

2503 967 40
Estimated No. of grade cots 2300 1000 OOU"\

Total amount of milk sold 
to society in kg. 540,591 229,374 46,600

milk sold by society in 
rural areas (kg) 417,eo8 150,944 15,927
1. ilk sold iron society to
<CCC <c/r« 101,259 52,257 32,039
Total amount of money 
received by society ir. Shs .528,970.70 S9.357.55 30,379.05
Amount paid to farmers Sh: 295,082.60 5i,236.53 19,204.50
Payment to farmers per 
kg. of milk (conns) • 50 .42 .50
Sources L inis try of Agrioul luxe. ilurang' a District Annual Report 

1975, Pare 57-
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beef product ion i3 concentrated in large ccale 

f arming ax’eas of F.ckuyu, where beef animals ere sol' 

to Korys heat Jomnissior. (lFC )« In 1972 and 1975 -“a 
•numbers sold to MIC were 921 and 612 respectively. In 
the smallholder areas, beef animals are not usually non.. 
Animals for slaughter are mainly steers , culled dairy 
cov/3 and local zebu animals. Indigeneous sheep ana go a -a 

are kept for sale in local markets arid fcr slaugr.'.or.

Pig production is  being encouraged esp ec ia lly  by 

Uplands Bacoxi Factory at Limuru which mostly operates 

under-capacity. I t  has a feedrf depot at ilaragua. T.iere 
were 6,517 p igs in the d is t r ic t  in 1975 and the number 

is  on the increase. Poultry types con sist o f both 

indigeneous and exotic  chickens, and ducks. Eafcbi^s 

are only kept in a few farms.

»
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6.1

. - • ; rs v~ ~ ; ... v  ___

ST.TJC7UH3, OHGAi; IZATIOU A1H) TURlIOVEIt

Uurang’a Farmers Distx-ict Co-operative Union 
(hFDCL') is t;.e: secondary organization in the district, 
with 22 societies affiliated to it. Apart from perfo- 

•rrning the normal functions of the Union; hulk ordering 
and purchasing of r.on-fam inputs, centralized saving 

and credit facilities, the Union conducts other 
business as a sideline. It operates a petrol station 
and has a 96 hectare farm where it has a pig unit, 
selling pige to farmers and to the Uplands Bacon 

Factory. The long tern plan of the Union is to develop 
the farm as a demostration farmffor members and to 
build a training institute. The union has two chops, 

one at Thika and at J.lurang’a where it sells non-farm 
inputs to members and non-members.

The affiliated societies include 16 coffee 

societies, 2 dairy societies, one fruits and vegetables 

marketing society, one pig breeding society and three 
pyrethrum societies. Thus the bulk of the Union 
activity is in coffee, and to a lesser extent on dairy. 

Coffee contributes 9^.4/j of the societies’ turnover, 
while other societies' contribute only 1.6^. The 
turnover by each society is shown in table 27*

The majority of farmers are members of coffee 
societies. Some farmers belong to both dairy and coffee 
societies, membership of pyrothrum and pig societies is

not given
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tabisi 2 7 : • _______:_______ :__________ ________________ _ ■!?.

. : c. ;:t  ~ .r x •?%

T ype o f  S o c i e t y Gype of activity on'esrskip I 0 a Oi 
V* Iclcc

turnover in 
his. 1973

hurnng'a u'nio:/-* 22
S o c i e t i e s

2 lorries
ulti-purpona 2 ' ickuos

1 17/
11,721,503

Gaianga C o f f e e 5.J0O 1 L Rover 9,141,395
K andara n 3,625 - 4,625,286
Irera N 776 1 I>. Rover 2,005,695
Luruka »» 1,366 - 3,197,722
Ruchu n 940 - 2,070,939
Kagunduini .  * 1,850 1 lorry 3,484,137
Irati H 1,793 - 3,117,829
Kiangoma It 1,015 - 957,970
T h a n g a ln i It 1,911 1 lorry 2,387,191
K gir.da n 811 - 437,245
S jo r a it 1,678 - 2,110,710

lyQSO N 3,579 1 lorry 5,612,432
Kajima It 5,774 1 L. Rover 10,541,353
t fe ith a g a II 1,743 1 lorry 3,830,024

K ah uh ia It 2,191 - 3,652,525
Uugoiri II 3,857 1 Lorry 9,959,772
Gika Dairy 900 2 L. Rovers 10,5*1,353

. Kiriti n 2,036 1 Lorry 
4 1.Rovers 577,129

ilurcng' a Cotton . - 355,805
Xariara P y r e t & r u i / '2 - - -
Kisuno Pyre thrum - - -
K ih o y a If - - -
? u th u fruit & Vegetables - - 2,586
K i r i a Pig Larketing - 8,876

Remarks, [\
The 

t-1 ?ho

union turnover is from the sideline! businesses, 

pyrethrum societies marketed very little in 1973.

Sourcei Information roooivod by the author from the District 
Co-operative Officer Murang'a 29th May, 1974.



Transport consists of two lorries and two pick-up 
and one Volkswagen car owned by tho Union, six lorries 
and nine landroverc owned by societies, Cnly half 
of the coffee societies have some means of transport
while the dairy societies have adequate transport.«
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.2 _ _____]______ g :c-cpi: ' SUgPLY c..

DISTRICT.

.2.1 Centralized Ordering and Distribution system,

The purchase and sales section of the Union 
perforins various functions in the merchandising activities 
‘of the Union. There are two stores at llurang* a and 

X  a smaller one. at Thika. The centralized functions 

include assortment of non-farm inputs, bulk 
purchasing from supply sources, central storage^ 
distribution and determination of prices and margins.

(a) Assortment of non-farm inputsi
The agricultural activities in the district 

influence the demand of non-farm inputs. Coffee, 

tea, maize, are the major users of fertilizer, dairy 
cattle, pigs and poultry are major users of animal 

feeds. The ecologivai zones in the district determine 

the type of hybrid maize variety to be grown in a particular 

zone. Agricultural chemicals consumed will depend 

on disease outbreaks. 1
Fertilizer: Coffee fertilizers ASK/CAN contributed

86.l£ of the Union’s 1973 fertilizer sales. This 
reflects the important role of coffee as a major 
cash crop and the strength of coffee societies which are

i
the backbone of the Union0 Diamoniua phosphate is also 
used for coffee by farmers although it is mainly 
recommended for Irish potatoes. Kaize compounds,
23 r 25 x 0 and 20 x 20 x 0 are also stocked in large

amounts*
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The Unior. sells a snail SUDOUntof double and single 
super-phosphate for seize, cut the bulk of this is 
channelled threu^h stockists (9, p. 17)« The 
assortment of fertiliser availcble and sold through 
three channels in the district is sr.owr. in table 2G.

table 2S» pz:.til-::~:~ v' T": £hii ?::RSV'r T':-^ c".":vELr ir r . ' - V k  

DISTRICT 197%

Type of Fertilizer Unit KFA
Sagana

KFA
Thika

Unior. Total main Crop

C.A.N 50 kg 266 129 36140 53555 Coffee

A.S.K. II U 6? 22 $60 1047 H

S.A. l» »» 5 26 Nil 31 Vegetable

Diamoniun Ph. II It 117 545 26250 267IO E. Potatces

Double Super
phosphate it n 553 446 60 1059 Ida ice

11 x 55 x 0 35t
j

119 816 Nil 935 Irish
Potatoes

10 x 50 x 0 50 kg 305 Nil Nil 505 «

17 x 17 x 17 it n 584 50 360 794 «

23 x 2} x 0 40 " 532 261 12525 13616 Maize

20 x 20 :i 0 it n 15 6 430 501 n

Remarks: The amount cold from K F A  branches is nair.ly to stockists
and individual farmers,

Source: Dictrict Annual deport 1973* Psge C9
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Agricultural chemicals: The .r.ion supplies a lcrge
assortnent of agricultural cne&icals or.d acaricides. 

ungicides and insecticides for control of coffee di3 eases 
and peats top the list, -.yr.il* DDT fo. aaise lusting 
in the field is extensively used. The sale of major 
Pesticides iron the coffee society stores is shown 
in table 2?. 4

table 2$: r.-ir; 7.::::: —  ~ cid c:: cc.-l-it
16 for s?c:.23 n r.

SOCETr 50^ Copper 80f5 Captfi- 
fol

Sunithior. Crar.o-
xone

Dieldrir.

Kilegras-s L T h E S

Iyego 17,213 636 1,833 _
Gatanga 17,132 8,805 3,645 - -
Xagina 23,891 528 1,460 - 15
Gscharage 7,807 - 432 -
tluruka 4,233 1 538 - 22
Kagunduini 1,866 - 2,191 - -
Irera 5,274 - 409 - 17
Kandara 5,839 - 540 50 3
fugoiri 166,180 19 3,929 - 7
Irati 11,164 - 243 - 126

Kahuhia 20,062 - 852 - 9
•Teithaga 27,011 - 2,334 - 51
.’.jora 1,593 18 312 2 37
Thar.gaini 2,353 147 172 24 35
Kiangoaa. 863 38 112 - 59
"ginda 642 13 94 - 32
Total 313,253 10,210 19,201 55 413

7 - ?7
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.ardv/ar^ equipment and tools: The Union supplies
a wide range of equipment and tools covering all 
aspects of snail scale production. Those are cate

gorized into five groups as shown belowi

Coffee production: Sprayers end spare-parts,
• pruning saws anci secateurs, pliers.
Building equipnent: Banners, nails, roofing naterials,

cenent, timber, paint.
Simple farming tools: Pangas9 j embes , shovels, forms,

wheelbarrows
Dairy equipment: I'ilking cans and buckets.
Other items: . Adding machines, brushes and brooms,

padlocks, empty drums, files, barbed 

wire.

Hybrid maize seeds: The assortment of the varieties i~

determined by ecological zones. In the lower drier 
ilakuyu and Liaragua areas, there is demand for Katuiaani 

maize, while in the coffee zones HB §11 an  ̂512 are grown. 

In the higher altitudes HB 613 and 632 are grown.
The sales from Liuxang’a store are shown in table 30.

A large amount oT seed is sold by stockists.
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>0: ' c? :: ■ :,zzz 227.2 f.-.c: y; r,*a ■; :ic:~ r?oi3
1^71/7? , 1572/75,

Year A B 1 3 • T I E S

«
1113 511 H3 512 HB 615 HB 652 Katumani 

Composite 1
Bags (10 Kilograms)

1971/72 2655 595 1350 655 109

1972/73 3192 1379 1600 72 195 •

Source* Compiled from LFDCU sales records

Animal Feeds: The demand is mainly for dairy cattle,
pigs, poultry and dogs, The types available for each 
group is as shown below:
Cattle feeds: Pollard, bran, daily meal, dairy

cubes, trilk, calf early pencils,

(or rearing meal).
Pig Feeds: Pig creep pellets, sow and weaner,

pig finishing meal.

Poultry Feeds: Chick, broilers, growers and layers
cash, and duck fattening mash.

The sales from the Thika and kurang*a stores of the

Union are shown in table 51 • The feed manufacturing firm
have their own distribution channels, mostly through/

agents and the Union is only an agent.
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Type of ?oed Unit 7/T. 
in Kg.

1971/1972 1972/1975*"
-Thika Hurang’a liurang’ a

Pollard 50 32 67 20
Bran 45 110 262 9
Dairy Heal 15 - - 19

II • 20 14 124 22
Dairy Cubes 70 33 139 92
Trilk 44 14 - 215

20 - - 14
Calf Roaring Pfillets 15 : • * 1 17
Sow and Weaner 70 - - 1320
pig Creep Pellets 70 - - 10
Pig Finishing Heal 70 - - 653
Chick Hash 15 - - 13

20 3 90 • 35
70 10 27 31

Layers Hash 15 - - 33
20 41 261 20
70 142 194 61

Boilers Hash 15 - 20
70 - - CJ

Growers Hash 20 20 160 26

70 47 94 31
Duck Fattening Hash 70 - -5 5
Dog Lleal 10 36 - 4

20 - 10 -

Remarks: *  The 1972/73 nuran 
September 1972 to

* *  Thika store sales

g*a sales are for 
January, 1973*
for 1972/75 were

5 months, 

not available

S ou rce : Compiled from 2.TDCU s a le s  record s
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(b) Sources of Supply.

To purchase economically, the Union nust be 

aware of the various suppliers, their price and 

delivery terns. The suppliers of various inputs 

are shown below:-

'Fertilizers: The Union asks for tenders from 

various distributors fox a season’s 

or a year’s supply. The main suppliers 

are Mackenzie Dslgety Ltd.j Sapa 

Chemicals and KFA, (See appendix 

exhibit 1 for a sample tender request).

Chemicals: Similar to fertilizers, chemicals 

are supplied by the distributors by 

tender. All chemical companies are 

represented by their various brands.

Animal Feeds: The main supplier is lea Brothers Ltd, 

with Unga Ltd,; and Mai&a Ltd0 coring 

second. Muus Ltd. at Thike has 

started supplying the union with its 

feeds.

hybrid Maize: This is supplied by the sole 

distributor Kenya Farmers Associa

tion.

Hardware, Tools
and Equipment: These come from various sources, vrit.i 

Kenya S’lgineeriug Industries supi;lyir -
most of the single tools,
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(c) Storage.
7/hen the inputs are brought by suppliers the 

Union stores then in its central store. Until 
1973 storero was a problem, but since the completion 

of the Shs. 2,5 nillion Union h eadquarters, there is 

enough storage in the basement floor. It aas also 

a branch store at Thika,

(d) Distribution,
From its two central stores, the Union supplies 

the societies. The Thika store serves the Kandsra
m

area. From these branches the societies collect their 

orders using their own means of transport, tut the 

smaller ones have to depend on the Union vehicles,
(see table 7). The capacity of vehicles owned by 

the Union is as shown below:-

Vehicles owned by the J'FDGu

Tyne

2 lorries
Pick-up Datsun 

Toyota

Capacity

7 tons end 3 tons 
2^ tons 

3 tons.

The Tayota is for the Thika branch while the 
others are at the Union headquarter8at tiurang'o.
As stated by the management, transport problems are 

only critical during the peak demand season.''. lor-t.

ana short, rain seasons.
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(c) The pricing* policy:

The onion acts as a wholesaler to its societies, 

however iz sells at retail price at its shops at 

Llurang' a and Thika, v/here two categories of cools 

are on display:

i) Union owned goods and, 

ii) Suppliers stock or the 'On consignment stoc!:'

The 'On cor.si~njsnt stock col icy; is practised 

by Ilackenzie Dal goty/Kenya merchants Supply Ltd.

They deliver goods to Union shops without invoicing- 

then directly. Stocks ax-e sold by the Union and the 

supplier takes a monthly stock. Then the monthly 

invoicing is cone and passed through Konya Planters 

Co-operative Union which invoices the respective 

Unions. The Unions utilise this policy because 

of lack of capital. This policy has disadvantages 

because prices are higher and the Union has no 

decision on items to be kept. However, Union capital 

is not tied down and stock taking is done by suppliers.

The Union is responsible for the pricing policy 

within the district. Since the objective of the Union 

is to supply nenbers- at the lowest possible price it means 

that the Union and societies only cover their operating 

expenditures for this activity through their commission. 

The pricing formula operating in the Union and Societies

is sho n below:
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Goods Delivered via the Union and Society Stores

Buying Price
. + Transport costs and other external expenses

= Cost Price to the Union

+ Union's ordering expenses
*

+ Handling expenses .

+ Storage expenses 

+ Interest on capital applied

= Unions selling price to societies

+ Transport expenses from the Union’s store to the 

society.

- Cost price to the society

+ Society’s ordering expenses 

+ Handling expenses 

+ Storage expenses 

+ Interest on capital applied.
_______________________________________________________________________________

= Society’s selling price to members
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For goods ordered by the Union end delivered 
directly to societies the components of the final

price include buying price, transport and other exterm 
expenses to the society and Union’s ordering expenses, 
which will ecusl the cost price to the society when 

the other society’s expenses arc added the final 
price is lower t.ian in goods delivered via the Union 
and then to society stores*

V.'ith the above pricing- formula prices would 

be lower at the Union retail shop than the societies’ 
stores and there would be a tendency for neuters to 
shop in the Union-retail * shop* The Union discourages 

this by selling goods at the sane price as in societies 
stores* The prices for various non-farm i lputs 

are shown in table 32 and 35®
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~ . ' '____ ZSJ5 ________:
--’eb.-u 19?',

32: ? ____________ _____ ;______ ______________

Type of Inputs— Unit nUnion selling price to **Liar gin Margin
Society farmer

Ci H I U I K ! ?°

ASI./CAI* 26/2 50 k C 36.CO 38.00 2.00 5.6
DAP 50 kg 63.00 65.00 2.00

f3.2
20:20:0 50 kc 44.00 46.00 2.00 4.5

CHEMICALS

Captafol 605$ 25 kg 643.00 660.00 17.00 2.6
Copper 25 kg 590.00 600.00 10.00 1.7
DDT % 5 kg 7.00 8.25 1.25 17.0
Suaithion 20 litre 310.00 320.00 10.00 3.2

HY3PID MAIZE
.

HB 511 10 kg 17.75 20.00 2.25 12.6
HB 512 10 kg 17.75 20.00 2.25 12.6
HB 613 10 kg 17.75 20.00 2.25 12.6
Katunani 10 kg 17.00 19.00 2.00 U.7

Remarks: * The prices quoted were for February 1973 but since then 
there have been several price increase, except for 
hybrid maize.

** The nai\_-in is the difference between selling price 
to societies and farmer's purchase price.

Sou se: Compiled from the liTDCU Sales records.
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T1.5LZ 55* ru:-: ~.a r~ ~j  s.-: r.
sTc:~r. rr? r -::'.;:.

pr.iczs* at u::io:: a::d son zrrss* 

prr?s. t c c l s  & ir. 1975

Type of Inputs

•

Unit u k i  o  r r z  Kargin
purchase
Price

Soiling Pirce

Society Fernero

S H I L L I E G S Shs* *2

Anical Feeds:
Bran 45 kg 15.10 14.00 15.00 1.90 14.5

Dairy meal 70 kg. 34.20 37.00 55.00 5.80 11.1

Grovers mash 70 kg 41.25 43-00 45.50 3.75 9 .1

P/f inishir.g 70 kg 55.00 38.00 59.00 4.00 11.4

p/creep pellets 70 kg 44.60 46.60 45.00 3.40 7 .6

Sorayer Tyoes
Agro-super 1 7 5 .0 0 180.00 190.00 15.00 8 .6

Knapsack 280.00 290.00 500.00 20.00 7 .1

Saval 280.00 290.CO 295.00 15.00 5.4

t Other Items: *

Prunr.ing Saws 14 kg 4.00 4.50 4.50 .50 12.5

Secateers 1 0 .5 0 11.50 12.50 1.00 9 .5

Kilking con 1 gal - 16.50 16.50 - -

Pliers 6 g a l . - 4.50 4.50 - -

TT/barro* steel 120.CO 130.00 10.00 -i
Remarks: * The prices are for September 1975.

* The prise nrrgin is calculated as the difference 
bet veer, purchase price and farcers ’ price.
The oercents.ee margin is between Union's chase 
price end fanners prise.

Sourcei Cc riled iron KFTOU sales Records.
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6.2.2 Distribution at Society level*
(a) Coffee factory stores as terminal distribution 

pointso
ilurang* a district has 72 coffee factories,

These factories fora important terminal distribution
«
points. Unlike other collecting centres, coffee 
factories have permanent houses, and staff,and 
as such can form ’a farmer's shopping centre' for 
inputs. In I.iurang'a district, they are widely 
dispersed and oover a wide area of the district. 
However, to be effective they must have transport 

and storage focilities to be able to:supply inputs 
in adequate amounts and as early as possible.

These various aspects are discussed below as regarding 

35 coffee factories visited in Kurang'a district.

(i) Transport:

Supplies come from the Union stores at Kuxang'a 

and Thika. The distances from the Union headquarters 

at Murang'a to societies headquarters are shown in 

the table 34 •



TABLE 541 DISTANCES F;iDM nFDCiJ HEADQUARTER TO SOCIETIES’ BEAT,QUART?. i5 AHD FACTORIES

Society Headquarter Distance from Union IIQ in Km No. of branch 
Factories

j h  -

tie on distances from society 
Headquarter to Factories

Standard 
deviation j

KM s I

ICandara 40 6 6.93 2 . rj 6

Catania 67.2 11 10.2 2.75

ku-oiri 22.4 6 4.27 3.12

Kapunrtu-ini 36.8 4 8.6 2.05

Thnngn-ini 36.0 1 40 -
K in n,qo.ua 20.8 1 t 8 -
Kn̂ iraa 40 10 . 15.76 6.16

Kfrlnda 16 1 - - -
Wei tha^a 40 5 5.2 1.51

Iyogo 27.2 4 7.6 3.27
Njora 32 2 20 4
Ruohu 54.4 1 - -
Iroti 26.8 1 - -

Irora 51.2 1 - -

Kahuhln '20.8 4 5.0 1.5
furuka 41.6 2 4.4 0.4

Sourcei Authors field interviews 11
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In considering the transport aspect, those 
distances, the state of roads ond avail! bilit; of 
vehicles hove to be considered. Out of the 35»anagors 
intarrUnAt 31 manager* stated that the roads to 
ti.eir factories ore nearly inpnr.st.bie during the wet 
• soocon. Only 4 Inagixs stated that the roads were all-
weather roads. The distances fron Union hoodqu.irterBy
to societies' headquarters ranged fron 1C ho. to Cj,2 he.. 

The factories are scattered around thoir societies'
i

headquarters on distances rouging fron 3.2 kn. to 15 km.

In the study, 21 factories U3ed their society's 

vehicles to transport their input supplies while 

14 factories depended on Union or hired vehicles.

In the study, 8 factories transported dried coffee to 

Kaii-obi every 3 months, 20 factories evory 6 months 

and 7 factories had no regular times. On the question 

of return loads, only 8 factories utilized vehicles
f •*

on the return journey to carry niscelleneous items 

demanded by farmers.

The coots of transporting fertilizer varied with 

distances from the Union headquertor to the society 

factories. Hiring of a five ton lorry cost Shs. 26C.O") 

to Oatanga which is 67.2 kn. swuy fron J/uren^'a town.
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(ii) Estimation and timeliness of supply.
Estimating the requirements in a particular 

area is essential to give the feedback needed to 
organise ecor.onic purchasing and ordering at all 

levels of the distribution chain. In the sample 
of 35 factors’- managers it was found that 23 managers 
estimate their requirements in consultation with 

Agricultural Assistants (AA), 3 estimate in 
consultation with Co-operative Officials, 6 estimate 
entirely on their own, and 3 use both Agricultural 
Assistants and Co-operative Officials. However, 

the major problem is under—estimation which is 
escalated further by the Union getting inadequate 
supplies from distributors. In Kagima Co-operative 

Society with 11 factories the managers have been 
trying to ask the farmers to estimate their next 

season* s^ requirements, so that the managers can 
book their orders before the season. The figures 

for 'farmers demand* and ‘amounts supplied* show.; the 
problem of buying inadequate supplies as shown in 

table 35.
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TABLO J5: T.-3 OSi-’ICITS I» TM?, SUPPLY 0^ INPUTS:

AJ£C__. ' ' .ATIY5 Y 1972:

Type of 
inputs

Amounts
supplied

farmers *
iemand

Unsatisfied
demand

Unsatisfied
demand

*
kg kg kg $>

CAN 2S0,000 392,000 112,000 40
Biaaonium
phosphate 10,150 15,500 2,550 25-15

Hybrid Maize 15,400 17,400 2,000 15

Copper 3,500 5,500 - -

Sumithion 1,800 litre ; 2,000 It 200 It 11.1

Source: Compiled from Kagima Society sales and purchases
records 1972

Timeliness of supplies can be worked from the 

consideration of when farmers start buying and when 
supplies are available. In the sample, 106 farmers, 
and 35 factory Managers gave their answers as when 

they prefer buying and when supplies ought to be 

available in stores respectively in a normal year as 
shown in table 36,
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t a b l e 361 ' • • [ t •....  ■ -v r :_like
s •?r:.rv: yr • 5 avail;, lv ~v f a c t  ' sto:-~<3

• Farmers liar.agers
supplies
available

stating  when 
ought tc be

Time No. e*/w 0O ci1°

4 weeks before 
rain 67 63.2 25 71.4

2 weeks 21 19.0 4 11,4

1 week 18 17.0 - -

As rains start - - 6 17.1

Total 106 100 35 99.9

Source: Author's fie ld interview s.

The farcers p r e fe r ;to  buy early and store in 

th eir  farms waiting fo r  rains to start® The suppliers 

ought to bring the supplies errly  but th is  happens 

only in a normal year® The usual case i s  to suppljr 

when rains start®

( i i i )  Storage:

The ordinary store in  a co ffee  fa ctory  is  earth 

b u ilt , corrugated iron roo fed , and in. some cases with 

a cement f lo o r .  In the store wooden racks are fixed 

so that bags are not in contact with the f lo o r .
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The* problems fs»ced in this type of storn re is mr-ir.l;; 
from rats and termites spoiling bags of fertilizer 
and seeds. Damp floors and leaking roofs cause limping 
of fertilizer and gemination of seed,

In the factories visited, 33 factories a 
•different store for inputs and coffee^ 2 factories 
used the sane store for inputs and coffee produce.
The estimated stor.-.ge capacities in the 35 factories 
averaged at 500 bags of fertilizer ar.d 450 bags 

of hybrid maize seed. If the annual sale is divided' 
by two, the seasonal sale of 686 bags of fertilizer 
and 142 bags cf hybrid maize is obtained. The figures 
seem to suggest that there is enough storage for inputs 
during the two seasons when there is peak demand by 

farmers.

(b) kajor problems faced by co-operative societies 

in distribution of non-farm inputs.
Factory managers wore asked to state tjie ma^or 

problems the societies face in distribution. These 
were identified as late delivery, high storage costs, 
inadequate quantities, poor roads and lack of transport.

Whereas all the managers mentioned more than 
one problem as affecting distribution they were 
asked to state what they considered as the most serious 
problem in their particular case. The ranking of the 

seriousness of the problem is shown in table 57*
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Ti:le 57j f a . hi: v cr pajcf PrÔ T~:s paced py coopt?, attve 
s o c i e t i e s i:: d i s t r i b u t i o n C ' •■:■•-.. s.

Type of problem 
A

•

ho. of-managers 
stating the 
problem

Relative
frequency

*

Late delivery 15 42-9
Inadequate supplies 7 20. o:

-T

High prices 6 17.0

Poor roads 3 8.6

Lack of transport 3 2.9

Storage 1 2.9

Total 35 100.0

Source: Author*s field interview

Prom the table it can be learnt that the three 

most serious problems are late delivery, inadequate 

supplies and high prices* These are exogenous to the 
primary societies end result at higher levels of 

distribution namely, the district and national 
levels. The other three problems do not cause a 
very serious hinderance since if the previous 
problems are eased, these can be solved locally.
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7 ' ' THE SA PL3 FARMERS.

7 .1  F . CTIOLf CHARACTERISTICS

7.1.1 Fara Sises.
Incept for hakuyu Division where large scale 

farming is practised, the other four divisions are small

holder areas. The sample farcers gave the sizes of 
their fares as ranging from 0.40 hectare to r7.60 hectare 
There is a high degree of subdivision which cay not ce 

recorded in the land office. The distribution of fare 

sizes in the sample is shown in table 38.

TABLE 30: FAT. FTFF .~V TI r ; FOr 106 1A ::.l;vo ~ ____D

x:~ ;tjha:t;»a district 1Q73.

- Farm size Ho. of farms Relative frequency

Hectares - 1o

0. 1 - 1.0 10 9.4

2 . 1 - 2.0 32 ’0.2

2 . 1 - 3.0 16 15.1

3»lw4 o 0 25 23.6

4 .1 -5 .0 7 6.6

5. 1 - 6.0 6 5.7

6. 1 - 7.0 1 0.9

7.1-S.O 4

COol*"\

3 ,1  & over 5 4 .7

Total 106 100

x = 5<.14
s = 2 .5

5 The district mean was calculated at 1 .5 6  ho. The au.tr.or
thirds faa•msrs -r.ve rox.dei figures ar.i in some eases ;r.ve
sizes which arc greater than tne actual sizes anu ss sue.-.
the mean is hi~h. . , —
Source: Author’ s fie ld  interviews.
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Pro the table it can be learnt tnafc 7®»35«» of 
the farms ere less than four hectares* As such, there is 

an urgent r.ced to use non-fern inputs to increase 
productivity per unit area.

7c1.2 Area Under Cash Crops.
All the farmers in the sample £rew coffee os 

t the major cash crop, The number of trees planted 
varied iron 100 trees in a farm of 1.3 ha. to 5,000 

trees in a farm of p»6 ha. (C.OO ha to 3«0 ha under 
coffee). Under the International Coffee Organizations 
diversification programme, the growing of macadamio 

nuts is being encouraged in the coffee area, and the 

macadamia trees are interplantea with coffee trees.
The area under coffee in the sample farms is shown in

table 39.
TABLE 591 AREA UI.D3R COFFEE Th 106 PARES I" EUEArS’R PISTRIP™ 197".

Area under coffee ;:o, of farms Relative frequency

Hectares" fo

0.1 - 1.0 91 65.0 '
1.1 - 2.0 12 11.4
2.1 - 3.0 1 0.9

3.1 and over 2 1.9

Total 106 100.0

- . 2 Sample mean X = 0.5S ha.
District smallholder X = 0.24 ha.

1 host farmers didn’t know the actual area under coffee
and gave the number of trees. The area had to be compute.! 
using a conversion figure of 1550 trees per ha.

“°Tha author believesg -t the mean of 0.63 lia. is higher thn: 
the district ’.'.car. because formers have more tree? than the 
number registered, and some farmers over-estimated the 
number and the area.
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Host Tarvers grow lees than one hectare of coffee 
but this occupies a considerable percentage of the farm 
due to their snail sizes. Of the faruers interviewed,
50 grow nacadania nuts. JOfi grow lec3 than 20 trees,

24/J grow from 21 - 50 treoe and only grow over 
, 50 trees. This crop hos only been introduced in the ..z 
last seven years and it is expected that core farmers 

v/ill grow it especially when proper markets .are 

organized and a processing factory is built.

7.1.3 Area Under Pood Crops.
•The fanners grovf several different crops for 

food. These include maize, beans, bananas, sweet potatoes, 
arrowroots, yams, vegetables crops and Irish potatoes,

Inter cropping is a major practice and only in very 
few cases do farmers plant in pure stands, It is t.ius 
very difficulty to find the area under each crop.
The estimated area planted with maize is shown in 
table 40. Only in 94 cases could estimates be made.
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: 40. fab: « __ rs of_____ a______ _______ _____2
i- ;.~uV. a; district 1973.

Area under maize ho. of farms relative frequency

Hectares *

0.1 - 0.2 21 22.3
0.21 - 0.4 30 31.9

0.41 - 0.6 7 7®4
0.61 - 0.8 27 28.7
0.81 - 1.0 4 4.3
1.1 and over 5 5.4

Total 94 100.0

X = 0# & liGo

Source: Author’s field interviews.

It is shown, in the table that 9 4 ® of the 
farmers grow less than one hectare of maize. '.Vhen it 

is taken into consideration that yields are low due to 
poor cultural practices, use of local maize seed for 

planting and insufficient use of fertilizer and 

chemicals it can bo concluded that many farmers donlt 
even get enough maize for domestic use. There is thus 
a likelihood of the farmer running short of food before 

the next harvest, and getting forced to buy at high 
prices from the local markets.
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_'!.e re? under beans vrr.ioit is the second most 
import? nt crop ir: the area was similar to that of 
maize since in nost cases they are interplante .
In the sample 133 farmers ,;rew beans. The remaining 
three farmers were in the upper zone where beans 
do not jro'.: well.
.The estimated area under beans ir* each farm is shown 

in table 41®

TABLZ 41: 2A TTCDER i : 103 r; :..it:a::g »a bist .k t  1975.

Area under beans ho. of farms Relative frequency

Hectares *

o o H 26 25.2

o . n  -  0 . 3 36 59

0 .3 1  -  0 .5 52 3 1 .1

0 .5 1  -  0 .8 9 8.7

Total 103 1 0 0 .0

x = 0.26 ha.

Source: Author’s field interviews.
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7»1.*  - Production C haracteristics.

or rhe tomd sample of 106 formers, 97 kept 
various hypes of livestock; cattle, pi^s, sheep, posts, 
poultry ar.d rabbits. Out of tno 97» 35 farmers 
kept improved sad pure breed dairy cattle, sad 9 
farcers kept pips while 60 farcers kept poultry.
The number of improved cattle kept ranged from one 
' to tea animals. This is illustrated in table 42.

TABLE 42: I.U’ .Tb; 0^ i;TOOTED DAILY 3ATTI.'!1 KEPT BY 09

?A3t■■.7.3 t : district  1975.

Y.o, o f improved dairy 
ca ttle

ho. o f  farcers R elative freouenoy 
£

1 24 28.2

2 23 27.0

$ 15 17.6

4 10 11.7

5 6 7.1

6 3 3.5

7 1 1 .2

8 2 2.4

9 k - -

10 1 1 .2

Total 35 100

The popular broads are Jerseys^ Guernseys, and Eriesians. 
Source: Author's field interviews.
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72.;;; or the farr.ers keep 1 - 3  sr.imal3. ® 

stocking rate of one animal per 0.4 hectare is 
assumed it is then four! that in most cases there is 
over-stocking end "ninals are likely to miss forage 

especially during the ary season. This situation is 
a~rmv3ted farther by the fact that pastures are generally 
poor, and the standard of pasture management and 

maintenance is poor.
Fodder crops are hardly grown except for sweet 

potatoes which serve a dual purpose, as an animal 
feed as well as a food crop. The common pasture grass 

is Kikuyu grass, 1 Paaniseturn cl a nd c s t inur. * which is 

widely spread in the area.
There are thus two. alternatives open to the 

farmer in keeping his animals well fed. He can improve 

* the pasture by growing improved grass leys, leguminous
crops and fodder crops, or he can supplement the 

poor pastures by buying animal feeds.

7*2 SAITLF FAHJISHS PARTICIPATION I'J TUB COQPTHATIVF ?!07Tf Fl'T

7,2;i Membership
All the 106 farmers interviewed were members of the 

coffee cooperatives, 27 farmers were also members of 
the dairy cooperatives, membership .of coffee cooperatives 
is consistent while in dairy cooperatives the dropout 
rate is high because of poor management and lov. payment 

rates, host farmers soil milk locally, at higher prices. 
The years farmers have been members of t. a coffee 
cooperative societies nre shown in tabic 45.
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... - ____ __ ________ THAT ' _____
3.

— ---— '— ■ - — --- ■ ■ ■ ■
Years as members of 
cooperative societies

mrnemmmmmmmmmm—mmm ■ ----
ho. of farmers Relative 

frequency r,j

M - 
1 VJl 2 1.9

6 —  10 54 32.1

11 - 15 57 54.9
16 - 20 28 26.4
21 - 25 5 4.7

Total 106 100

■*" The years are dated from 1975 >

Source: Au dior' s field interviews.

As shown in the table 68.9/j of the farmers have 
joined coffee cooperatives in the last 15 years. This 

period starts from 19$9 when the state of emergency 

ended. Before 1959 only a few farmers grew coffee
A

due to the stringent restrictions imposed by the 
colonial government. In the last five years the number 

joining cooperatives is snail because planting of 
coffee is restricted. Farmers who do not grow coffee 
cannot be members of the coffee cooperative societies.
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7*2.2 Distances to the Factories and the Means of Transporting 
Coffee to Factories, and .Associated Transport Costs.

Farmers have to carry coffee to factories and. carry 
back non-farm inputs. The factories are built 

according to the production pattern, and to some extent 
. on the ’political influence' of committee members.
Of the 106 farmers interviewed, the farthest from 

the factory was 7® 2 km. away and the nearest was O.lkn. 

The distances to the factories are shown in table 44*

TABLE 44: DISTANCES ?.'AT FARMERS AYS TO TRAVEL TO A COFFEE
FACTORY.

Distance to the factory No. of farmers Relative frequency

Kilometres /•>

Up to 0.8 24 22.6

0.0 - 1.6 34 32.0

1.6 - 55.2 30 23.3

3.2 and over 18 17.0

Total 106 9 9 .9

Source: A u th or 's  f i e l d  in terv iew s.
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Farmers use various neens to transport coffee 
to ti;e factory. In most cases, a combination of 
means is used as shown in the sets belov/’j-
A (All farmers who hire people to carry ! 

(their coffee and also use other means )

B« (All farmers who carry coffee with the ) 
(other members of t..e family, and also ) 
( use other means )

r%\j = ( Farmers who have some form of transport)

Prom the cample various combinations are found

ABC ( Farmers who hire people only)

AB C = ( farmers who pay people and also carry their) 
( coffee* * )

AC B « ( Farmers who pay people and also hire ) 
( transport, )

ABC ( Farmers who use all three means,)

B AC ( Farmers who carry their own coffee.)

BC I ( Farmers who carry coffee and hire transport, )

CAB ( Farr.ers who used hired transport only. )

The ranking of the importance of each means of transpor 
is illustrated in table 45»
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? . l  r  t:a '  r -  a .c ? c T: ~  ’ ;r jD  -? s a i t l t  'V ir :~ : :.3

TO Hi, A' SPORT CO.-t-TB TO FACTOR IIS.

Ileans of transport No. of farners Relative frequency
1

AB C 45 42.5

A SC 20 10.9
AC S 17 16.0

c a S 10 9»4
B AC 7 6.6

BC A 4 3.0
ABC 3 . 2.3

Total 106 100.0K

Source: Author’s field interviews.

?rom tho table it can be learnt that only 6. 6,o 

of the farmers don’t use some paid means of transport. 

The most popular combination is for the farmer and n-LS 
family to carry the quantity of coffee they can 
manage and hire people to carry the surplus. This 

combination represents 42.5/" of all farmers.
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The costs of transporting coffee to factories 
by hired people ranged from Shs. 0.20 per 'debs*

(15k6) for a distance of 0.8 km, to Shs. 1.00 for 

a distance of 7«2 Inn. The cost of using vehicles 
was inconsistent and depended mostly on bargaining 

‘ between owners end farmers.

7.3 TIG CONDITIONS 07 X0N-FAHJ.L IhPUTS SUPPLY.
7.3.1 Formers use of hon-farn inputs and Advisory Sex-vices 

in the District, and Costs of Transporting lion-Farn 

Inputs to Farms.

(a) Period of adoption of fertiliser chemicals and 

hybrid maize seed.
The use of non-fai’ai inputs in the district has 

only been accelerated in the last ten years. Before 

that there were only sporadic cases especially in 
coffee production. 7/ith the mushrooming of cooperative 

in the post-independence era, there was expansion in

use, as farmers could get the non-farm inputs easily.
**

The use of animal feels has been on an 'on and. off' bas 

’ and the years of use could not be fixed. Tabic 46

illustrates the years of membership and the years of 
adoption of fertilizer, agricultural chemicals and 

hybrid maize seed.
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Vi LS <6( S-. .. ._____ !!_____________ ____________:_____
a ::: . : : ~ -_____ :___

I-e:ibership or Ado?tl:x;r I -spate
Coop Societies rtilisor •J-.O:.icels ybrid i. •- ice

Year̂ ;:o. Cumulative

*

liO. Cunulativ:

*

0. Cumul
ative
/■>

-0. 'urnula-
tivo

19+ 16 51.1 2 1.9 5 4.7 - -

17-12 10 24-53 2 3.8 . 3 7-*6 - -

15-1- 14 37.74 7 10.4 12 1C. 9 - -

15-14 16 52.05 4 14.2 6 24.5 - -

11-12 M 66 3 17 7 31.1 - -

9-1C 27 91.51 18 34 35 64.1 95 8.5

7-9 4 95.3 31 63.2 17 80.2 22 29.5

5-6 4 99 23 85 11 90.6 35 53

3-4 1 100 11 95 7 97 23 85

1-2 - - 5 100 3 100 9 93.4

106 IOC 106 100 106 100 99 93.4

1?ram December 1973

Source: Author's xieId interviews.
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From the table it can be learnt that prior to 

19^0 (14 years ago) only J7»7/J of the farmers were 
centors of cooperatives, and only 10.4‘Jj and 10.9^ 
of the farmers had adopted fertilisers end agricultural 
chenicals respectively. The mein reason for the low 

tadoption rate was that the inputs were considered by 
the colonial government to be'too sophisticated for 

African farmers'. The few farmers who had planted 
coffee were limited to using farm yard manure, hron 

1950 onwards, there was rapid adoption and by 1973 
all farmers interviewed had adopted them. Hybrid 
maize is a later innovation, and in ten years 
after introduction in 19«4» 93*4/6 of the sample 
farmers were growing it. The dramatic adoption 
rate of fertilizer, agricultural chemicals and hybrid 
maize seed and tue corresponding membership of 

cooperatives by sample farmers in the post-1960 
period is further illustrated in the ' 3 1 cumulative 

per cent curves shown in figure 9*

(b) The informational and advisory services availsula 

to the farmer on the use of non-farm inputs.
The informational services include agricultural 

extension agents, cooperative staff and private dealers. 

Farmers can also get information from their attendance 

of courses organised in Farmers' Training Centres 
(FTJ) and meetings organised by extension staff.
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FIGURE 9 s CUMULATIVE PERCENT CURVES FCft SAMPLE FARMERS' i’-itisi. i r  vr .n vv.-v , .................

SOCIETY AND THEIR AS OPT 101-1 OF FERTILIZER. AGRICULTURAL gilg; ICALS A.TD = fv ’::77) .r^a
, Membership of cooperative society

Adoption curve for agricultural chemicals 
——  11 " " ^PTt.j.l i z e r

c/ " " " Eybrid maize.
100

Years



Farcers in tr.o i- -pie * 3 i tc atato ti.a shorts
r..o i traduced then to the u. of r.or.-f' :a Inputs.
In the case of fertilizer IOC fr. era 3313 it w.»3 the 
agricultural assistants (AA’.'), while s'x farcers 
wore introduced by the cooper-tive 3taff ana frionds.
In the case of hybrid naize need all farcers crowing 
it cited the AA's as the introducing agents. For 
agricul tural chenicols 75 farcers cited AA's and 
25 cited AA's and cooperative staff. Six farcers cited 
stockists and private tradors.

The agricultural extension agents play the najor 
role in advising ar.d introducing innovations whereas 
the cooperative staff and stockists seen to act as 
•tradesmen1. This Jay be due to the fact that the 

• two latter agents lack the necessary agricultural
training as illustrated in table 47*

TABLE 471 PREVIOUS JOBS FID 1 55 COFF-T-; FACTO-Y iAFAGETS
?.:c.. .'0 "  v_.

Type of enploycer.i o. of nanage-B £ of the total

'forking in coffee factories' 20 57.1
Teachers 3 3.6
Traders 3 e.6
Agricultural Assistants 5 e.6
Faru managers 2 5.7
Farcers 1 2.85
Photographer 1 2.05
Clark 1 2.35
: ot employed 1 2.05

Total 35 100.0

The cete -oiy includes Assistant .ii.agcvn, Clar..s .• .A 
Supervisors.
Source i Author's fifcld interviews. _______________



sue/ i varied * ' 1 background most of t..c-ae

i.-r.i err, are technically helpless in advising farmers, 
and as such they a - in-service training. Only
25 managers hod attended courses at FTC's nr.d the 

Cooperative College,
85 farcers in the sample had "been visited "by 

‘AA's at least once in the year. The number of visits 

ranged from or.e to si:: times. However 64.2̂  of the 
total number of farmers stated that they had been 
visited only once or twice in the year while 19.3^ 

were not visited at all.
In the sample 66 farmers stated t^ey had 

attended courses in FTC's, with the number of times 

ranging from one to seven. 52«9>j °£ the total numbex’ 
of farmers had attended for one or three times and 37°7^ 
of the farmers had never attended a course in FTC.
92 farmers from the sample had attended 'baraaas* 

(meetings) organised by extension staff, ox the
total number of farmers had attended for one to three 
tinos and 13.2$ didn't attend any barasa in the year.

The utilisation of the sources of agricultural 
information and advice by sample farmers is illustrated 

in table 43*
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TA3L2 48i ~ ' ?r.
IK K OK

WTILTS. no: of r- » 3 O' I UT-TTPAL
KATior it;C AD7ICE.

4*

1: o. of tines Visits by AA'b“ Attends; ce of PTC Attendance of
•

l o« of •• a  - 0. 0- ;« p • o *•> A
farcers farcers farmer;

0 21 S'. 19.8 40 37.7 14 13.2

1 29 27.4 24 22,7 24 22.7
2 59 36.e 22 20.8 26 24.5

3 11 • 10.4 10 9.4 17 16.0

4 4 5.9 6 5.7 14 13.2

5 1 0.9 2 1.9 6 5.7
6 1 0.9 1 0.9 5 4.7

7 - - 1 0.9 - -

• IOC 100 106 100 106 100

Ir. the case of attendance of courses in a FTC it is for all 
years w ile in the case of visits by A's and attendance of 
'baraMS* it was for 1 9 7 5’•

2 These include agricultural asii3tantc dealing ir. renoral 
agricultural extension, and a/j-ricultural assistants 
specialised in advising coffee farmers.

Sourcei Author's field interviews.

The knowledge and s'vice on ude of inputs is essential, 

especially when it is r omen, be rod that the literacy standard in 
rural areas is lor, and as such, farmors find it a problem to 

reed ar.d comprehend the instructions at input packages and on 

advisor;/ leaflets which are distributed.
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the ,7-::.vie farmers' ability to rend instructions 
written on chemical packets is shown in table 49*

! 49* •" ' ability 70 .'.7 ....n:-.t;-r -re 7 : r :
T> • n y n n O  Jl A Vtwi t  Otf

Ability to read in 
Swahili or English

ho. of farmers tive freauenc;, 

*

English and Swahili 50 47.1
Swahili only 45 40.6

Cannot read 11 10.4
English only 2 1*9

Total 106 100

Source: Author’s field interviews

Prom the table it is learnt that 89*4^ of the
total number of farmers can read in either English

of Swahili or both. 40.6;'-- of the farmers can only
read in Swahili, while 10.4̂  cannot read at all.
As such there is a need to print instructions on the
packages in both languages and avoid technical jargon.

(c) Sources of non-farm inputs, seasonality of demand 
and farmers' preference.

The farmers included in the sample were all

members of cooperatives and as such their main supply

source is the cooperative store.
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however, cooperatives nay not bo able to nest the 
demand, n?y not stock the type of inputs the fa mere 
want, nay supply late and so the farner in compelled 
to purchase from other sources.

In tho sample bl farmers were using animal feeds.
Out of this 51> farmers (50.3^) bought the feeds from 
l’hika or . urang'a town, 19 farmers (31.1/-0 bought from 
siiops nearest to their homes ana only 11 farmers(10^) 
bought from cooperative stores. This seems to imply 
that cooperatives are not meeting the farmers' demand 

in regards to this commodity. Out of the 35 factories 

visited only 4 were supplying animal feeds. The managers 
stated that demand from farmers is inconsistent and as 
such factory managers cannot estimate the right amounts.

In the sample, $6 farmers bought cattle feeds.
Tho number of bags bought per month ranged from one to 

si::, with 75^ of buyers buying 1 to 2 bags and 25/-' 

buying tlmree bags and over. All the 9 formers who 
kept pigs purchased pig feeds while only 21 of the 
60 farmers who kept poultry purchased poultry feeds, 

as shown in table 50.
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*JAbL3 50* D-- PIE r’A s pdsciiasi'.Cw p a t t s r:: pop t u f p f p s::?
1

!YFS£ OF A'iIkAL FEEDS.

•

Eo. of formers As a fo of farmers 
keeping particu
lar type of live
stock

1
As a ^ of 
total sam
ple farmers

1

All feeds 61 62,9 57.6

Cattle feeds 56 65.9 52.8

Pig feeds 9 100 8,5

Poultry feeds 21 35 19.3

97 farmers v/ere keeping all

1

types of livestock,

§5 were keeping cattle
9 were keeping pigs 

60 were keeping poultry

Source: Author's field, interviews

%
The situation was not similar in the case of agricultural 

chemicals where 85 farmers bought from cooperative stores, six 

bought from stockists and traders and 19 bought from both 
cooperatives end private traders. Cooperatives mainly supplied 

coffee fur.gicic.es and insecticdies while stockists supplied 

DDT for maize dusting.
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Farm tools snd equipment are obtained from three 

sources; cooperative stores, hardware stores, and 

ordinary non-specialised shops. Cooperative stores 

mostly stock items which are in demand for the particular 

production enterprise they are engaged in. The sources 

tof various items found in the farms ere shown in 

table 51.

TABLE 51: SOURCES 07 BCE TOOLS AITS Sf.UIF.EKT C "~D IT S.V PIE
FARH3KS.

Type of Item
Humber 
of farmers SOURCE OF ITEMS

owning items. Hardware 
stores chops

Cooperative
stores

No. cf. ITo. fo '

Sprayers 79 5 6.5 74 95.7
Fencing wire 76 19 25 57 75
Llilking equipr ent 55 12 21.8 45 7Q.2

pruning saws 80 58 47.5 b2 52.5

7/heelbarrows 25 5 12 22 83

Jenbes/pangas 106 92 86.8 14
________l

15.2

Source: Author's field interviews.

/
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Proaihe t8ble it can be learnt that cooperative

stores are the major suppliers of the recer.-ly
introduced tools m d  equipment especially sprayers,
fencing wire, wheelbarrows "nd milking equiprer.
In the cose of pruning cars, hardware stores and s:.ops

are actively competing with cooperative stores.
The traditional suppliers of jenbes and pangas

are the rural retail shops where 86.8f£ of these
are bought, The purchasing situation differed in tne

V
case of fertiliser and hybrid maize seed. All farmers 

interviewed bought their supplies irom the coopsxatrra 

stores, with the exception of two farmers who indica-ted 

that they also bought from stockists.

Demand for fertilizer and hybrid maize is at 
its peal: in the two rainy seasons; the long rains 

in Liar oh to Hay, and the short rains in October 
and November. The highest demand is in the lon- 
rains. The amounts used during the 1973 long rains*

season: are shown in table 52.
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T*3IS 52: T C- ruizzR * vbt.ii) rAizs seed t-sm by

S.V PLE rA:.'~ S DURING T 0 1?77» 7.0' 0 PAI'S1 Sv '.SO':

rz
M i UTILIZES

------------r-------------
HYBRID ; gjZS S'j .jJ

Bags (50 kg) 'o. of * Bags ( 10 kg) do. of %
Farmers Fa inner 3

0.5 - 2.0 44 41.5 0.5 7 7.1

2.5 - 5 54 52.1 1 56 56.6

5.5 - 7 10 9.4 1.5 2 2.0

7 . 5 - 9 9 6.5 2 50 50.5

9.5+ 9 3,5 5 2 2.0

4 2 2.0

Total 106 100 99 100. 0

C — 5*̂85® 1 = 1.4 bags
node = 1moae= i |-------- 1

Source: Author’s field interviews
_____________________________________!

The number of fertilizer bags used in the season 
ranged from 0.5 to 40 cars. The mean in the case of fertiliser 
is therefore greatly influenced by extreme figures and the mode 

is a better measure. In the case of hybrid maize seed the

range was from 0.5-4 bags
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7ImC] of 11 farmers used less.than 5 bags of 

fe fcilizer In the season, /r1.5;-> used lose than 2

farmers who grew hybrl Lze used 0,5 to 2 bags.
The fractions result fro:.: the fact that l one farmers, 

one in the ease of fertilizer and nine in the case 
«of hybrid maize did not use all the fertilize;- and 
seeds they purchased, but stored some lor the nexr 

season,
There was a great indication that fanners would 

orefer smaller package weights and some tracers open 
packages of fertilizer and hybrid raize seed r.r.d 3ell 
in kilograms, In- the sample 87 farmers were in lavour 
of smaller packages and the weight preferences for both 

fertilizer and hybrid maize seed are analysed using 

sets and presented in table 53*

A B = (farmers in favour of 10 kg, or 1 kg. only.

bags. In the case of hybrid maize seed SC^e of all

3 Farmers in favour 10 kg. ̂ d  lkg, of 
fertilizer and hybrid maize seed

A \J B = ( Farmers in favour of snaller sizes )
%

A E = ( Farmers in favour of 25 kg. or 5 kg o ly)
(A \J B) = ( Farmers in favour of present package size

A B = ( Farmers in  fa v ou r  o f  both  sm aller
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~ : '3 o ?  io  v :-.i z ?. d

■-p^'r-vyy^ :v s.vTTa ?a:.: n s .

Package size FZRTILIZSil I.TBRID !:AIZ3 SfSD
combinations I.o. of

formers
r> ho. of

farmers
/•>

«
A B 62 58.5 66 66.6

A .* B 6 5.7 15 15.1

a a b 19 17»9 8 3.1

(AVJ h)' 19 17.9 12 12.2

Total 106 . IOG.O 99 100.0

Sources Author's interviews

From the table it can be• leamt that 82 . 57$ snd 

87.95s of farmers using fertiliser and hybrid maize seed 

respectively prefer smaller package sizes, 52.5/J 2nd 66.65I 
of the farmers prefer half the present package sizes of fertiliser 

and hybrid maize respectively. Some farmers would prefer even 

smaller package sizes of 10 kg. bag of fertiliser and 1 kg. 

of hybrid maize seed.
The reasons giver, by farmers for favouring the smaller 

package sizes included
(i) ease in transporting especially in tine case of

fertiliser
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(ii) ccor.or.ical in smaller areas *
(iii) 'Reaper' to buy. This was interpreted

to mean that the farmers did not tio their 

capital on large packets which they could 

rot use in one season.
«
(a) Means ar.d costs of transporting fertilizer and 
hybrid maize seed from factories to farms. The means 
of tra n sp o rtin g  fertilizer and hyorid maize seed are 
to some extent similar to those of transporting coffee 
to factories. TThen the inputs are available during the 
coffee picking seacon they are taken as a backloado 
In the sample six farmers used their own vehicles,
56 farmers paid people to carry for them, nrners
carried the inputs themselves and six farmers hired 

people as well as carrying themselves. As shown in 
table 44 the distances to the factories ranged xrom
0.8 km, to 7,2 km. The cost structure over these 

distances are shown in table 54« H* appears that 
the costs for transporting fertilizer and hybrid maize 

seed are higher than the costs of trar.spo -ting sL-.ila-

weights of coffee.
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is y  : o c i t  c :1 ; ; s p c : t ? i a;~d y e :-1!!)

SURD :MCU C' 'FZS FACTORIES TO FARKS.

distances from FFT.TILIHER I-YURID HAIZ3 SURD
coffee factories 
to farms 50 kg. bag 10 kg. beg

•
Kilometres Kenya Shillings

0.8 0.50 - 0.60 0.20 - 0.30

0.3 - 1.6 0.50 - 1.00 0.25 - 0.40

1,6 - 5.2 1.00 - 2.40 0.35 - O.65

3.2 - 4.8 2.00 - 3.00 0.50 - 0.80

4,8 - 6.4 3,00 - 4.50 0.50 - 1.00

6.4 - 7.2 4.00 - 5.00 0.60 - 1.50

Source: Author’s field interviews

............................................................ ................ .......................................  .............. .........

There was no fixed per kilometre cost and from 
calculations it appeared that the ’negotiable cost per kilometre’ 
vras K.shs. O.^O - 0.60 for a 50 kg. bag of fertiliser and 
K.sh 0.20 - 0.50 for a 10 kg bag of hybrid maize seed.

(e) Use of fertilizer and agricultural chemicals on crops.

Fertiliser use on crops varies from a 100,J application 

on coffee to none on bananas, sweet potatoes and o fcher food crops. 
Hand application is the method employed. The use of fertiliser 

and agricultural chemicals on different crops is illustrated 

in table 55*
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1‘31* D ?

Crop do. of farmers using 
fertilizer

Agr i c ul turn1 chemicals

Coffee • 107 l-Oo
«

I. aize 100 103
Irish potatoes 57 26

Deans 8 -

Tea1 7 -

Vegetables 6 . -

The compound 2p»5»5» is applied on tea and it is 
supplied by KT'DA.

9

Source: Author’s field interviews.

The application of agricultural chemicals follows the 
saiae pattern as that of fertiliser as shown in the table.

The emphasis is however on copper based fungicides, and 

insecticides on coffee, and DDT on maize for control of stall: 
borers. Some fungicides are also applied on Irish potatoes.
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7 . 3 . 2 Px'otlcun expricnced by Farcers in Puxch'sii.j* . or.-iarm 

Inputs,

'.Vhereas most of the problems are of c general 
nature there ere some which are specific to particular 
■inputs. In the case of fertiliser and hybrid maize 
seed the Erin problems cited by s°nple farmers are 

ranked in table 56,

ABL3 56t ■. . K] i ■ ~ : • " P . ............. ....

pcr.c; Aih cr •,s . ~t.lt s t . a. p  i k  : d iaitt : 3-: k .

Type of problem
*Honking by number of farmers

lion-availability 88
**High prices o> o

3ij packages 40

Transport 33

The total number of farmers was 106, but farmersI
experienced more than one problem and so fijur.es shown 

do not add to 106,
!
1

The hijh prices are msinly on fertiliser.

Sourcej Author’s field interviews.

The rank inj: of problems in she case of agricultural 

chemicals was similar to that of fertilizer except for
technical problems as illustrated in table 57



Type of problem i.O. Oi
poblem

of formers experi-. .-.cing

iy.i prices 87
h'on-evailability 
ir. society stores 46

hot sure of the 
type to use 29
Fear of poisor-in,*/ 
toxicity 15

(• $0 5

Source: Author's field interviews.

In the cose of farm equipment and tools the main 

problems were non-availability at society stores, and 

in this particular case society stores were considered 

to be as rood as shops and,farmers bought from shops 

which were nearer to farms. The important* thing noted 

in this section is that for all non-farm inputs, the 

lo irtic problems of non-availability, transportation 

and high prices are ranked high.

Farmers' Attitude*to Co-operatives as Suppliers of 

ITon-farm Inputs.

Farmers* acceptance of co—operatives as suppliers o 

non-farm inputs varied with different inputs.
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They have been able xo supply essential inputs for 
coffee proc ; bili :, fungicides, insectici .

sprayers, pruning saws, but for other non-fern inputs 

they havo r.ot attained a big share of whe demand. The » 

dairy societies have not been sole to supply tue 

; ■ ilhi; : • linal feeds 8ttd tt j : ■: «  have

to depend on the 'overloaded coffee societies'.

The farmers interviewed were of the opinio:; •

that co-operatives were superior than other distribution

systems especially ir: supplying non-form inputs on
c.

credit against crop deliveries. However, the Co-operative., 

fail especially in delivering inputs on tine, ar.u 

supply inadequate quantities as a result of under

estimation of farmers' demand. In the case of 

fertilizer and hybrid maize seed all farmers cited 

cooperatives as the best channel. Only 7 farmers 
thought that the Co-operativez/privaie traders 

combination was a better alternative. The reasons 

for favouring co-operatives arc illustrated, in table v .
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allh 53: :.acq- . G'. . 7 ..3 ?ci v>ve?:-.r.:o oo-o?::: .y.T.T.s

AS 3UPFLTZ' 3 o; .s'.ir : ai •-

Reasons ho. of farmers c,3 of total Ho. 
of farmers.

Sell on credit 105 100

Stock all farmers 
needs 48 45.3

Sell at lower 
prices 39 3o.3

Inputs always 
available 50 ro 0

3 • Vw
-J

Near farms 3 2.8

Source: Author’s field interview 3 •

In the case of farn equipment and tools, where 

cooperatives have not managed to get a high percentage 

of the business farmers felt that co-operatives should 

stock more of the itens. The reasons given are shown 

in table 59c Only 4 farmers didn’t favour co-operatives 

os sole suppliers because they felt that all farmers

were not members
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: _____  •' ...... - ■ ..............

: • ' | D ?OOLS.

heasons ho. of
farmers

# of the 
total

Can sell on credit 102 96.2
hear farms 67 63.2

Cheaper than other sources 42 59.6
Reliable 28 2 6 .4

Source: Author's field ini;erviews.

Parners ere in favour of co-operatives as the main 

suppliers of non-farm inputs so long es they can supply 

them in tine and in adequate quantities. 77hero one 

type of co-operative is stronger than the others, its 

facilities con be utilised for supplying other inputs
I

not related to its immediate field of operation. This 

has been the case v/ith coffee co-operatives which have 

permanent storage facilities at the coffee factories.
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6

8.1

6.1.1

:f..y~p c~ .va cc -r. Lifh-i =" 'To:-

i .z:z pc c : ~ r - " . -  ~-''r ■" : • ?: o y j __ h

•.:5At::zs;~s "i* 1 society l y.i<

Y/eaknesses at Society Level.

This study concentrated nr inly on coffee societies 

cs they ere the major societies both ir. marketing and 

in consumption of r.on-farn inputs. At the sane tine 

tiie activities of other societies like dairy, pyrethrun 

and pig breeding societies were looked into. These have 

not *taken-off* in their supply activities and their 

members have to rely on coffee societies for theix*
i

supplies. In such a situation, unless a district has 

a strong co-operative society with permanent buildings 

which can be used for storage the supply of non-farm 

inputs, it cannot succeed. Prom the interviews in 

L'urang’a district sevex-al weaknesses have been identified 

even when we consider that the coffee societies are very 

strong and well managed.

(a) Lack of training in input marketing:

llanagers at co-operative stores are not trained 

in input marketing, which unlike produce marketing 

needs an informed'and advisory service, as the majority 

of the formers are ’illiterate1 in the use of the new 

farm technologies. The function is mainly left to 

agricultural extension agents, but it has been shown 

that the frequency of their visits to farmers is low.
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(b) Under- ition of ressor.ol requirements:

This is tr.o major woakness of co-operatives in

the rural areas. Although some fores o- estimates 
are made it arrears that every season tnere ore 
short? -es. Factory managers and store-keepers don’t 
add up the seasonal sales to get a fair iuoa cf demand. 
Under-estimation at the factories leads to under

estimation at society and Union levels end results in 
inaaecuate supplies being delivered 10 farmers*
This is a vicious circle of under-estimation, which can 

only be broken at factory level.

(c) Members’ failure to indicate their requirements:
A factor;? selves about 500 menders, and trey 

attend meetings, and communal labour days at the 
factory. During such meetings the members can indicate 

the number of bags of fertiliser and hybrid maize, they 
would like to purchase for the next season. This 
could give a working estimate of farmers’ demand but

I
this is never done in most societies.

(cl) Late deliver;/ of inputs.
This weakness results from the rosd transport 

system, lack of vehicles and problems at Union level. 

It can be solved by a co-ordinated approach early
ordering and use of vehicles.



Vicohne3Ges at Union level.
Tho rio. has comparatively few problems or. its 

supply side, The store staff are sure of the 
sources nd cur. t rder directly Ly telephone or through 
distributors* representatives. Tho problan arises 
when distributors oennot supply all the requirements* 
which may be a result of inadequate imports. The 

Union has its supplies delivered to Sagans or Thika 
by railway. From these stations the Unir.on vehicles 
deliver the supplies to Union stores. Transport 

problems only arise when la rye c ons i -ynr.cn t s are brourrh 
late and have to be stored and distributed immediately 
This nay put a constraint on the vehicles and storage

SpOC© a

The Union lies however one weakness in that the 
problem of under-estimation from societies is brought 
forward to the Union level. Since there is under
estimation at society level the Union falls into t.ie 

sane problem, and inadequacy results, resulting in 
rationing of inputs to affiliated societies. 

Distribution to societies watch don't have their owr. 

vehicles becones a problem in the week when rains 
start and all farmers are clamouring for supplies,
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6* 2.1 Tir-ely nulkir , and Sstimatior: of Require rents.
The roots of the problems ir. the nerchandisins 

activities of the cooperatives lie at the society- 
farmers level, .here orders are hardly bulked end 
estimation of seasonal requirements is rudinemary• 

Suggestions or. hov; t..is problem can to solve: , fcnkin 
a coffee society as an example is put xorrrrd oelo7»

A coffee factory serves about 500 memberr on ever? ye 

and 100 - 200 non-nenbers. The members attend comunal 

days at least once per month. So to determine t.ieir 
requirements the factory manager '..it. the heip or the 

agricultural assistant can do the follo'.Ti.
(a) Calculate the previous years' purchases from

y,

the sales books, noting the anounts sold to 
members on credit, and amounts sold to non- 

menbers on cash.

(b) Calculate the annual percentage increase in 
demand, taking several years into consideration.

(c) Ask members about their seasonal requirements 

at lease 5 months before the season starts.

To calculate the total requirement for members end 
-members, the equation for a single factory is:non
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a +

r.
K

total amount ■ required by members 

and non-members. 

nunbor oi‘ mcabers.
Stated requirement Tor the no::t season, 
Sstira ted end purchases, by non-members.

• The amount (..a) Tor a particular input has to be equal 
or more t.on the previous seasons requirements since 

demand is on the increase. To get the total amounts 
Tor the rectories in a society the individual roctory 

totals ai’e added.

(ha + IC> + (ha i K)2 .... + (h.a * £)n = Total
society requirement. This C3n be done easily ^or
society members who usually visit coffee factories.

ahowever,factories sellonacssh basis to nor-nanbers, 

cud since the purchase
the factory manager car. only estimate a certain quantity 

each year based on previous years’ purchases.

To be successful, bulking and estimation, have 

to be done every year and at least 3 months be Core the 
peak demand sci>sonc. Orders from the societies have to 

be ot the Union headquarters to facilitate bulk

purchasing,
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.2. .iwsiy Purchasing of Adequate Quantities.
Finely purchasing can only result if ordorc are 

brought early fro., societies, so that the union can 
have time for finding out the cheapest sources of 
various ir.put3 demanded, the amounts to be purchased, 

the tine of purchasing, and prices to be paid, The 
'union can purchase the stocks taking into account 
the previous ye rs' dema’id.

Table 60 and figure 10 illustrate the monthly sale." 

of fertiliser from ..urang’a Co-oj>er3tive Union. The 

year 1970/71 ":zz favourable in terns of availability 
of fertilizer, with an average monthly sale of 233.4 

metric tons, while 1971/72 was characterized by country
wide shortages, and the average monthly sale was only 

219.$ metric tons. By constructing such graphs 

annually the union can get information on the sales, 
especiallys-
(a) Peak demand months; which correspond to the two 

rainfall seasons (harch/April/l.ay and. October/i.ovembcr).

(b) Monthly demand for a particular fertilizer type, 
as shown in the table.

(c) Calculate the safety stock which is the difference 
between the highest demand and average demand.

(d) Time of purchase, taking into account the delivery 

time. This can be in tines of lowest demand and 

when the weather is dry (December/January anci

J uly/August/September).
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1970/71 1971/72
•••Oil fell

ca;j ASH DAP C hix Total cai: ao:; DAP ; ix Total
c‘/« c \

October 36.7 29.4 25.7 7.5 0.0 100.1 0.05 42.7 57.3 - 100
Kovonbor 35.6 40 0.4 16 - 100 57.3 41.9 0.2 - .7 100.1
December 99.6 .04 - - - 100 07.3 29. c 2.0;, - - 100,1
J unuary 0.04 94.5 00.6 3.5 1.3 99.9 46.2 2.6 51.3 - - 100.1
February 0.3 63.4 31.5 4.7 - 99.9 0.02 9.6 90.4 - - 100
liarch 7.6 43.0 47 1 0.5 99.9 29.9 16.3 51.1 - ”.7 100
April 05.2 10.5 4 0.5 - 100 24.1 16.1 59. C - - 100
’ey 10.5 05.0 0.06 - 3.7 100 11.7 08 0.3 - - 100
June 2.7 53 43.1 - 1.2 100 • 0.03 03.5 16.4 - - 99.9
July 19.0 12.6 67.5 - 0.1 99.9 1.1 9.4 09.5 - - ICO
Au;'uat 2# 0 - 97.2 - 0.02 100 - - 99.9 0.1 - 100
September 2.0 60.3 ?6>9 - 0.03 100 - M ✓ • - •• -* V'

1 23.3 41.0 29.5 2.8 O.64 100 19.9 28.4 51.5 0.01 O « VM 190

CAM

DAP
C

- Calcium Ammonium Kitrato (26$f)
- Armonium Sulphate Kitrato (26;.i]f)
- Dlamnoiiiur: Phosphate.
- Compounds

M X  - mixtures
Sou rce: LIPDCU Seine Do cords

Por tho two years, CAM and AS', accounted for a mean percent sole of 57.7^ while DAP accounted for 40.5^ 
end compounds and mixtures uncounted for 1.8jJ. DAP is usod as multi-purpose fertilizer and this fact explains tho high percent sole.
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FIGURE 10: KONT/TY FERTILISER SALES BY FURAIIG* A FARMERS DISTRICT
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7/itii r.o orders available tne union can purchase 
an initial amount mien is equal ‘to* or larger than the 

orevious years' sales. The problem at union level 
is aggravated by 1 o fertiliser i'ror. suppliers 
rhen it is needed and as such farners tend to buy 

?t ary tine.
Figure 10 sl ows several peaks which can only
« Jbe explained .0 be a result of speculative purchases 

by formers when Fertilizer is available, wit the 
assumption that it will r.ot be available at the planting 
season. In the I970/7I curve this is illustrated by the 

purchases in January to April and in August while in 
I97I/72 curve it results in hovember and hay.
Farners buy fertilizer and store it in their farms.

8.2.5 Provision of Adequate storage and Transport Facilities.

Storage space can l e a  limiting factor even when 
purchases are made early, hurang*a Cooperat-ve Union 
tenders for 200 tons of fertilizer 5 months before' the 

season starts ( sec appendix exnibit l). '..‘his anoun.-*
has to be stored for at least 2 months before purchases 
and delivery to societies begin. The union has a store ;e 

capacity of over 200 tens at its headquarter at urarig'a 
and its branch store at Thiko, so it does not face this 
problem. Such large amounts have to be stored perfectly 

and store-keeping and supervision is essential. Tecnnic- 1 

store-keeping problems like dryness, humidity, -comp err. /u 

have to be looked into to stop oeterror• -ior. o-*- ."mere

x l l p U  i « i o
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il iiiiy of tr- r.sport is ar.oh. r critical 
aspect.., re esrer.ti :1 at the union level: 

transport from the nearest cailiqr e tot ion to the 
union stores, (ii) istributinn from the store:’ 
to societies’ storon especially where societies 
don’t • •70 thoir ora vehicles.

c -or.

8*2.4 Provision of &  1 ainter.ance of Reese P

Cooperatives ere a suitable channel to centers in 
that they provide inputs on credit end deduct the mount 
later fror. tne members’ produce soles. If prices sre 
hipn. the deductions rill be high and farmers rill pet 
very little from the sole of their produce and os such 
they nay fail to buy inputs in the nert season.

The Union can buy in bulk so that it can 
realise price deductions and discounts. It can 

also purenoee directly from manufacturers especially 
in tiie case of animal feeds, tools and equipment ana 
hybrid noiso seed. In such cases it can enjoy the 

distributors* pricec instead of buying from distributors 

at wholesale prices, The two alternatives v/ill lower 
the prices nd deductions will be lower.
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9 t_____•, • ~ • ' m.  : :  ~::o. i

SU—luiiJY

9*1.1 Agriculture in Kenya*a Econo.,-.

(l) ■ ricultore in the :..ost important pillar of Kenya• s

eoono.y. A ric.il 1. roi exports which cocotu.': for '0-70; ‘
•

of the hotel e:xjort3 bring in the needed foreign exchange, 
and raw uatorir-ln keep the manufacturing sector which is 
based on processing of agricultural products running.
In terns of employment, agriculture engages over one 

third of all v.xge employment and over 75^ of total 
employment. Vis most important aspect of agriculture 
is that it supplies food to a rapidly expanding 
population, estimated at 5*5/̂  per yea*' with a demand for 
food estimated at 5/J amd 10$o per annum in rural and

t»
urban areas respectively.

(2) Agricultural production in Kenya has undergone 
tremendous transformation, for the period 1900 to

r I
i960 the large scale farmers, mostly Europeans contri
buted to virtually all the exports. However ir>. the lest
twenty years end especially the post - i960 period small-*-

ect
scale .-.fricar. farmers have awakened from f- slumbers of 

subsistence farming and now contribute over of
production. Cr.ell scale 

farming has been most impressive in coffee, tea,

pyrethrum end in daily production.
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(3) ..itl. the rapid increase in population, the 
av~ ilabili ';y of good agricultural land has become 
limited or.. it has beer* astiratod that over half 
of the estimated 1.2 million smallhol dings are less 

then tv:o hectares. As suck there ia a need to 
inter.six;.* agricultural production per unit erea. 

Intensification car. result from improving farming 
practices and using 'proven packages of non-farm inputs’.

9.1.2 The economics of non-farn inputs uses
t

(l)lt has been proved from agronomic demonstrations that 

the use of fertilizers, agricultural chemicals, 
aixii.nl feeds, improved planting seeds and farm tools 
and machinery, brings large economic benefits.
(2) The returns in the use of fertilisers as demonstrated
by PAO fertilizer Programs has shorn VCR's ranging»
from 1.9 - 5.2 in maize. Since a VCR of two is 
considered reasonable the results are encouraging.

(3) In hybrid maize production, when all complementary
I

inputs arc used to optimal levels, yields ranging from 
5000 kilograms to over 10,000 kilograms per hectare 
have beer, obtained. Even with escalating inputs prices 

the net profits to growers is reasonable.
(4) Supplementary feeding of livestock gives increased 

yield in milk and improves meet quality. In the 'A0 

Lanet Fesdlot the dairy profit margin in feeding a 

Boran cattle is K. sh. 1,00 per day v/ith returns of over 20f$

per annum
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it of K.shs 1.C0 per day is considered reasonable.
^ rt fro; t.:Ls fact animals from feed-loos are bettor 

finished and graded higher than animals fror. "rasing areas*

(5) Fcononic benefits from using agricultural chemicals 
result from yield increases due to losser.e loss by 
posts. Small scale farmers are increasingly using 

insecticides, and fungicides especially in coffee productio 
herbicides which are used extensively in large ferns have 
been proved to be labour and time saving,

(6) The use of farm tools and machinery causes indirect 
yield response due to timely land preparation, and removal 

of labour bottlenecks.

9.1.3 The present distribution 3ysto£S for non-farm inputs in 
Kenya.

(l) Distribution of non-farm inputs ill Kenya is 
concentrated into the hands 'of two large distributors, 

one a pi'ivate company and the other which is registered 
as a company as well 33 a cooperative, namely Kenya 
Farmers Association. In competition with these 

distributors there are subsidiary companies representing 

overseas manufacturers.

(2) Kenya Farmers Association which was originally a 
white farmers' controlled organisation ha3 since the 

pioneering ’-./s of Kenya's agriculture been distxibutiu • 
non-farm jinputs to large scale farms, through ios sc;:.:

of 32 branches,
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La recent years it has widened its notwox*k by 
registering over 1500 stockists to supply the smallholder 

areas.

(3) Consumption of fertilizer has shown on upv.'crd 
increase with an annual increase of over I6j5 with 

nitrogenous fertilizers increasing by 7/->* phosphatic
fertilizers by Sv and compounds by 22,\ The estimated 
utilization by crops in 1979 was 34‘̂ by maize, 2ryr> by 

coffee and tea, 14 -̂ by wheat, barley and other cereals, 
10>j by sugar and rice and 14c/o by other crops.

Virtually all the fertiliser consumed in Kenya is 

innorted from luropc, and from Uganda and Tanzania. 
Distribution of fertiliser follows the general channels 
of distribution through the two major distributors and 
five subsidiary companies. At the retail level it is 
distributed t' rough cooperative societies, distributors’ 
depots and stockists.

(4) Laize is the moat important food crop In Kenya. 
Improvement of maize production is thus veri- 
important to feed the growing population, for livestock 

feed end for industrial processing. Kenya has had a 
successful breeding pro ;ran which lias released hybrid 

maize with a yield potential of 60 - 30 ^  over the loc^J.

maize
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Tito area under hybri maize has increased from ld,o7
hoc-ares in 196/ when hybrids were first released to ever

505,130 hectares ir. 1972. Adoption of hybrid maize
coed is almost 100y- in large scale far ns but in email

ferns it is only over 3>;j varying with areas. The
untake rate is 50,000 - 60,000 hectares annually,
*

Kenya Seed Company perfoms the functions of 
production, processing and packaging and arranges -or 
distribution through K.F.A and Delgety Lt'. Cooperatives 

participate only at retail levels.

(5) The total bill for agricultural chemicals has 

risen by 296£ from 1964 to 1972* The largest component 
is that of insecticides and fungicides used in coffee 
production, host of the chemicals are imported in packed 

fora for direct distribution but others are formulated 
locally by subsidiary companies. Distribution follows 

similar channels to those of fertilizers.

(6) Consumption of animal feeds has shown a gradual
I

increase but with the intensification in livestock 

oroduction the demand will increase. Poultry feeds 
constituted 67/̂  of t.;C total 19fl animal feeds. The 

animal feeds industry is intricately tied with the 
cereal processing industries especially maize, wheat 
and barley, and with oilseeds, sugar and meat process■*m._,

industries.
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Distribution of animal feods is organized by hour 
established cocroounders who distribute incix" proprietary 

brands throu ;h the two established distributor's -no a.gen 
Utio dieti'ibutors have recently been establisned wit;. one 
specializing in liquid feeds fron the sugar processing 

industry-.

(7) Unlike the other inputs, moot of t c iieavy farm 
machinery is destined for large fame and is distributed 
through enfranchised local firms and subsidiary 
companies. owevor.light farm machinery tools and 
equipment cr: distributed through KFA, cooperative 

societies and hardware stores.

(8) As a whole the major constraints in non-farmf,
incuts distribution include escalating prices, irregularity 

in supply.high transport coots, few distribution points ora 

largo package problems in smallholder areas.

9„1.4 Cooperatives and their participation in the merchandising 

activity.

(l) For a long tir.e the irputs distribution system woe 

geared to serving large scale farms, and potentials

of the smallholder areas r- v*v* • c-• - ■* ~  — inputs hor

only been realised in the last ton years. As such 
distribution is poor and there Lave 0on repeated call

to utilise cooperatives*

cr
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(2) In. Kenya the cooperative phenomena among the 
r. ■ 11 hoiiors is only thirty years ole, ar.d in fact the 

• c oliferate in the last ton years* As
'■xx'.: many of the teeth: rail*
I-in: n ■ , Misappropriation of funds and lack
of trained person: cl still hinder business in 

cooperatives, the Kenya Government in realisation of 

tlie importance of cooperatives has increased its control 
or. them to uplift performance.

(a) Cooperatives are widely distributed in the rural 
, . v 'ying degrees of strength and

Those in the cash crop enclave areas especially coffee, 
pyre thrum end cone extent dairy are stronger th an cereal 
and vegetables marketing cooperatives*

As a whole the marketing function in cooperatives 
is core dovelopoi than the merchandising function, 
Cooperatives deal v/itii J&'/j of pyrotiiruE; 5Cf of coffee, 

20J« of nil!:, ■!%!> of cotton and 2p> of sugar but in
v

-.erchandisinj they only operate at retail level and deal 
Y/ii Iky’ of tota l value of inputs, coaprisin o' 4Cy- 

fcilizer 505o agricultural chemicals, 20^ animal fools 

ar.l lOy rdscallonoous items. Out cf this fOyj is handled 

by cooperatives ir. Central Province, JOJj by those ir. 

r.osi.-m  Provinco as! only ICy by the other four rrovinac
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(k)Cooperatives huve t. c framework and r.ec.ianisn for 
effective operation of c.n integrated distribution 

syster . .'.eart fron being able to ops rate a ere .t“tied 
ir.pui system they have the necessary storage and to 

soas extentt the transport facilities* s »
T iviso.-j nochanisn wkich is a key variable ir. an

A,

integrated distribution system io rudimentary ir. 

cooperatives.
Efficiency ir. distribution of inputs revolves 

around three institutions, the district union, x .0 

ri the fi wing community,
to give their estimated seasonal requirements well in . 
advance of ti.e planting tine. Primary societies nave 

to bulk orders from the farcers ar.d send their 
orders to the union. At the sane tine primary societies 
must have adequate storage capacity for the inputs 
as well as transport. The district union has to bulk 

orders fron all societies snd order fron the various 
suppliers. It also ought to hove enough central storage 

facilities and vehicles for delivering orders to societies 

The whole process hinges or. estimation of requirener.ts, 
timelineS3 in ordering, transport and adequate storage.

Ci \ c; ✓ 0 » J hurtng*a Formers* District Cooperative Union.

(1) rurang'a district is in Certrrl Province or Fenya. 
The economy is basically b.-sed on smallholder farming 

with some large scale farming ir. the crier eastern
irea. The major cash enterprise. Include co

, p y r  .

onterprines.

hairy with cottc rd wattle nr minor
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; to131 area if the district ic 2529 km , sp.d the
2'.can density o population is 17-u persons per km ,

It ranks fifth in population density in Kenya* The rjQon 

Tarn is 1.5& h :tores.

(2) hurang’a ‘irr.ers District Cooperative Union is the 

Siain marketing institution handling agricultural produce 
and distribution ox" r.on-fara inputs in the district,
Ihe Union co .p-ises of 25 active affiliated societies 
of which sixle: \ are cof f e e ,  two ere iairy, three 
pyrethrum,one pig marketing and one fruits and vegetables. 
Coffee societies are however the backbone of the union’s 

business and contribute 93.4‘y of the total turnover.
The whole supply function therefore is geared towards 
the supply of essential inputs for coffee production. 

Nitrogenous fertilizers for coffee composed 86jj of the 

total union fertilizer sales in 1975. Similarly copper 
based fungicides, and insecticides for pest and disease 
control in coffee dominate the agricultural chemicals.

However the union does not neglect the other sectors 
and supplies animal feeds, hybrid maize seed,equipment, 
household goods, macacaraia seedling and even consumer iter

(5) On overall basis, the distribution of non-farm 
inputs in liurar.g’a district exhibits two distnict 
characteristics; zonal distribution types, and a dominance 
on the distribution system by cash crop-tied non-farm 

inputs. The first ci.cracteristic embraces three 

distribution typologies;-
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(i) a non-structured distribution system in z.\o 

lower zone where c b c I i  farmer has to procure

his requirements on individual basis,

(ii) a cooperative aoninstea distribution system
in the middle zone, with stockists filling some 

niches in the market,
(iii) a transitional supply system in the upper zone 

where KTDA supplies tea inputs, and the 
cooperatives supply the transitional zone, 

and only a few stockists exist.
The second characteristic applies to the middle and 

the upper zones. Coffee inputs dominate the cooperative 

supplied inputs in the middle zone while in the upper 

zone the extreme occurs where KTDA operates a supply 
system based on the supply of inputs to one crop,.

(4) The i.FDCU distribution system comprises of three 
phases; the ’central ordering phase' or the union level, 

the 'distribution phase' or the society level and the 

'feedback phase' or the farm level.
The functions in the central ordering phase 

include, the procurement of the right assortments for 
farmers, central storage and transportation:fanilities, 

On assortment of particular inputs it can be said 

that t-ie union ha3 managed to stock a nice range o- 
inputc. It stocks eleven different types of fertiliser 

but lays a lot of emphasis on coffee production 

fertilizers.
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The stock or. hybrids includes oil the releases front
Klisle.This is necessitated *0y the wide variation in

ecological and topographical conditions ir. the district.

The cose of a Tricultural chemicals is similar to that
of fertilizer with emphasis on pesticides for coffee?
production. The union however stocks large amounts o'.
•

DDT for control of stalk borers in noise.
In the suprsly of animal feeds the union is ot r. weak 

00 ■
bargaining position, It does not hove a comprehensive 
list as the competing agents and formers arc forced to buy 
on cash basic from agents. This explains the fact why the 
use of feeds is inconsistent among the farmers. The case 
of tools and equipment is different in that there is -active 

competition between cooperatives end private traders 
and the farmer has a wide range to choose froc>

Procurement of inputs is through tenders snd private 

arrangements with suppliers. The union exploits all possic^ 

sources to get the cheapest supplies. The union has 
two central stores at I.urang’a and at Thika and the store a 

capacity is just about enough, but tnis will have to 
depend on the turnover rate or the rote of dispersal to 
society stores, The union has a total transportation 

capacity of 12.5 tons. During the period of perk 
demand this is a constraint in distribution.
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(5) The union distribution framework i3 basod on coffee 
societie --. The funnel of distribution widens from the 
union control stores to 16 society headquarters and 

finally to 72 coffee factor;/- stores. At the terminal 
end hiie channel has a lower distribution ratio than that 
of stockists ar.d private traders. The distribution 
phase is a transitional phase and the functions 
enbraco those of the central ordering ns well as those 
in the feedback phase. These functions include, 
estimation, transportation, storage, and dissemination 

of knowledge to farmers.
In considering the transport aspect, three factors 

have to be considered 5 distances from the central stores; 

state of roads and the availability of vehicles. The 
distances from the central store society headquarters 
ranged from 16 km. to 67.2 km. and the distances from soci 

headquarters to factories ranged from 3.2 Kn to 16 km.
Only four factories were served by an all-weather road© 
and all other factories experienced transport problems.
The transport situation is aggravated further by the 

fact that societies do not own enough transport. Only- 
five societies own lorries, ar.d three own landrovers.

(4) Although the factory managers consult with 
agricultural extension staff in estimating the 
requirements in a particular area the problem of 
under-estimation recurs in all factories,, This is also 

influenced by shortages at the district and the 

national levels. The ability to estimate the input
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recuire:.,snts is closely related to the understanding 

of the production technicalities in apiculture, The 

cooperative staff have very little agricultural production 
k: owledge. Cut of the 55 managers interviewed only 
three had an agricultural background as agricultural 

assistants. As such their ability to disseminate 

information on the use of inputs is greatly hampered by 

this fact.

(7) Storage is the only function in the distribution 

phase which is adequate. Only in one factory was storage 

considered 0 constraint in distribution, Tne stores had 

a- mean storage capacity of 500 bogs (50 kg) of fertilizer 

and 45O bags (10 kg) of hybrid maize seed. The mean 

seasonal sales for 1972 were 686 bags of fertiliser and 

284 bags of hybrid naise seed per store. The turnover
1

rate is however very high ana stores are never filled to 

capacity.

(8) In the feedback phase of distribution, the awareness 

of the production characteristics of farmers is the 

essential criteria since this will determine tne 

demand characteristics. In the sample, 55-77^ of the 

farms were less than three hectares, and 35*8/» of the 

farmers grow loss than one hectare of coffee, 9 ♦'-/•> o- 

the farmers grew les3 than one hectare of maize ana /2,9/*’ 

owned less than three grade animals. As such their densr.c. 

for inputs is very small. In the case of fertilizer,
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eed loss thsn 9 bags, While 96*0^ purchased 

less than two bags of hybrid maize seed in tae 1975 
long rcinc season* "here v;cs a great indices-on 
that sun Ilex' package sizes would be none suitable 

in the area* 62fj ci all farmers using fertiiizex 
and 66fj of the 99 farmers who 'Tew hyb. id nr.iso scatec 
they would prefer a 2 5 kg* bag end a 5 ^6* bag o- 
fertillzer and hybrid maize, respectively*

(9) Thu advisory channels for farcers in t.ie distno.
include 'h.'C'sj agricultural extension agents, coope::at_ve

£

staff, private traders, meetings and instruction leaflets. 
The cooperative staff and 'private traders are technical!., 
handicapped in the advisory Yfork because they lacx the 
necessary agricultural background. So the only channels 
available to the farmer are FTC*s, extension agents and fox 

those who can road, the instruction leaflets. In the 
sample 64.8̂  of the farmers had been visited at least 
twice in the year by AA's. Only 66 farmers had attend*.! 

courses in the PTC, and 45.55$ of all farmers had attended 
for lees t an two times. Only 92 formers had attended 
meetings organized by AA*s in the year, xn the employ 

54 farmers could not read instructions in English or.d 
even those who could reaa,feund it difficult to understand 

the technical jargon.
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In general the problems affecting farmers in the 

purchase of inputs include, the 'uncontrolable problems* 

and the localized problems. The uncontrolable problems 

are the escalating prices and the shortages due to lack 

Gf inputs at the national level. The localized problems 

include transportation from factories to farms, which 

increases costs considerably and the minor problems 

of package sizes, fear of poisoning especially in the 

case of agricultural chemicals and favouritism in the 

supply from cooperative stores.

Farmers indicated that they-would favour cooperatives 

as the major suppliers of inputs as they can supply on credit^ 

usually have more comprehensive shopping lists of the 

fanners requirements, sell at comparatively lower prices, 

and are nearer to fsrns than the other competing suppliers.

9,2 AUTHOR'S RECOH.I5’:MTIO!?S
The following recommendations refer to the 

cooperative movement as a whole in regard the merchandising 

activity.

(l) The cooperative movement has the basic framework

for merchandising, funnelling downwards from the ape^ 

organization to district cooperative unions and 

finally to cooperative oocieties, and as such in 

the long term the movement ought to start importing inputs.
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In the short run^the apex organization can start inporting 
from Uganda and Tanzania which produce some fertilizers.

(2) In districts where the cooperative unions have a large 
share of the inputs' market, especially in Central and 

Eastern provinces^ the union can be given a complete 
m'onopoly in distribution at retail level.

(3) In distribution of inputs the cooperative movement
an gain a lot of ideas from the established distributors 

like KPA. They can send their staff for in-service- training 

with KPA.

(4) In the smallholder areas cooperatives play a major role 
in the economic activities of the rural people and as 

such cooperatives ought to diversify their activities

to embrace all the spheres of production. In the supply 
of inputs they ought not to lay too much emphasis on 
inputs for the particular crop they market^but should aim 

at meeting the farmers requirements for all his 
agricultural production activities.

(5) Since most of the rural cooperatives are basically 
agricultural orientated it should be the aim of the 

cooperative movement to engage more agriculturally 
qualified staff at all levels of the movement. Thi3 

would facilitate the advisory and the estimation functions

of the movement
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The following recommendations apply to Murang'a 

Farmers District Cooperative Union.

(1) Due to the agroclimatic zones in the district the upper

1 tea* zone is neglected. To impi'ove the situation there 

fere three alternatives: -
(i) The dairy cooperatives which operate in the zone, 

and which are affiliated -to MFDCU can he organized 

to stock the necessary inputs for the area.
(ii) Tnis is a potential market for stockists since 

there is little competition from cooperatives 
in the zone and more stockists can be established.

(iii) Since tea is the major cash crop, KTDA which 
supplies it with inputs can diversify its 
activities and supply the other agricultural 
enterprises in the area on similar basis to the 

middle zone.

(2) HFDCU ought to stock more fertilizer for food crop 

production especially for maize.

(3) The transport capacity of the union and the affiliated 
societies is low and it ought to be programmed so that 
when union vehicles are transporting inputs to societies

they .can carry a full load to supply all the societies in 

cas area. 7hen societies transport the dried coffee 

to Nairobi using their own or hired vehicles they oughr 

to utilise the vehicles to carry a back load of inputs 

and other requirements.
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(4) At the society level it is essential to employ cs 
managers, people who have soma agricultural knowledge.
For the staff already in employment, they can he sent
for in-service courses,in the FTC's where they can be given

I
some knowledge on the use of inputs.

(5) In areas where there are no factories the union can 
rent premises and distribute inputs on a cash basis 

on similar lines to other private suppliers.
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C O N S U M P T I 0 H
Country/ Per fca. Arable land Per ha. Agricultural Per
Region Land ______ 1 Capita

Kilograms per hef tare
{; P

P
K 2i P K NPK

Algeria 5.9 7.8 8.8 0.9 1.2 0.6 8.6
Egypt 10.5 15.8 0.5 105.5 15.8 0.5 10.4
Ghana 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.1 - 0.3 0.2
Kenya 13-2 17-3 1.9 3.9 5.1 0.6 5-0
Lybia 1.8 3.0 0.2 1.2 2.1 0.1 6.3
Malagasy 2.5 1.2 1.4 0.2 0.1 0.1 2.1
Malawi 3.7 0.5 0.3 3.1 6* 4 0.5 3.0
Mozambique 3-0 0.8 0.5 0.2 - 1.5
Rhodesia 26.1 16.3 13.6 7.2 4-5 3.7 19.5
S/Africa 15.0 22.6 8.0 1.8 2.7 0.9 27.3
Tanzania 0.9 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.1 1.3
Uganda 0.8 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.8
Zaire 0.1 0.3 0.2 - ' - - 0.4
Zambia 2.5 1.2 0.8 0.3 0.2 0.1 5-0
Sudan 9.3 3.1 2.1 - - 4.3
Ivory Coast 0.9 0.3 1.6 0.5 0.1 0.8 5.0
Nigeria 0.9 0.3 .001 0.1 0.2 *
AFRICA 4.1 2.8 1.2 0.8 0.5 0.2 4.7

EUROPE 65.8 52.9 50.9 40.3 32.4 31.1 54.0
N/c/America 32.0 19.3 16.7 13.2 7-8 6.3 54.6
S. America 7.1 7.8 5.1 1.2 1.3 0.9 8.e
Asia 12.7 5-7 3.6 6.6 3.0 1.9 6.0
Oceania 3.5 22.7 4.2 0.3 2.1 0.4 78.3

Zorld 22.1 13.8 11.5 5-3 3-3 2.3 18.2

SOURCE: FA3 Annual Fertil „zer Review: 1972•
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TABLE lit hecordod Tr.-ortc of ?;rrat: t 3, Konya I96A to 1972 On Vetrlc ton3)

Sulpha te 
of Antonia

1964 1965 1966 1967 i960 1969 197< 1971 1972

12360 20921 916* 8800 6359 9544 1209' 12121 16250

ASS
1

( Clas 
ii-Fc

tsified under other 
irtilizers J 8237 IOO69 1755< 19265 25134 7

Other
S-Fertilisor 1931< 26992 20875 20473 22652 11431 2067c 9541 12894

Urea 45“i; m - - T81 15 41 98 420

Basic Slag 5< 179 102 254 - X

19S 1

Superphospha 
(sore than 4(

P2°5

;e
>%

12324 11586 19286 14746 15963

?

16428 14824

V

t
15335

A «
9626

Single 
Superphos
phate (21-
? * « -
‘ z 5
Tororo

268 16154 25057 16624 12187 19106

22847 18565 19230

Other
P-Fertili-
zers 46 124 1617 650 3339 1437 4507 7352 5794

Potaseic
Fertilizers 159 260 841 771 2165 2543 4766 3080 7380

Fertilizers
K.2.S.
(Conpounds) 10603 10492 18044 18795 11096 31952 43955 44530 52290

Total 55630 86718 94933 31111 82129 1.02575 141243 129887 148990

Source Cornpil 
( East

ed fro* Annua] 
African Cô nu

Trade 
inity )

Seport3 1964 - 1972
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table iix» r>is?3i?*"-Trv: k -’a • m - * - stock: •r'S in ry.'T'h 1 9 7 ?.

PROVISOES DISTRICTS SO. OP STOCKISTS

Eastern Meru 45
Enbu ?e
Kltni 57

< . Machakos 100

Central Kirinyaga 17

Nyandaroa 55
* Nyeri 76

Mur an?'a 56

Slaya 36
Syanza El suim 42

•
S. Nyanza • 53
Kicil 190

* Bosia 22

Western Kakaiega 215

A .« Bungoma 141 .... ’

Kericho 126

♦
p

Handi 49
Bift Valley Baringo 40

E. Marakvret 4
Kakuxu e

* Trans Hzoia 70

Basin Gishu 6

Coast Taita 40
Kwale 5
Kilifi 13
Tana River 1
Lain 1
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TABLE IT: PSTAIL F/.r:;--. (F.O.K :'T.:?.;\Zk) 1972-1974

Type of Fertilizer 1972/7: April Novenler March
1973 1973 1974

•1 K.shs. per m9trie ton.

K. Fertilizers •

Sulphate of Ammonia 450.- 489.- 618.- 788.-

X Calcium Ammonia Nitrate 607.- 660. 766.-, 978.-
Ammonia Sulphate Nitrate 607.- 660.- 766.- 978.-

z Ore a —J O
N 1 847-- 1010.- 1260.-

* P-0_ - Fertilizers tf
' 1 - •

Single super phosphate 317.50 524.50 362.50
- Triple Superphosphate 789-- 686. - 1103.- 1518.-
♦4* Di-Ammonium Phosphate (D.A.P' 1053.- 1157-- 1475.-

Double Superphosphate - - - -

Conroound Fertilizers *

6 x 30 x 0 830.- 909.- 1146. - 1467.-
10 x 30 r 0 892.- 976.- 1232.- 1559--
17 X 17 X 17 883.- 964.- 1205.- 1449.-,
15 x 45 x 0 1007.- 1106.- 1406.- 1861.-
11 x 55 x 0 1060.- 1167.- i486.- 2005.-
23 x 23 x 0 1283.- 1588.-

25 x 5 x 5 735.- 842.- 1050.- 1231.-

^ex Tororo

* kg. bag. • - * ' 1

Source:Ministry of Finance and Planning.



1971/72 until 3 972) 1973/74 (IlBVOS.bar 197’) (C-ANCS 72-7<}

" T. £.P. Aston Sulphotes T.S.P. Annoa Sulphate T.S.P

Price/ Share of Price/ Share of Price/ Share of Prioa/ Share of
Ton Retail Tor. Retail Ton Retail Tor. Ra tail

Price Price Price Price

K.sis. * K.shs. Jt K.cho. J4 K. shs. * ■4 <A

Price Cl? £00.00 n o 256.70 73.1 1050.82 90.0 531.36 77-6 75 107
+ coat of labour charges 25.00 4.6 21.50 6.1 40.00 5.43 40.00 5.8 60 86

price at port gate iicnbaca 625.00 114.7 275.20 79.3 1050.02 95.43 571.3c *' • 1 75 105
' • Lees subsidy 215.CO' -39.5 42.00 -12.0 129.CO -11.0 25.50 -5.7 -40 -40

rO f.o.b Koebnea (ex.Isportor 41c. 00 75.2 2J6.20 67-5 961.02 82.3 545.66 79-7 135 131
CV Transport coats rail - £03 hr 46.CO 0.4 46.OO 13.1 45.50 4.0 46.50 6* 3 1 1

price delivered to Railway 
Station 456.00 83-7 232.20 80.4 1008.52 86.3 592. 55 86.5 121 n o
Tholosolu nar-in 44.00 8.1 24.50 7.0 85.65 7.3 37.14 5.4 95 52
Price ox-MSolecaiera ctoro 500.00 51.3 505.70 97.4 1093.97 93.6 629.50 92.0 119 105
Transport, average 20 riles 15.CO 2.8 15.CO 4.3 20. CO 1.7 20.00 2.9 33 33

Prise delivered to retailor's
ntoro 515.CO 94.5 321.00 91.5 1113.97 95.3. 649.5C 94.9 116 102
Pa tail Hcrgir.: 50.00 5.5 JO.OC 8.5 55-00 4-7 55.00 5.1 83 17

• Price ex-rc .oiler'a store “ 
Sale., pn e to farrera 545.00 100 351.00 100 1163.97 100 684.50 100 115

----- !

95

“ Triple Superphosphate. 43> P-O.<■ ?•

• 1972/75 values iefloct taa Tortimer ir. Lidoret district for supplies fror a!botroc Co.
P1

1974 values reflect 0 t.oro gnreral position at Sldcret not r.ec«wearily a 
• *«•

case of specific ccrpnny.

Source 1 Price Controller, Hi nistry cf i ir.cr.cc & Flaming.
•

1
----- 1

/
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TABLE VI« SATI~AY ?:AT?:- -:-a "O': •••?" I-l CUTS 0? 11 tons

1912/14-

.

Source of Fertlizer

Kilindini Nairobi Tororo

Destination E.sh. per cetric ton

Athi River 30.00 12.00 33.00

Webujre 50.00 27.50 13.00

Bungona 51.00 29.50 : 12.00

Eldoret 46.50 25.30 17.50

Gilgil 37.00 15.50 26.50

Hoi’s Bridge 49.00 . 27.50 17.50
-*Karatina 38.CO 15.50 38.50

, Kisumu 46.50 25.50 26.50

Kitale 50.00 27.50 18.50

Londiani 42.50 19.50 27.50

Logari 49-00 27-50 14.00

Kipkeilion 43.50 22.00 28.50

Holo 41.00 18.50 26.50

Nairobi 31.50 - 32.00

Nairasha 35.50 14.00 27.50

Nakurn 39.00 16.50 25-50

Nanjruki 41.00 18.50 42.00
Naro Mora 39.OO 17.50 40.50
Njoro 39.00 17.50 25.50
Sjeri 39.OO 16.50 38.50
Sagana 57.00 15.50 57.50
Thika 33.50 12200 34.00

Source: KFA Head Office Decenber 1573. • . 4
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TABLE Till SALES C? I-YBETD ’-'ATT: SEED . 1C'.I K?A :-~A::C» DEPOTS
1967-197 5 TTITH ESTIVATED HECTA5AGE FOR SHALL AND LARCE 
gCALE FARMERS.

!•
1967/68 |l968/69 1969/70 1970/71 1971/72 1972/73

Depot 10 kg bags

Kitale 13103 8357 14958 22025 37207 49666

Eldoret 25859 22499 50339 31224 53349 63851
Hoi’s Bridge 605 1362 1350 3550 38?7 9254

Lugari 754 1967 2365 4200 3588 8495
Turbo - 6594 1500 2600 4252 10021
Weboye 5762 13545 17608 27904 31423 60432
Bungoma 12924 20761 33636 46830 52332 48546

. Kiounu 32498 40370 51478 89123 88625 116627
Lubwa 12122 13595 24525 34574 58213 69272

Kakuru • 3289 15692 12010 21791 56245 62210
Kyahurura 1 66 576 1375 5500 5297 7SS6

Nayuki 1395 6 - 660 3257 3896
Karatina 6294 5455 11071 23100 28898 49797
Nairobi 2770 7729 16720 20993 27537 20712

Thika - - - 1050 8512 8334
Konbasa - - - 3712 153 612

Total bags .111509 144422 218735 336651 464558 594611

Equivalent ha. 
Stall scale

1.

50736
i
63545.6 96243.2 148126.4 204405.2 261629.2

Eqaivalent ha. 
Large scale 56078 39042 45563 63045.2 73087.2 52751
Total Ha. Kenya 86814 102538 141607 211172 277492 314380

Source: KFA Seeds 0ffice Augu.st 1973 J . ~ #4 t.

I
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TABLE TIE VALUE OF EATERIAL ASBTCULTJBAL INPUTS USTL IN KENYA 1965-1973 KC'OOO

Material Inputs 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972
---- r
1973

Fertilizers 2708 3212 3292 2602 2922 3607 3711 4224 58915

Other Agrie. 
Chemicals 918 1171 1248 1536 1793 2236 1640 2936 3124

Livestock drugs 
and xedicines 553 616 661 704 909 1321 1152 1683 I486

Fuel 1655 2018 2030 2 1 0 5 2441 2372 2720 3028 5337

Poser 214 243 253 258 313 358 370 430 445

Spares and 
taintenance 843 905 955 788 929 1042 919 946 921

Bags 455 597 677 701 815 512 1057 1465 1780

Manufactured feeds 643 993 752 880
*

1088 1354 1487 2124 2841

Seeds 434 461 695 584 405 340 800 736 1206

Office expenses 154 152 150 148 152 159 157 158 158

Stall implements 247 276 183 235 248 236 318 302 1201

Other 71 84 100 119 141 168 200 238 283

Total 9105 10723 10099 10658 12156 13705 14531 18270 100

is a ̂  of Total 
inputs 78.8 78.6 78.5 61.5 82.9 83-3 33.3 83.2

Source: Kenya Economic Survey 1975- Page 91



Table Hi TilS 3KSMCDCTT.' OF ACRICDLTURAL COOPERATIVES C' THE RAISE OP PROCOCK 
Typa ik six PRovr:c?s o? ke::ta. as at nst : 'Ts h ?h , 197Q.
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Produce type Central Coast Eastern Kyanza Rift-Valley Western Total
Prov. Prov. Prov. Prov. province Prov.

Cereal & grain 7 14 34 16 5 82 158

Coffee 39 1 46 39 5 26 156

Cotton 2 2» 1 17 0 17
t37

Fruits &
Vegetables 9 6 1 0 0 0 . 16

Pyrethrum 14 0 1 24 5 1 45

Sisal *J. 1 2 0 1 0 5

Sugar Cane 0 1 0 28 2 1 32

Dairies 27 9 12 31 21 » 5 105

Eggs & Poultry 13 2 9 1 i 5 31

Pigs 20 0 0 0 0 0 20

Ranching &
;

Livestock 2 4 17 1 8 1 33

Multi-produce 55 4 19 13 65 5 159

Farm-Produce 141 0 2 4 157 3 507

Unions 6 4 6 11 4 6 37

Source> Department of Coooperative Development. 1970
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T1B1E Is COPTS" PR0D7CTIQ’: C^ARACTERIST :?S IN 'SlTR^T.'k DISTRICT: S"ALI?0LD-:?S 
A5D LARGE SCALE 1)7'.

No. or P R 0 D U C T I 0 N No. or
Society Total area MetrJlc tons x'actories

ha Total per ha.

ITathaga 1533 399.82 395 0.988 . < )
Kahuhia 2134 261.022 399 1.529 4
Kugoiri 3619 301.278 909 1.134 7
Eagixa 5375 1156.593 1092 0.944 11
lyego 3469 656.805 580 .0.683 5
Catanga 5141 1604.580 1032 0.643 12
Eagundaini 1757 567.570 360 0.635 5
Eandara 3464 756.763 686 0.906 7
Kuruka 1227 352.4e2 334 0.946 3
Irera 713 255.762 206 o.eos 2
Gachaxage 903 252.119 217 0.861 2
Irati 1597 353.291 330 0.934 2
Thangaini 1970 4 4 1 .7 1 1 249 0.564 2
figicda 772 96.315 48 0.498 1
Kiangooa 835 183.584 102 0.541 2
Njora 1596 390.927 222 O.568 3

Total snallholders 36123 8555-422 7161 0.859 72

Totel Large Scale 
fams

Estates
(samar
K&kuzi

3780 4071
r

1.07

District Total •12315.422 
]__________

12232 0.99

Sources Coapiled fron District Annual P.eport, 1973
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TAB13 XI x TEA PRODUCTION' CHAP.ACTE3ISTIS A‘?D AMOUNT 0? FERTILIZER UESD 03 TSA 

13 MURASG'A DISTRICT 197?.

Division *Hectares
planted

Ho. of 
growers

Average size 
of holdings

Green
leaves
produ
ction

•»Fertiliser
used

9

Ha. Million
leg.

tags (50 kg. )

Kangena 1789.20 4696 0.J8 3.397 3620

Kiharu 615.13 1473 0.42 1.454 1171
Kigtuao 1144 2451 0.47 1.881 2272

Kandara 1170 2251 0.52 1.982 1940

District 4718.13 10863 0.43 8.164 9003

Soho of the tea is immature.

The fertilizer used, is 2515* 5* * It is supplied, by Kl'DA on o 
credit.

Sourcei Ministry of Agriculture Uureng’a District Annual Report,
1973
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E XIII31T

G Source

Is TENDER ADVERTISEMENT FOR HIF. SUPPLY OF CHEMICALS

A N D FERTILISERS TO IHR \NG1. V F VlC UI 

COOTERATIVE UNION.

MURANG'A FARMERS DISTRICT 
CO-OPERATIVE UNION LTD.

TENDERS
FOR SUPPLY OF CHEMICALS AND FERTILISERS

TENDERS arc here invited for supply of chemicals and 
fertilisers for 1973/74 years or part thereof as follows:
CHEMICALS: 50% Copper oxychloride 25 kg. package 

150 tons.
80% Captafol (Difolatan) 25 kg. package 
20 tons
Bentale 23 kg. package 10 tons 
Insecticides 20 litres 1.000 drums

FERTILISERS: C.A.N. 26%N. 25 or 50 kg packages 500 tons 
A.S N. 26%N. 25 or 50 kg. packages 500 tons 
D.A.P. 25 or 50 kg. packages 500 tons 
Single or Double Superphosphate 50kg 
25 tons

Prices quoted should include railage or transport 
to Thika ana Murang’a Stations respectively.

Deliveries will commence as soon as the tenders are 
awarded, possibly from February, 1974.

Tenders must be submitted in plain dosed and doub
le sealed envelopes marked “Tender for Chemical and 
Fertilisers" and addressed to:

The General Manager,
MURANG'A FARMERS' DISTRICT CO-OPERATIVE 

UNION Li D.,
P.O. Box 14,

MURANG'A.
to reach him not loter than January I 2, 1974.

A tenderer can also bring the tender in person and • 
put it in slotted tender box provided in the Union office 
Murang’a.

Tenderers should not show their marks or names 
and address on any part of outer envelopes.

The Co-operative Union here is not bound to accept 
the lowest or any tender.

D a l i y N a t i on ( N a i r o b i )  O c t o b e r  1973*
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ANNEX I :

UNIVERSITY OF NAIROBI,

DEPARTMENT C? AGRICPLTUREAL ECONOMICS 

FARMERS (MEMBERS OF CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETIES)

Date...................
Rams or Registration of
F a r e ..................
District...............
Division...............

Location
Factory

Introduction.

I am Postgraduate student from the University of Nairobi, 
engaged in a research project on the distribution of feruilize_s, 
hybrid maize seed,animal feeds, farm tools and implements c~nd 
agricultural chemicals. I aa trying to find out the problem*. yov. 
experience in buying and transporting of these items. This study 
vili help in the improvement of the distribution system to the 
farmers and I would be most grateful if you could answer the 
following questions accurately:-

1. Faming Activity
1.1. tfhat is the size of your faro?
1.2. Uhat cash crops do you grow? .

Name Acres or Number of trees

Coffee ...... ..............
Tea .....................
Pyrethrum ................. .
Macadamia ...... ..............
Others , .......... ..........

1.3 Uhat other crops do you grow on your farm?

Name Acres

1.4.
1.5

Maize
Beans
Bananas
Others
Do you keep animals in your farm? Yes:.....
If you keep animals, what types and nunc^s-

ITo.
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Typo Dunbars

Grade ..........................
Local cattle ..........................
Pigs ..........................
Goats ..........................
Sheep ..........................
Poultry ................. .........
Other ...........................»

2. Co-operatives
1. Are you a member of a co-operative society? Yes/no
2. If yes, hov/ long have you been a member?........years.
3. Y/hich cooperative society do.you.belong to?

a) Coffee cooperative society............... Yes/llo.
b) Dairy cooperative society................  Yes/llo.
c) Both of then ........................... . Tes/}!o.
d) Others ....................................

4. How far is the nearest cooperative factory from your 
fsrn?
\  nile 
-3s- nile
1 nile
2 Eiles
Other distances.................

5. How do you transport your coffee to the factory?
a) Eire transport Yes/No.
b) Carry it , with other members of the fanily Yes/llo.
c) Pay people to carry it Yes/No.
d) Other neans .....................................

If you hire transport, or pay people, how much do 
you pay for
a) one debe to the factory...............
b) hired vehicle ........................

6.
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5. Supply of inputs.

3.1 Do you use fertilizers/hybrid maize? Yes/No.

3.2 If yes, for hour long have you used each?
a) Fertilizers ................ years.
t>) Hybrid maize........ ....... year3

3.3* Who introduced you to their use?
a) Agricultural officer
b) Neighbour/Friend
c) Others .....................

3.4 On which crops do you use fertilizer?
a) Coffee
b) Tea
c) Maize
d) Pyrethrum
e) Potatoes
f) Others.

3.5 Where do you buy your fertilizer and hybrid maize?
a) KFA store (Thika/Sagana)
b) Co-operative store
c) Stockist/Shopkeeper
d ) Others .........................

3.6 $hen do you buy your fertilizers/hybrid maize?
a) One month before rains
b) 2 weeks before rains
c) 1 week before rains

3.7 How do you transport you fertilizer/hybrid maize to
your farm?
a) Use own vehicle
b) Hire transport
c) Use buses
d ) Others................... ............
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3.8 What is the state of the road to your farm?
a) all tarmac
b) Uurram
c) earth road

3*9 How much do you pay for fertilizer/hybrid maize to 
your farm?
a) one bag (50 kg) of fertilizer Shs.............
b) one bag (10 kg) of hybrid maize shs...........

3.10 How many bags did you buy in the last planting 
season? ( amount used in 1973 long rains season )
a) fertilizer..................bag/season
b) hybrid maize ................bag/season.

3.11 Would you like fertilizers/hybrid maize to be 
packed and sold in small bags? Yes/No.

3.12

3.13

3. H

If yes, which size would you prefer?
a) Fertilizers in 25 kg. bags Yes/No.
\ 10 kg. bag3 Yes/No.

t) Hybrid maize in 5 hg. bags Yes/No.
1 kg. bags Yes/No.

Why would you like them in such small bags?
a) Easier to carry Yes/No.
b) Can be used on a small area Yes/No.
c)
4)

Cheaper to buy Yes/No.

What are the major problems in the supply of 
fertilizers/hybrid maize?
a) Not available when farmers need them Yes/No.
b) Transport problems Yes/No.
c) Prices are high Yes/x»o.
d) Sold in big bags fes/::o.
e) Others .................................*.....
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3.15 How do you pay for your fertilizers/hybrid maize?
a) cash
b) get then on credit from co-operative factory. Yes/!ro.
c) Other means ..................................

5.16 In your opinion who ought to sell fertilizsr/hybria 
maize?

• a) Cooperatives
b) Private traders
c) others ......................................

3.17 If your answer to 3.17 (a) is yes give reasons why 
you think cooperatives are better than the others.
a) Co-operatives sell at a cheaper price.
b) Co-operative3 have supplies available in time
c) Co-operatives can sell on credit
d) Co-operatives can stock all the farmer needs
e) Other reasons..................................

3.18 Does the agricultural assistant visit your farm to 
advise you on the use of fertilizers and hybrid 
maize? Yes/No.

3.19 How many times has he visited your farm this yeai? 
........................  times.

3.20 Do you ever attend barazas organized by the 
Agricultural Assistant? Yes/No.

5.21 If yes, how many' have you attended this year ?

3.22 Have you ever attended courses in a Farmers’ Training 
Centre? Yes/No.

3*23 If yes, how many times?................ times.

5.24 Do you ever miss fettilizei/hybrid maize tror 
where you buy them? Yes/Nc.
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3.25 I f  yes, what- reasons does the s e l le r  give fo r  then 
being out o f  stock?
a) That they have not y e t arrived
b) That very l i t t l e  was brought
c )  That he has no money to buy many bags
d) Other reasons .................................................................

4. Simple Tools and Equipment.

4.1 Lo you have the following items?

Item \7here bought
1. Sprayer .......................
2. Fencing wire .......................
3. KiUriLng cans .......................
4. Saws .......................
5. VYheelbarrows ........................
6. Jembes/Pangas .......................
7. Others .......................

4.2 If you did not buy any of the above mentioned iters 
from the cooperative factory, what are your reasons 
for buying them elsewhere?
a) Co-operative society did not have it/them
b) Society store was too far
c) They were available in shops at the same price 

as in the cooperative store.
d) Other reasons....................... ..........

4.3 If you bought the items at the cooperative store 
how did you pay?
a) Cash
b) bought on credit

I
4.4 If you are asked, do you think it would be good idea

if the co-operative store supplied all the farmer 
needs? Tes/No.
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4. 5 What are your reasons ?

5. Agricultural Chemicals

5.1 Do you ever use chemicals? Yes/Uo.
I #
5.2 How long have you been using tnen ? .........  Year

5.$ What chemicals do you use?
a) Coffee sprays
b) Fmr spraying cattle
c) DDT dust on maize
d) Others ........................................

5.4 Where do you buy your chemicals?
a) ilurang* a town
b) From shops
c) Other sources...... ...........................

5. 5 Has anybody advised you on how chemicals are used? 
Yes/No.

5.6 If yes, who has advised you nn their use?
a) Agricultural Assistant
b) Cooperative Manager
c) Shopkeeper
d) Neighbour
e Others ........................................

5.7 Can you understand the instructions written on the 
chemical packets?
a) Yes/No if it is written in English.
b) Yes/No if it is written in Swahili.



Which problems do you experience in buying and using 
chemicals?
a) Chemicals are not available in cooperative stores
b) Not sure which chemical to buy
c) Chemicals are very costly
a) Fear to buy some chemicals because they are said to 

be poisonous.
e) Other reasons.... .................... .............
•

Animal Feeds

Do you buy any animal feeds? Yes/No.

If yes, where do you buy your feeds?

1. Kuxang'a Town Yes/No.
2. Coffee Factory Yes/llo.
3. From nearest shops Yes/No.

What feeds do you 

Name of Feed

1. Cattle feeds
2. Pig feeds 
3• Chicken feeds 
4. Others

How much do you pay to transport these feeds to your
per bag.

usually buy?
Bags/L?onth

farm? Shs.
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ANNEX II
UNIVERSITY OF NAIROBI 

FACULTY OF AGRICULTURE 

FACTORY MANAGERS

Date.cf interview .......... .......
Person interviewed..................
Name of Factory ....................
Name of Co-operative Society ........
District.................. Division
Location........................ .

INTRODUCTION

I axq a Postgraduate Student from the University of Nairobi, 
engaged on a research project on the distribution of agricultural 
inputs. I am trying to find out the problems you face in selling 
and distributing inputs. The results of this study will be of 
use to the Co-opez’ative Societies, and I would be most grateful 
if you would answer the following questions accurately:-

1. General Information

1.1 '̂ hen was this factory opened............. Year

1.2 How many members are registered in this society?
(those who bring coffee to the factory) ..........
.........  members.

1 7 WVia + the■LO

1.4 VThat is the total number of trees .....



2 ?0

How far is the factory from
a)
*)
<0

1.6 What is the state of the major road to the factory?
a) good all the year round
b) impassable during rainy seasons.

1.7 Do you have a factory vehicle? Yes/No.

1.8 What do you use to transport coffee to Nairobi.'
a) Society lorry
b) Hired lorries
c) Other.............................. .........*

1.9 How many times do you transport your produce to 
Nairobi?
a) Every month
b) Every three months
c) Every six months
d) Other .........................................

1.9 (b) When you transport coffee to Nairobi,
vhat do you carry in the lorry on the return
journey?..............................*......

1.10 Do you ever miss transport? Yes/No.

2. MANAGE1.1EITT

2.1 How long have you been a manager in this factory? 
Years ............... . Months ...............

2.2 Before you joined this factory, where wore you 
working? .....................................
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2.3 Have you ever attended courses at :-
a) Co-operativo College
b) Farmers' Training Centre
c) Other........................... ...........

2.4 If yes, how many times have you attended courses
* at: -

a) Co-operative College
b) Farmers' Training Centre.

2.5 How many people are employed in the factory?

2.6 Who else has attended cauroes at the Co-operative 
College or Farmers' Training Centre?

2. Distribution of Ir.ruts.

Fertilizers and Hybrid maize.

3.1 Do you sell fertilizers and hybrid maize in this 
factory. Yes/No.

3.2 If yes, where do you get your fertilizer/hybrid maize?
a) Murang'a Town
b) Society headquarters
c) Shopkeeper/stockist."
d) Other .........................................

3.3 How do you transport your fertilizer/hybrid maize 
to the factory?
a) use society vehicle
b) use hired vehicles
c) Other means
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3*4 How much do you pay per bag Shs........... cts..»«

per lorry load Shs......... cts...«

5.5 What types of fertilizers do you use?

ASN/CAN
Double superphosphate 

• Single superphosphate
Others............................................ .

3.6 Can you give me the amount sold last year (1972)
a) Fertilizers (50 kg) ..............bags
b) hybrid maize (10 k g ) ............. bags.

3.7 When do you bring fertilizer/hybrid maize to the 
store?
a) One month before rains
b) two weeks
c) 1 week
d) as rains start

3.8 When do farmers start buying hybrid maize/fertilizers.
a) one month before rains
b) two weeks
c) 1 weeks
d) during rains

3.9 Many farmers complain that fertilizers and hybrid 
maize are not available when they want them. Why 
do you think these shortages occur?
a) the distributors bring them late
b) they do not bring as much as required
c) we are never sure of the demand until the

nlanting season starts.
d) we do not have a big store
e) others........ ..............................
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3.10 Who estimates for you the amount you need per 
planting season?
a) location agricultural assistant
b) Co-operotive Officer
c) do not estimate

3.11 Where do you store your fertilizer/hybrid maize?
a) Same store as other produce
b) Different store
c) Others...... ........... ......................

3.12 How much fertilizer/hybrid maize can you put in 
your store?

a) fertilizer........ ....... hags (30 kg bags)
b) hybrid Ezize.............. bags (10 kg bags)

3.13 What are the main problems with storage of fertiliser?
a) coffee not bought when we want to store fertiliser
b) small store
c) other problems.................................. * ................

3.14 If all farmers in this area decided to grow hybrid 
maize, do you think your store will be enough to store 
all the fertilizer and seeds required? Yes/lTo.

3.15 A r e  you hoping to build a new store? Yes/Uo.

3.16 Do you advise farmers on how to use fertilizers
and hybrid maize? Yes/No.

3.17 Do you supply animal feeds? Yes/No.

ft
3.18 hat do you supply?

a) cattle feeds
b) pig feeds
b) poultry feeds
d) O th e rs ........ ................ ................................................. - •

3.19 Do you sell agricultural chemicals? Yes/No.
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3.20 Which ones?
a) copper ...............  litre in 197<
b) captafol ...............
c) suaithion ................
d) ......................................................................................................

3.21 Do you advise farcers on the use of chemicals? 
Yes/No.

3.22 Does the Agricultural Assistant visit the factory? 
Yes/No.

3*23 Where do you stoi'e your chemicals?’
a) same store as others
b) different stores

3.24 Some chemicals come in debes, how do you sell 
to farmers who want them in small auantities?
a) in bottles
b) others

3.25 Do you mention to farmers that some chemicals
are poisonous? Yes/No.

3.26 If yes, how do you advise them on their use?
a) store them from food
b) be very careful when using them •
c) wash throughly after use.

OTHER ITEMS.
4.1 What other items do you supply to the farmers?

(list as many as possible) .......................

4.2 Of the items you have listed, which are mostly 
demanded by farmers all the times?............
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4«3 Do you have them in stock when the farmers '•unt 
then? Yeo/No.

4.4 Do you over organise meetings to tell farmers what 
you hove in store? Yes/No.

4.5 If yes, how many meetings dc you organise?
Per month.................. No. of meetings
Per 2 months ...............  No. of meetings
Per 6 months ....••».••••«»• No. of meetings 
Per year No. of meetings


